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PRBPACB ........................ 

· Migration. ·has become a way of life in. the modem world. 
The worl4•s population today consists of a ai;nifieant 
number of people who spend a considerable part of their 
lives outside their native places~ ·Economic development 
requires the placement of ~ human resources where they 
are most likely to be put to maximum use ..ea.ther in in
dustry or agiicul ture. In industrialized countries migra
tion has become pert. of a person • a career eycl~. and 
ulban to urban migration ia the most significant. However 
in underdevelope<! countries the population is comparatively 
atatic apat.tally. And .most migration is fxom rural areas 
to rural areaa, often within the same district. 

SOciologieel stucUes of migration in India have been fev 
and far between. But this ia mue more true reoarding 
migration of the population of Kerala. We do not bow much 
about this important field other t.han certain myths and 
m.taconc:eptiona. One of this ia that the •Malayalee• is 
psychologically a very migration..prone person. The best 
exernple of this myth is the pxobem in Malayalam that 
"even if you go to t.h& moon you will find a Maleyalee then". 
Granting the fact that many younq men and vcnen from 

Kerela go out of their state for employment. a careful _._ m·.:~va:nh ~m..anrL to 
tt,Q.t the ILxt.H.s o'f 014.1;-

1
J 1 k 's a,_ 

analyeis of tbe census r~rte would revealAreeent pheno- ('1'\:m•"tv"'"' ' 

menon and that till 1951 inmigrants from other States to 
Kerala outnumbered outmiqranta from Kerala. 

The predominance of outmigration in recent years shoUld. 
not blind us to a more si gni fie ant flow of population 
within Kerala. Most: internal migration in Kerala ia rural 
to rural and for aoriaul tural purposes. Meny people have 
migrati?cl;· from Central Travancorei to Malear in the North 
and to the Hiqh Ranqes in Kotteylm d.iatrlct. 'Ibis flow 
atarted during the 'Gnat Depression• of the 1930a anCI is 
at.ill an ongoing process. Then has been a dearth of 

./. 



(ii) 

eystanatic stucliea of this movement ant! the present exer• 

ci•e is, an attempt in this direction. 

The first Chapter is a review of oeneral etuc.tiea regarding 

migration. In the second chapter a. resume of the few stu
dies conducted in India in the field of miqr:ation is pro

vided. The thi:d chapter exeminea the pattema of internal· 
migration in Kenl a. The fourth chepter is a preliminary 
analysis of the migration of fa:mers fmm Trevancore to 
Malabar. Relience has larvely bflen placed on secondary 
data; however inorder to augment these data whieh are 

extremely meagre. 40 people have been interviewed in the 
field and the results have been incorporated into our 

' 
account. The attempt .ta not to arrive at a-ny defenitive 

atatemcmts but t.o thzow up fruitful h!IPOthesu for a more 
. thorouoh study. In the Conclusion these hy_pctheses are 
brouoht togei:her as a set of central questions for further 
study. 

This dissertation could notfbave been wr1 tten vi thout ~he 
able assistance of my ale teachel!J'Dr. K.L. Sha.ana(Advisor) cw.e;-\ 

Dr. P.N. Mukherjee (CO.Advisor), end l wieh to thank them 
most sincerely• I also exprees my gJ:Btitude to Sri Sui

dharan Nair Who has neatly typed these paoes. 

-···-



CHAPTER I 

MIGRATION AS A SOCIOLOGICAL PROBLEl'-1 

The term 'migration • refers to the movement of human popu

lation from one geographical region to another for a 
•sufficient period of time•. The time element is often 
defined vaguely. Censuses generally consider as migrants 

persons ~ith the duration of residence of one year away 
from their native place. sociologists would perhaps re

quire a more permanent stay to be significant. 

Migration is broadly divided into two types, namely, 
(a) international migration or the movement of people from 

one country to another often over long distaneest and 

(b) internal migration or the movement of population bet
ween different areas of the same country. . Internal. migra
tion ean be further divided into four types a ( 1) rural to 
rural migration, movement from one village to another in-----
eluding the seasonal migration of agrieul tural and planta-
tion labourt as well as the permanent movement of peasants, 

(11) movement from rural areas to cities for employment, 
(iii) urban to urban migration, and (iv) utban to rural 

migration of rural-born migrants. If these movements go 

on within the same state or province in a given country, 
they are celled intra-state movement. If different states 
are invol vee! such movements are called inter-state. The 
original places the migrants leave behind are called the 
~1nt of origin• and the places in which they settle are 
called •the point of destination •. The term •emigrant • 
and *immigrant• are used for those who leave a point of 

origin and settle in a point of destination respectively 
for international migration. Similiarly •out-migrant • 
and • in-migrant • are used for internal migrants. 

Sociologists are interested in the study of migration in 
as far as numerous social processes are involved in a 
person's or group's decision to migrate, in the pattern 
of interaction between the 'host • population and the 
'immigrants• and so on.(l) Migration may be caused by 

(1) Jackson J.A. (ed) Introduction, Migration, P 3. 
..2 
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numerous social determinants like religious, or political 

persecution, the exhaustion of physical resources and eco

nomic opportunities etc. Industrialized economies generally 

have a higher rate of mobility of population than subsis

tence economies. The actual process 1 tsel f may involve 

such social factors as kinship networks, infotmal and 

official information channels, patronage by official end 

non-official agencies and so on. Migration may set in 

·motion numerous social processes due to the interaction 

of native and immigrant population. 

Present knowledge of the phenomenon of migration is some

what inadequate. The study of migration has been hampered 

by grave deficiencies in migration theories which tend to 

be "time-bound; culture-bound and situation-bound•.( 2) 
Jackson contrasts this static theoretic development to 

"the dynam~c quality of migration itself and the extra

ordinary importance which movements of population assume 

as bOth a catalyst and ingredient of social change". ( 3) 

This is mainly due to the prevalenceof certain misconcep-
. h'o"""',..~...t" 

tio~s regarding migration. The most ).of these myths is 

that man is universally sedentary, that •movement away 

from the natal place is a deviant activity associated with 

disorganization and a threattx> the established harmony of 

Gemeinschaft relationships which are implied by a life 
lived within a fixed social framework". <•> Another mis

conception is the •snapshot • character of the act of 

migration. This implies that migration is usually a 

once-and-onl y-onee phenomenon. But, today,. a significant 

section of the world•s population consists of what Richmound 
calls •transilients•*(S) that is, people who spend periods 

of their lives outside their country of birth, return 
home and again migrate. 

(2) Ger,mani, Migration and Acculturation (1964) P. 167 

(3) Jackson J.A. op.cit. P 3 
(4) Ibid P. 3 
(S) Richmound, A. H. prewar Migrants in Canada, Tovo~to, 

1967. 

• • 3 
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Another reason for the slow theoretic development in the 
field of migration is the lack of interchanges between the 
various social science- disciplines like economics, poli
tical science, demography and sociology which are interested 

in migration. •There has been little attempt to order the 
confusion with theoretical p~sitions and models which 
would lend both elegance and understanding to this large 
and important subject. • (&) 

Though a general theoretical synthesis . is 1 acldng various 
lines of approach have been attempted in terms of descrip
tion, typologies and theoretical systems. Here an attempt 
is made to review some of these approaches. 

TY'PES OF MIGRATION STUDIES 

A. OESCRIPTI~ §TUDIES 1 

Theae ere numerous descriptive studies of ~migrant~ groups 
and their ways of life in the Westem context. The eth;nic 
history of Norwegian immigrants by T.c. Blegen(?) is one of 
the best descriptive studies. so are the works of sociolo
gists like Galitzi(S) and Gans(9 ). The best example of a 

work of political scientist is the survey of Melbourne 
Jewry by P.Y, Medding~lO) 

Though discriptive studies provide us with numerous insights 
regarding the immigrant situation, they do not yield a 
systematic explanation of the various social processes 
involvecS. 

D. TYPOLOGI IS 1 

The best-known typology of migration is the one constructed 
by Fairchild. ( 11 ) Two sets of criteria are employed in . 

(6) Jackson, J.A., op.cit. P-6 
(7) Blegen, T.c., Norwegian Mig·ration to Americe(Northfield, 

1931, 1940). 

(8) Galitzi 
(9) Gans, Herbert The Urban Villagers(Glencoe, 1961) 

(10) Madding, P.Y •• Prom Assimilation to Group survival 
(Melbourne, 1968) 

(11) Fairchild, F.P., Immigration (New York, 1925) PP 13 & 11 
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constructing the typology.· One~s the level of the cu1 tu
ral development of the immigrant group and the receiving 

group. The other is the nature of the migratory process -

whether it is peaceful or warlike. In schematic form we 
have the following·types:-

--- Warlike Migration Potm Migration to Peaceful Movement Movement --· 
Low CUlture High culture -.. Invasion 

~---~ .. ___ ......... _ ......... _ ... __ 
---~----------- ------------------ r--.-------.. -.... 

High culture Low culture Colcnizatiori Conquest 
~------~~-~--~--~--------~-~-~ ~---~--~---~~---~-- ~-----.. --.. ---· 

CUl. ture on a Level Immigration --
Movement from low culture to high culture, in this typology, 

is nece~sarily invasion, that k from high culture to low 
culture is either colonization (peaceful) or conquest (war

like). Movement between the cultures on the same level of 
development is peaceful immigration. The basic weakness 
of the typ6logy, as Petersen (l 2) rightly points out, is the 

arbitrariness in applying the two sets of criteria. Fair-• child goes beyon~ the limits of scientific objectivity 

while rating certain cultures as low (e.g.i the Visigoths, 
the Indians) and other cultures as high (e.g., the Romans, 
the Brit~sh). Similiarly what is the essential difference 
between •invasion • and 'conquest'? can there be no war
like movements between cultures on the same level? Further, 
the typology is conceptually too simple and adds little 
to our knowledge of migration. 

The element of choice was basic to Julius Issac •s classi
fication of migration. He divided migration into free -
(nomadic, seasonal, temporary, p~rmanent) and forced 
(refugee movement, slave trade, population transfer etc.). 

Petersen•s(l 3) is by far the most complex and useful of 
the existing typologies. It is based on two axes, namely, 
(a) conservativeness/innovation (whether migration is 

(12) Petersen, w. 'A General Typology of Migration• in 
Jensen, C.J.(ed), Readings in the Sociology of 
Migration (TOronto) 

(13) PetersenT op.cit. P 65 

•• s 
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undertaken to preserve a way of life presently under threat 
or whether to impr:ove stendards by changing a way of life) 
and (b) the underlying migratory force such as ecological 
push, political force, aspiration to better one•s condition, 
and the social pressure exerted by a mass movement or 
•migratory craze•. In schematic fo:r:m we have the following 

typest-

• I Class of • 
Relation Migratory migratory Type of Migration 

Foree force t 

Conservative Innovating 

Nature Ecological Primitive Wandering Flight 
and man push Ranginq from land 

----~.-........ ---..... ..... __ ........ ____ .... ....................... ___ 
~----.. -..-... ~------- ~rev;-----· 

State(or Forced Displacement 
equivalent) Migration Trade 

POlicy Coolie and Man Impelled Flight Trade .. -------~ ... ---- .. ..,.... .................. ._. .................. 1111111'1 .. ,.., 

_________ ,_ ..... -.......... ___ ....._ ____ ..._. ____ 

Man and his Higher as- Free Oz:oup Poineer Norms pi rations 
............................... ...._ ........................... _ ~---~-~ ... ~----.... __ _....._ ..... ...._....__ -------· Collelitive social Mass Settlement utbani-
Behavior Momentum zation 

The usefulness of Petersen's classifications. consists in 
the fact that it takes account of the causal factor in 
migration almost comprehensively by relating it to man•s 
relation with natural and social forces in tems of push 
and pull factors. The distinction between conservative
ness and 1r.novation takes care of the element of the mi
grants aspirations and explains why certain individuals 
do not migrate inspite of acute push factors. 

There are five classes of migration, namely, primitive, 
forced, impelled. free and mass. However, the placement. 
of categories in each heading sounds somewhat arbitrary. 
For example how is it justifiable to consider all forms 
of flight. from land as innovating?. For it may result 
from undue expectations regarding prospects in the cities, 
inability to exploit natural resources through the appli
cation of modern methods and ao on. Similiary slave 
trade and co6lie trade are hardly innovating from the 

•• 6 
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point of view of the slaves group,migration need not nece

ssarily be conservatiwe. Inspite of these deficiencies 

Petersen's classification remains eminently useful. 

Another typology implicit in many discussions is based on 

the differences in the level of eeonomic and social develop.. 

ment of societies. some «-CJ.thers have 'pointed out that un

derdeveloped countries of Asia and Africa have spatially 

static populations compared to the industrialized count~ies 
of the weat. (1.4-) The geographic immobility of rural popu-
1 ations in underdeveloped countries is considered to be 

the result of a low level of industrial development, as 

also numerous social reasons like the prevalence of village 

customs and traditions, lack of mads and networks of 

communications and so on, On the other hand, developed 

economies demand 1 abour to be located where economic: 
Opportunities are located and migration has become part 
of a person•s career history. (1S) 

Some authors have marked the vast difference in the social 

and occupational composition of migrants at the beginning 
of t.he 20th Century and after World war I. According t.o 

George, <16) migration upto the First world War was ettsen

tially the movement of unskilled labour recm!ted from the 

poorest and the most overpopulated rural areas~ end con

tained a high proportion of unmarried males. Today, how

ever, •the door of emigration is closed to masses from 

underdeveloped countries who are condemned to misery and 

geographic inertia because of the fundamental opposition 

between the supply of muscle-power from backward eeononomies 

and the demand for 'brain-power• in the increasingly com

plex and technical economies". Only people with managerial 
and teehnicel skills are required. Thus the predominant 

form of intemational migration today is what is called 

'brain-drain •. 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

Suprunovi teh: 'Migration and changes in t he Geography of 
rural population in India•, in Census of Indfa, 1971. 
Economic ~nd CUltural Dimensions of R!9ionalization 

Jansen, c.J. '88~6!t~g~eM6 ~eeta of Migration• in Jackson(ed) 
c pt~ ''types of Migration of the Population Accorcling eSO!RI P~~sional and social Composition of Migrants• in 
Jansen, op.cit. P 39-48 •• 7 
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C. THEORETICAL WORKS1 

Attempts at the theoretical understanding of the process of 

migration hai'e been centred around four major questions. 
1) What is the size and the direction of movement in a 

given region and what factors determine these? 
ii) 

iii) 

iV) 

What aetermine eertain qroups and pernonn to be more 
mobile than othersa Selectivity or differential migration? 

o.,-i(l. 

What11 the factors which force or motivate groups and 
persons to movet the causal and motivational structure 

of migration? 

tfhat is the type of interaction which anerges between 

the migrants (the •guest system •) and the receiving 
population (the 'host sYStem') (l7 ) and what are: the 

factors which affect the ~!grants• adjustment and 

assimilation in the host society. 

1) Size and Direction of Movement: 

Demographic interest in migration centres around to what 
extent migration affects population growth. For this it 
is necessary to understand the volume (size) and direction 
of the movement of population in a 9iven region. Th~ first 
effort a~ this direction was that of Ravenstein!18) The 
celebrated 'Ravenstein •a laws • link migration to the dis. 
tanee to be covered by migrants. The basic proposition 
is that more migrants tend to move to short distances. 
This movement is aceompenie,._ by the universal shifting of 
the population to the great centres of industry and 
commerce. Each such .. current" gives rise to •counter

currents". Ibhabitantsaf villages close to the cities 
first take the move end their plaee is filled by migrants 

from remoter districts. Migration tends to increase with 
the growth of technology. The economic motive is the 
most. dominant eorsideration in the decision to migrate. 

r ~ 
Ravenstein also stated..Athe natives of towns are less 
migratory than those of rural parts and that females are 

' 
more migratQry than ~ales._· 

(17) 

(18) 

The Terms 'guest system • and 'host system • are used by Partha, 
N. MUkherjee, in 'The Great Migration•, in Economic & Political 
Weekly' Vol.IX, No.9, 10 & 11, March 2, 9 & 16, 19?4." 
Ravenstein E, 'The Laws of Migration • Journal of the Royal Stati
stical society~ 48 (June 1885) .167-235,52 (June 1889) 241-305 citei 
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Recent theories have ~ at movements not in terms of 

distance alone but also in terms of •opportunities •,. 
stouffer•s(lg) theory of 'intervening opportunities• says 

•the numberof persons going a given distance is directly 

proportional to the number of opportunities at that dis
tance and inversely proportional to the number of inter
vening opportunities•. Later Stouffer introduced into his 

earlier model a further 'farieble, namely, ·~et1no mi
grants•$20> Thus not only the existence of intervening 

opportunities but also the number of migrants competing 

for the same opportunities in a given location reduces the 
attractiveness of that place. 

The variables 'distanc:e and opportunities • -v1are basic to 
the hypothesj.s of, Rose which was tested in tUnneapoliss (21) 

Higher status persons, who seelc better jobs or 

•opportunities• must move a greater distance to find 

them, on average, than do persons whose skills and 

aspirations direct them to look for leas desirabh 

opportunities. (Presumably low-status-Jobs) 

Rose's study revelled that lower-class people fir.d many more 
intervening Opportunities in a oiven distance than do upper
class people, The same hypothesis vas retested by stud< 22 ) 

who four;d that managers and professional~ migrated longer 

distances tha~ lower-class migrants, 

Burdford • s ( 23) study revealed that more important than physi

cal distance waa "psychological distance", that is how far 
farmere •feel • that they are from non-farming opportunities. 

(19) Stouffer, s. Intervening opportunitiest a theory relat
ing mobility and distance, American sociological Review 
S,(Oecember 1940), 845- 47. 

(20) stouffer, s. Intervening Opportunities and COmpeting migrants 
Journal of Regional Se1ence 2 (Spring 1960), 1 - 26. 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

QUoted in Jansen, op.cit. P 12 
Stub, H.'The occupational characteristics of migrants to DUlut.hs 
a retest of ROse•s migration hypothesis; Am~~ieal_Jtocio!ogical 
fiey-1~_, 27 (1) (Feb. 1962), 87 .. 90 

Burdford. R.L., 'An index of distance as related to internal 
migration', Southern Economic Journal, 29(2) (OCtober 1962) 
77 - 81. -~~--- ··-- --··-- - ··-
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The traditional push-pull dichotomy has been used by Bogue< 24) 

to understand the direction of movement. His hypothesis wast 
Migration that has very strong "push" stimulus tends ... 
to be much less selective with respect to the cortl'l'lunity 

of origin than migration which has a very strong •pull" 

stimulus. Where there is a cor.di tion of st.r:on9 push 

bnt no strong pUll (such as famine~ drouqht, floods, 

exhaustion of a resource) origin selectivity is at a 
minimum. In other words, selevtivity of imnigrants 

frcm any community tends to vary directly with the 

stre~gth of attractive "pulls" from other communities 

and inversely with the expulsive "pushes" from the 

community itself. 

With regard to the volume and direction of movements as 
well as the characteristics of migrants Everest s. Lee(2S) 

has modified and extended teh scope of Ravenstein • s 1 aws 

and offers the following hypothesis. Here we focus 10V\ 
hypotheses regarding the development of stream and counter
stream. 
i) Migration tends to take place largely within well-defined 

streams. Thie is largely due to the high localizationof 

opportunities, the necessity to follow established routes 

of transportation, flow of knowledge back from destination 
to origin, the actual recruitment of migrants at place of 
origin, end the overcoming of intervening obstacles by the 
early migrants. Thus the fvcus of early migration is mili
tary outposts or trade centres and the early frontiersmen 

are the military, traders and missionaries ar.d not fa~era. 
ii) For every migration stream, a counterstremn develops. 

This refers mainly to •return' migration which may be caused 
by the disappearance of •negative factors • at the place of origin. 

iii) The efficiency of streams (ratio of stream to counter-
stream or the net redistribution of population affected by 

the opposite flows) is high if the major factors in the 
development of a migration stream were minus factors at origin. 

(24) Bogue, o.J., 'Internal migration', in P.M. Hauser and o.o.Duncan, 
The stugy of Population, university of Chicago Press,PP 486-509. 

(25) Lee, EVerestt, S. 'A Theory of Migration' in aackson, 
op.cit., p. 289. 

..10 
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iv) The efficiency of stream and countersteam will be 
low if origin and destination are aimiliar. 

v) The efficiency of steams will be high if the interven
ing obstacles are great. This is because those who migrate 
after overcoming great obstacles do so for compelling 
reasons. They are not likely to retun since it requires 
oversoming equally great obstacles. 
vi) 'nle efficiency of steams v·:·rtes with economic condi
tions, being high in prosperous times and low in times of 

depression. 

i!) Differential Migratio~a 

A ~estion which interests both sociologists and demogra
phers iss whether certain individuals and groups (e.g. cer
tain age, sex, religious or class cateqories rather than 
others) ter.d to be more migratory than others and Why. 
Prom the demographic point of view an answer to this ques
tion is necessary to understand the volume and direction of 
movement, and to predict further movement. For the socio
logist migration differentials can yeild valuable insights 
regarding the causes of migration, the characteristics of 
migrants compared to nonmigrants and the adjustment pro
ble:ns of the migrants. 

Though there have been attenpts to establish "universal*. f 
migration differentials only one differential has stood 
the 1t'ak test of t.ime, nemely, that people in yoqn~}'- .... 

. afiult ages (20-23) are more prone to migrate than othere~26 ) 
Other differentials, e.g., sex selectivity, urhar-rural 
delectivity, status select1.vity etc. have application in 

certain places ard times. EVen the universal finding on 
age selectivity has exceptions since areas of better 
climate are usually selective of ag~d and retired persons. 

(26) Thomas, Dorothy s., Research Memorandum on Migration 
Differentials, social Science Research council 
Bulletin 43 (New York, 1938) 

•• 11 
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Apart from selectivity there have been attempts to compare 
migrants and non-~gigrants in a given area of emigration,. 
as also miqrantJ g.roups and host groups in a given area of 
immigration. Differences between personalities and beha
viour pattems of people in the two respective categories 
have been revealed. For example, immigrant and native,. 
populations have been contrasted in te~s of differences 
in occupation; industry, eamings, hours of wrk and rent; <27) 

. i 

eeologicel factors like the ecological distributions of 
1mmiqrants,C2S) cultural differences like visible diffe~nces 
in language, diet, dress, religion, education, sports, \values 
end attitudes, Yeligious beliefs; intermarriage etc.,<29> 
deviant behavior! 30) mental disorder< ll) etc. ' 

iii) 'rhe Causal and Motivational J'act:ors in Migration' 

Two ~preaches can be identified in the causal explanation 
of migration. The first approach is concerned with the 
traditional pttsh-pull hypothesis. The second approach is 

more ja specifically sociological nature. The first model 
is essenti~ly situation oriented. It takes as its start
ing point the differences in characteristics of the areas 

that have experienced net out-migration and of those with 
• net immigration. Thus certain negative factors in the 

(27) Report of the u.s. Immigration Commission, 1907-11 
Vola. 6-28. 

(28) Peter Scott, 'The Population Structure of Australian 
Cities •. Geographical Joumel, 131 (Dee. 1965) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

pp 463-81. 

Stanley Lieberson, Ethnic Patterns in American Cities 
(Glencoe) 1963. 

F. Lanc:a:stavJones, 'Ethnic concentration and 'eas1milat1onsa 
An Australian Case Study' •social Forces •, olS (March 1967) 
J.J. Mol, Churches and Immigrants, R.E.M.P. Bulletin, 9, 
supplement S(The Haque, 1961) 
c.s. Hill; West Indian Migrants and the London Churches 
(London, 1963) 
Julius Drechsler, Intermarria~ in New York CAty(N. Y. 1921) 
wolsterholme, and o•conner(eds ~fjjful<in::: edical and 
SOCial Aspects, -. Ciba Foundation Report(London, 1966) 
Commonwealth Immigration Advieory Council, Reports on Crime 
(13/11/55,30/4/75) 
Malzberg, B. and Lee EVereatt s. Migration and Mental 
Disease (Nev York, 1956). 
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area of origin •push • out persons while positive factors in 

some other region •pull • them towards it. ~he push and pull 

factors can be economic, political end social. Th~ negative 
factors range from adverso climate, oveJ:pOpulat1on, exhaus

tion of natural resources, lack of employment opportunities, 

religiou~ or political persecution, opressive social strati

fication end so on. The positive factors can be opportunity 
for employment in industry and commerce, opportunity for 

better status and so on. 

Jacoby holds thatt 

•The rapidly changing relationship between the size of 

population, agricultural resources and the degree of 

applied technology* is the principal cause of the for
midable migration movements especially in underdeveloped 

countries. such movements lead to the semi-urbanization 

of the rural peoplel e suburban slum existence without 
slightest possibility for integration into the urban 
economy and aoc1ety.< 32> 

According to Trewa:rtha ( 33) the economic element is the 
paramount factor in migration. Regions with high propor
tions of immigrant population ace usually those where 
(i) new agricultural settlement has been occurring or (11) 

rapid ut.banization hes been spurred on by the development 
of industry, trade and other important urban functions. 

In contrast, regions vith small proportions of inmigrant 
people are characteristically those where (1) intensity of 
utbanization is low and cities areaf small size (ii) in
dustry and commerce are meaqrely developed and (ii) the 

. . .... 
·· economy ia prevailingly of subs.t-.ance. 

George •a ( 34) classification of mig ration into two types :b 

is based on the push-pull hypothesis. The first type is 
caused by necessity or oblioations, (political or religious, 

( 32) Jacoby a Man and Land 

(33) Trewartha a'fhe Underdeveloped Realm 
( 34) George P. a Types of Migration of the population 

According to the professional and social composition 
of Migrants - in Jansen, C.J. P 39. 
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economic or climate reasons). The second type, on the 

other band is caused by needs in the receiving countries. 

Demographic pressures in one region are met by a correspond

ing readiness to reb.·ive population in another. 

The push-pull polarity has been useful in identifying the 
various social causes of migratory movements. However, it 

has certain inherent weaknesses. Fi"t of all it implies 

that man is universally sedentary, remaining fixed until 

he is impelled to move by some force. lf so how to explain 

the way of life of nomadic people? Here the push-Pull 

dichetomy becomes completely useless. It is only when a 
pople have a permanent place of residence that the rele

vanee of push and pull factors becomes greater. 

Another weakness of the push-pull polarity is that •the 

factors alleged to •cause• emigration orv~arily comprise 

a heterogeneous arrey, ranging from an agricultural crisis 

to the spirit of adventure, from the development of shipp

ing to overpopulation. rew attempts are mede to distinguish 
among underlying causes, facilititive environment, preci• 
pitants, and mo-tives." (lS) It is necessary to distinguish 

between the eniqrant •s motives (the level of his aspiration) 
end the social causes of migration. For other:wiae one can

not explain the leek of correlation between economic or 

political hard~hips and the propensity to migrate observed 
in many eases. For example, mass emigration from Europe 

in modern times developed together with a marked rise in 
the European Standards of living. The class differential 

in migration also needs explanation. For example, though 

emiqration to Amerie~ would have made sure improvement in 
material condit.1ons, many middle-class people in Europe 

did not take the plunge branding it as lower-class behavior 

and rather unpatriottic. 

Another criticism is that the push-pull thesis can be applied 
only tc the rural to wtban migration during the 1ndustr1~ 
revolution in EUrope and to the developing countries of 

(35) Petersen, w. op.cit. P 53 
•• 13 
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today. It cannot be applied to the contemporary indus

trialized eccieties since there is a high rate of skilled. 

and professional pers~nnel who can hardly be said to be 
pushed. Migration has become part of the career history 
of modern individuals. (l6) 

SOC!AL FACTORS f 

SA<.o~ 
The t!tlAI approach can be the sociological study of the 

process of migration. Dissatisfaction with predominantly 
demographic eXplanations and the limitations of the push-

pull polarity hawt.been at the root of this approach. 

Admittedly works in this field have been few and far bat

ween(..much remains to be done. Petersen correctly points 

out the essential difference of migration from the other 

population variables, namely fertility and mortality. 

He writes• ( 3?) 

Migration differs from fertility and mortality 
ia that it cannot be enalysed, even at the out

set, in texms of non-cultural, physiological 

factors, but must be differentiated with respect 

to relevant social conditions. 

Petersen 'eid1st1net1onr ·between the emigrants • motives 

and the social causes of emigration; as pointed out ear
lier was a eefenite contribution towards the understand

inq of social factors in migration• His typology, though 
not fool proof, clarifies many oone~ts. 

Eisenstadt ( 3S) in "The Absoxption of Higratlt~e~attempted ct 

lJI!f purely sociological an8lysis of migration. He 
divided the migratory precess into three disttn~t stages, 

(36) Jackson, J.A. op.eit. 
(37) Petersen, op.cit. P 67 
( 39) Eisenstadt, S.N. The Absorption of Migrants 
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namely, 
1) the motive to migrate 
2) the soeial structure of the actual migratozy 

process 
3) the absorption of the immigrants into the 

socio-cultural framework of the new society. 

In this section we shall concentrate on the first stage. 
The other two stages will be dealt with in •assimilation •. 

Under the •motivational structure • Eisenstadt includes 
both the •emigrants • motives (the subjective element) 
and the social causes(objec:tive element). The subjective 
element· includes such factors as the immigrant • s initial 

attitudes and behaviour pattems, his image of the new 
society, and hie or1entat!~n towards and degree of readi
ness to accept change. 'l'he objective elements can be 

•economic • and 'cultural*. The economic factor consist Ot 
a) tleek of adaptation for the requirements of mini-

mum physical existence ',and 

b) the inability to attain instrumental goals such as 

the maximization of economic gains. 
The cultural factor consists ofa (al 'inadequate' expec

tations of solidarity • as in the ease of political refu

gees who fail to identify with a society •, and (b) 'the 
inability to develop a progressive social theory•. 

As Stone(Jg) says 6 this scheme provides a guide to the 

possible motives for migration which recognizej both 

material and ideological factors and appreciates that 
their influence may operate on the basis of either abso
lute or relative deprivation. 

Stone adds a new dimension to Eisenstadt's analysis of 
motivational structure by employing the •value-added• 
approach of Smelser, He thinks that migration ia 

(39) stone, Johna Colonizer or Uitlander? a A study of 
the British Immigrants in south Africa, 
(London, OXford University Press, 1993) 
p 12. 
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atmilar to collective behaviour and hence employs the 

9lements of collective behaviour to migration also. The 

following table compares the causes of collective beha

viour with the factors involved in thedecision to migrate. 

COllective Behavio·r Decision to Migrate 

1. Structural conduviveness Means - physical and finen ... 
- a permissive faetor. cial - permissive factor. 

2. Structural Strain Incentive1 a) positive, 
b) negative. 
i) objective element 
ii) subjective element 

3. Growth of generalized Awareness of Qnigration 
beliefs - making the of~~ ""-t:..o.. . 
strain meaningful to 
potential actors. 

•• Preeipi tating fseto.rs Precipitating factors • 

s. Mobilisation of parti- Mobilization 
cipanta for action 
- n>le of leaders. 

6. social controls Social controls 

' • !)..,0~ \IJt4l) -~tL ~ tt.cLluL ~ rbhdopd.- ~ 
A similar mod~l also based on)R.c. Teylor< 49) in his study 

of the migrant and non-migrant population in west ourhU'l. 

He proposed this model to overcome the limitations of an 

exclusive reliance on either the 'objective• approach or 
the 'subjective• approach. By combining the two approaches 
he hoped to gain a fuller understanding of the determinants 
of migration. The following are the constituent elements 
of the models 

1) a degree of structural conduciveness or strain:~. 
2) the individual's perception or evaluation of the strain 
3) the presence of short-term or long-term aspirations 
4) the presence of a degree of dislocation 
5) the generalized. belief that condttions are better 

elsewhere. 
(40) Taylor, R.c. 'Migration and Motivation• in Jackson 

op.cit. PP 99 - 133. 
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6) the objective possibility of migrat~on as c p~ject. 
7) presence of a precipitating factor or a •trigger•. 

Coll,eeting~~ata~on the basis of the model in,west Durham 
Taylor established differences in the behaviour of miorant 
and non~migrant populations. Both the groups were pre

sented ~th various alternatives to a common problem, 

namely, redundancy. one of the alternatives was migra
tion. Those who decided to migrate, compared to non
migrants were characterized by economic and social aspira. 
tion, and a degree of dislocation from the!r primary and 
secondary groups. 

The migrants, however, did not constitute a homogeneous 
group since not all of them possessed the abe:ve charac
teristics in equal measure. Four migrant tYPes were 
identified in terms of four motives, namely, aspiration, 

dislocation, i~ediate situational factors and unique 
personal factors. The four migrant types werea (i) the 

aspiring, (ii) the dislocated (111) the resultant and 
(iv) the epiphenomenal. Each qroup perceived migration 
differently and had different expectations. 

ADJUSTM&~T Arm ASSIMILATION 

Aa the migrant leaves his fernili&r social sorroundings 

and enters a totally strange one, his behaviour demands 
a great degree of adjustment towards the'host• system. 
This is an important factor in his successful • assimil a

tion • or 'integration' into the host system. Charles 
Price has listed three common assumptions regarding 
assimilation held by researchers in the various social 
sciences. One of the assumptions is that "an individual 
immigran~s adjustment dependn partly on personal and 
social background, on motives for emigration and expec
tations of. the new land, on customs and values when 
migrat1ng".( 4l) This thesis is supported by the wprks 

(41) Price, Charles• 'The study of Assimilation' in 
Jackson, J.A.(ed). o~.c1t. P 186 • 
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of Eisenstadt, Petersen, Hofsted and Prijda, Appleyard, 

Taylor and so on.< 42) Other studies have pointed out t~e 
importance of family, village, regional and religious 
origit1s. 

The second assumption, is th~t assimilation is much in
fluenced by the nU!l'.ber of il'iir.ligr.mts involved, As migra
tion becomes mora numerous assimilation becomes slqwer and 
morE'! difficult, Thia assumption is challenged on the ground 

that nume1;ical strength is necessary before migrants can 

fcm. the social group necessary to meet t.he needs of per

sons lonely in a countey without. home-freinds and home

customs. It is significant that Zachariah's study of . 
migx-ants iP Bombay revealed that the Maharashtrlan migrants 

are the least adjusted in Bombay and the Tamilians 11 the 
most adjusted.<43> Still, we should not ignore the possi
bility that an excessive n~ber of newcomers will produce 
an adverse reaction in the host system, es well as make 
the migrants ghetto.minded. 

The third assumption is.that adjustment d@pends very 
largly on the nature of the receiving society, in the 
economic, social and psychological spheres. These in
elude (a) the public financial and employment policy and 
opportunities for employment and saving, job opportunities 
ete. (b) the willingness as well as abilityof immigrants 
to join political organizations, (e) the availability and 
location of housing end jobs, the eXistence of indigenous 
societies akin to those of the i~~igrants• home society, 
(d) authOritatianism, frustration, status cocern and other 
characteristics of receiving groups. 

(42) Eisenstadt. op.cit. 

(43) 

Hbfsted, Frijda, et.alt Characteristics of OVerseas 
Migran~s fThe Hague, 1961) 

Appleyard, Tt ~rit!sh Emigration to Australia(London 1964) 
Taylor, R.c.: op.eit. PP 99 - 133 ~ 3 (2) tqt.(. 

I I l I ]j.e_"Y1J I 
Zaeharie.h, K.c. 'f>.,n?~ H ··c.:;~·t-iao 5'tu.aj • 
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A crucial characteristic in the receiving 9~P which has 
important bearing on irrrnigrant adjustment is prejudice and 

discrimination. Explanation of prejudice and discrimination 
have been many. Historians demonstrate the evolution of 
these attitudes against certain immigrant groups, which 
harden into fixecl attitudes and patterns of behaviar. · 
Marxian explenations consider prejudice as exploitation. 
Some authors consider it as the result of direct conflict 
between immigrants and the nat! ve .resources. Theories of 
social structure, ae that of Mtlton Gordon <••> consider 
prejudice as endemic whenever newcomers do not enter freely 
into the primary groups of the receiving society. Func
tionalists contend that prejudice against outsiders ie 
necessary for groups to maintain their ever internal unity~ 
in times of economic hardship it may be necessary to make 
out immigrant gl'Oups as scapegoats. Psychologists argue 
that childhood experiences, authoritarianism and such 
other personal characteristics foster prejudice. The 
abundance of the explanations pxoves that multiple causa
tion is the rule in this field and that we -.ould not be 

content with one explanation aa.xaa alone. 

MOst studies regarding assimilation have been by way of 
classification or dtscription and formal theoretical 
exercises have been few. such attempts have been made by 

Park. Gordon and Eisen•tadt. 

PARK •s RACE-R1t.LATIONS crCLE 

Park and Burgess (.tS) stated that whenever two or more 
ethnic groups come to live together in one place their 
relationship passes through tbe c:Jele ofa 
(a) contect - usually peaeefull and exploratoey 
(b) competi tdlon - for scarce jobs and resources. 

(4.) 

(45) 

Gordon, Milton, Assimilation in American Life, 
N. York, l96i. 

Park and· Burgess. Introduction to the Science of 
. · Sociology (chicago, 1921) • 
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(c) conflict .. result of competition - wufare, riots, 

diserim1nation 

(d) accommodation - a modus vivendi sometimes based on 
the withdrawal of one group into niche 

occupations, a aeparate area or inferior 

atatus, 

·(e) assimilation - progressive intexmixture and inter

marriage until the two groups merge into 
one1 •ethnic• groups disappear and persona 
become •in1tisible• u distinct ethnics. 

e 
Perk end Burgess texmed this passage from cont. to 
assimilation the •race-relations cycle•. some authors 
objected that Park end Burgess propounded this cycle as 

an inevitable end irmversible process.. However, Park 
and Burgess never held that complete assimilation is the 

necessa.ry outcome. They stated that race relations may 
assume three configurations• the easte system, as in 
In&a, complete assimilation as in China1 and a pomenent 

minority as with the Jews in Europe. Still Park and 

Buroess ignore another possibility, nantely, 'the elimination 

of the 1 ess powerful ethnic g.r:oupa e1 ther by destruction 
or by expulsion •. 

Another objection to Park's cycle is that the term acco

modation or assimilation is too vi•• concealing the fact 
that· thEVJ may be complete assimilation in some things 
(dress, religion, language), accommodation in other things 

(economic life and family customs), and conflict: in others 
(housing or education). 

A third obj eetion is that the cycle, thou~h attraeti vely 
simple does not fit all the facts it claims to ~lain. 
1'he first contact may not be peaceful contact# or even 
competition but direct conflict. 

. •• 21 
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~he dlficienciea of Perk's attempt have necessitated better 
treatrrent of uneven assimilation. There is also ru :ca.- need 

to pay more at~ention to membership in g~ups, community 
relations~ psychological adjustments and so on. 

GROUP ASSIMIT~TION 

Recent works on asstmilation assign central place to group 
membership. · ·It is basic to Eisenstadt's analysis of assi
milation. In his ·scheme the three stages in migration are 
closely connected. The first stage, namely the motivational 
structure, determines the type of acSjustment the immigrant. 

woulc:J have 'to make. 'l'he second staqe, namely, the actual 
miqratory process itself, involves a narrowing of the 

immigrant's sphere of social participation, with the con
sequent development of a non-struct~red, incompl~ely defined 
situation, resul Ung in insecurity and anxiety. This type 
of social change which is commc:m to all migrations ~nvolves 
the achievement of specific goals, as well as a resocializa
tion of the individual and the reforming of his enti~ 
status-image and set of values. This aeeond stage greatly 
ineluences the third stage of migration, namely the 

absorption end assimilation of the immigrant. The latter 

includes both 'the institutionalization of the Immigrant •a 

role' and tthe transfomation of his primary group •. Sinee 
the expectations of the immigrant. end the social demands 
of the host society :aur rar.ty coincide conflict arises 
within the individual i~iqrant and between the immigran 

~ 
gxoup and the host eomnun!ty. -.:!' = m o= ..... ocn==., 

(46) en -.:r "'~ o 
F.E. Jones, 81~ found it necessary to study irmnigra ~ C'! ~ ::- z 

lo~...,~t
essimilation from the •group point of referenee•- and th (') ~~ 

social function of the primary and secondary groups. - ·= 

Zubrzycld (47 ) stated that a systematic exMtination of "tH:e----"""' 

true unit of ethnic relations, namely, the membership of 

(46) F.E. Jones, "A sociological Perspective on Immigrant 
Adjustment", Social ~rces, 35 (oct. 1956) 

. 1 

(4'7) Zubrzycld., Settlers of the Latrobe Vallex \ 
(Canberra, l964) P- 168. '/ I.' 'I '• 17 

' 
' ' 
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prtmary qroups•waa necessary to understand an immigrant's 
position in the larger groups of society as his behavior 

and status in the factory, neighbourhood or political 
party d~ends on the example and opinions of individuals 
with whom he has primary group relationships. 

MILTON GORDON'S THEORY OF THE PROCESS OF ASSIMILATION 

Milton Gordon( 4S) also assigns a key position to primary 
.groups in ass1mil at ion • He bas developed the concept of 

"eth-classes" (ethnic grnups) which are differentiated 
by regional residence, rural urban residence, social 

class and ethnic group. In American society he 41st1n

guish~s two eth-classess (a) upper middle class, white 
(Irish), Catholic, northern utban, and (b) lower~iddle 
class, Negto, Protestant, southel'B}'! rural. He also dis

tinguishes between • intrinsic • cultural traits (religion, 
ethn1C#Jfolk-music, language, literature and other things 
deriving from the central core of the ethnic cultural 
heritage) and •extrinsic• cultural traits (dress, manners, 

pronounciation of English, and other things deriving from 
adjustment with the environment and therefore extrinsic 
t.o ·the core of the qroup•s cultural values.) He also 
givee a elassifieation of the assimilation process. Here 
we give ~e' modified form of the scheme by Pricea (.&9) 

The Assimilation Variables 

Sub-process of" con4ition 1'. Type or stage of assimilation 

Change of cultural patters 
to those of· host society 
Large-scale entrance into hast 
soeiety•s primary qroupa 
(cliques, clubs etc.) 
Large-seale intexmarriege 

•• contd. 

(49) Milton Go~on, op.cit. P 75 
(49) o. Prtce, op.cit. P - 219. 

CUltural or behavioural assi
milation (acculturation) 
Structural assimilation 

Marital assimilation 
(amalgamation} 

•• contd • 
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Sub..proeess or eondi tion Type or stage of assimilation 

Development of the sense of tdentificational assimilation 
peoplehood based on host society 

Absence of prejudice Attitude receptional 
usimilation 

Absence of Discrimination Behaviour rece.ptional 
assimilation 

ltt.bsence of a value or power Civic assdimilation 
conflict 

In thenselvea these categories do not constitute a theory. 

tn order to construct· a for:mal theory Gordon links these 

categories in terms of the following hypotheses•_ 
(1) Acculturation is likely to be the first of the types 

of assimilation to occur when a minority group arrives on 
the scene. 
(ii) Acculturation may take place even when none of the 

other types of assimilation occurs simultaneously or later, 
and this condition of •acculturation only' may continue 
ind.efenitely. 

(iii) once structural assimilation (~trance into host so

ciety•s primary gn>upa) has occurred either simu.Janeciusly 

or subsequent to acculturation, all other types of assimi
lation will naturally follow. 

The third hypothesis gives a key-position to prtmary g~up 

assimilation next only to acculturation. A fixed t~ral 
sequence ia posited in the sense that onee primary group 

assimilo.tion takes place all other types of assimilation 
will naturally follow. 

Granting it•e obvious utility Price raises the following 
objections against Gordon's systema 
a) lt. gives no place to eeonomie absorption. 
b) Gordon does not explain sufficiently uneven assimila

tion. 
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c) He does not give adequate emphasis to the fact that 
changes occur!ng 1 ater in the sequence may react back 
on matters apparently settled earliert for example the 
decline of discrimination may increase intermarriage 
which, in tum, mayl!()eed entry into more primary gJ:Oupa. 

d) The third hypothe•ts that regression does not occur 
once structural assimilation has taken place does not 
fit facts. 

e) The criteria chosen to distinguish between intrinsic 
and extrinsic cul turn! traits is arbitrary: for example, 
dress may be central to the value system of a particu
lar group. 

f) The host society is not necessarily a homogeneous group 
but made up of numerous age, economic, regional and 

religious and political groups. Besides prejudice, in
stead of c!isappearing, may be transformed as, for example, 
when discrimination against an immigrant qroup gradually 
t1·ansforms itself into discrimination agninst a religious 
group, 

PSYCHOLOGIC14t THEORIES 

Psychologist~ l:U~e Richardson (SO) and Ron Taft (S2) have taken 

objection to the time sequence of assimilation in Got~n•s 
scheme. Richardson contends that the overcoming of 'dissatis
faction • (a feeling that one.is like, and a desire to becane 
more 1 ike members of the host society) are necessary before 
the stage of acculturation can be reached. 

Ron Taft# another psychologist, constructed a sequence cross 
classifying four •aspects• (motivation, conation, perceived 

(SO) Richardson, Alan• •Assimilation of British lmmiqranta 
in a Western Australian community - A psycholo
gical Study'. RF.MP Bulletin, 9 (Jan-Juna, 1961) 

Richardson, Alan s • A theory and method for the psycho
logical study of assimilation• anternational 
Migration Review, 2(FOll 1967) PP 3 - 30 

(51) Taft, Rons From stranger to Citizen (Perth, 1965) P-7 • 
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aehicwement and actual achievement) end five 'faeei;s~· and 
linking these with a set of •ecological' conditions. The 
five aspects a res 
a) CUltural knowledge and skillet 

- 1 enguage and role perfomance skills 
- l--: knowledge of the culture of the new group. 

b) Social interaction 

- social acceptance 
- interpersonal contacts. 

c) Membership identity 1 formal membership in the group 

d) Integration into new group 1 acceptance of the migrant 
t.o some etetus in the group. 

e) COnformity t.o group norms 

- adoption of cognitive norms (values, :ole, per
ception etc.) 

- performance of roles 

- conformity to no~s. 

To illustrate the operation of the scheme let us take one 
of the facets, namely, integration into new group. It •s 
aspects would be the desire to obtain group status, attempt 

to obtain group status, perceived admission without disc~i
mination into group status and actual acceptance. The 
associated ecological conditions are the attractiveness 
and usefulness of the migrant to host group purpose and 
existence of a 11acancy in the group structure. 

TOWARDS A SYNTHESIS IN ASSIMILATION STUDIES: 

As mentioned a more comprehensive picture of assimilation 
can be had only through a more meaningful interaction bet
ween various disciplines interested in the field. TOdey 
there is a welcome trend towards this direction. Many theo.tsts 
~ feel that earlier approaches were too narrow beino 
ori2nted to the immigrant group and not enough concerned 
with the social situation in whiehthe immigrants move. They 

want to study not migrant grouos or pers~ns as such but 
social stratification in urban and rural communities in 
general. The inmigrant then becanes simply another element 
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to be studied. in the tThole system. Mapstone( 52) and Daphne 

Philips< 53) and Rex and Moore< 54) and Zubrzycki tSS) are the 

main advocates of this approach. 

Rex and Moore•s study of West Indian and Asian immigrants 

in Britain examine, besides these groups, various non-coloured 

immigrants, the older English population and the whoel 

urban setting. Drawing on various social science disciplines, 

they eome eloaer to a general synthesis by way of very good 

discript.ion, helpful typologies~· numurous concepts ar:.d in
sights derived from the various theories they have drawn on. 

A fuller theoretical synthesis was attempted by Herbert 

Blalock. (S6 ) He tried to "formulate and discuss a number 

of interrelated theoretical propositions• drawn from psycho

logical theories of prejudice and macro-level studies of 
·discrimination, and from aocio-economic, status, competitive, 

power, number and other theories of discrimination. In all 

he derived 97 propositions.~~Though there aro obvious in

terrelationships anong some of these propositions be does 

not succeed in 1 inking them into one system. A ·further 

theoretical statement is still on tlte waitinq list. 

OBJ"ECT:IVES OF THE PRESE}:T STUDY 

The foregoing discussion has highlighted the fact that the 
field of migration is rich in discriptive studie3; however, 

theoretical understanding is still inadequate. Most studies 

are time, culture and situation bound because they are based 
on Western cultural and historical experiences. oountires 
lil;e India are bound to show different patterns of migration, 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

(56) 

Map stone 

Phillips, Daphnea 'Italians and Australians in the 
OVeus Valley Area • (Australian National University) 

Rex J and Moore Rs ~ace, communit¥ and Ccnflict 
(London 1967) 

Zubrzycki, J. 1 The ~esting Years (Canberr•, 1968) P - 28 

Blalock, Herbert t TowArds a Theory of Minority 
Group Ral ations (New York, 1967) P .. 1 • 
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involve different sets of causal factors and to give rise 

to different problems of adjustment because of their cul
tural and historical backgrounds. In this context a re

view of studies on migration in India seems a rewarding 

exercise. 

The review of migration studies (see Chapter 2) shows a 
lack of CD neern for aociological anayeie. COnsiderable 

research has been done on the demographic variables. These 

variables should serve as background data for the socio

logist. More important from our perspecti.ve are the 

causal and motivational factors as well as the consequen-
ces of migration for the soci el system. The distinction 

between the causal and mot!vational aspects is made in 

order to account for the fact that inspite of eertaJ.n 

structural constraints being present such as extreme 
poverty and exploitation_ persons always do not choose to 

migrate if they are not sufficiently motivnted to do so. 
~he causal factor may be the structural or the objective 
factor and t te motivational factor is the subjective. 

The structural factor in the point of origin is negative 
or •push • factor when the migrant is constrained to move 
out of it. The following hypotheses regardil'l9 these 

negative factors will be kept in mind in our further 

discussion. These factors ean be identified in the 

demographic, economic and social spheres of social structura
l) Demographic Spheres 

overpopulation and subsequent pressure on resources 

which may be agricultural or occupational. 
2) Economic Spheret 

The incapicity adxilr to fulfil economic needs due to 

infertility of land- fall in the price of agricul-
tural produce, lack of industrial job opportunities etc. 

3) Social Sphere: 

Exploitation by rich landlords, humiliating social 
status in the caste hierarchy, religious and political 
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disabilities etc. Caste, kinship and langual)e groups 
can act as mobilizing forces in a prevailing migration 
stream by pr.ovidinq information regarding opportuni

ties, giving financial assistance and reconrnending 
friends and relatives for jobs to prospective employers. 

A eecond set of structural factors, could be found operative 
at the l. evel of development of the productive forces in 

society. Migration in msst parts of India gained m~mentum 

with the development of the plantation economy ()arge-scale 

cultivation of tea- coffee, rubber etc.). Before that, 
within the earlier feudal structure, there was very little 
spatial mobility in India. It could be examinod how the 

development of agricultural capitalism affected migration. 

In independent India there developed additional facilitat
ing factors for migration such as governoent-sponsored 
colonization scher.:es (e. g. Dandakaranya scheme) , develop
mental efforts 1 ike the development of irrigation and 

power projects, roads and CO!'l"JT'l.mication net'WOr'ks which helped 

the migration of govarnmert officials and construction 

lebourars. ·Besides, industrializot!o~, in the few poGkets 
where it has developed, has given momentum to urt>en-ward 
migration. However~ =; migration in India remains by and 

large inter-rural (see Chapter 2) and the reasons for this 
should be analyzed. 

A third level of structural factors is positive factors in 
the area of destination mo~e oornmonly known as the *pull • 
factors. These factors incJ. ude the avail ab11 i ty of cheap 
la.,d in other rural areas, the availability of jobs in 
cities, the prospects for better social status etc. The 
existence of a tradttion of migration in certain regions 
may be another facilitating factor giving Yise to chain 

migration. 

Migration is not the necessary outcome even when all these 
constraints and facilitating factors are present. Persons 
should be sufficiently motivated to migrate. The miqrant 
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personality is characterized by the readiness to take risks 
and to be cut off from one•s familiar social sorroundings .. 

What ere the factors which shape this personality? Educa
tion eould be one factor.. ExChange of ideas between diffe

rent regions due to better communication networks could be 
another. The desire on the part of the migrant to improve 
his economic and social status SP.ems the most important 

factor. If this ia associated with the recognition of the 
migrant by society as en adventurous personality who is 
bound to succeed, the c:hances of migration are greater. 

With regard to the 'lure• of the city, it may be stated that 
it is not always the 'objective• ability of the city to 
provide jobs but the belief that it provides better jobs 

thQt 
that is more important. We do not ignore the fact...\ for 
many villagers, their lot is hopeless if they stay back 

in the vill agel if they come4f to the cH:y they may find sNme 
a.."fe 

sort of job, even iftheyi-6- forced to live in r. slums;. But 

for the educated migrants their expectations rcg~rd1ng the 
eity may be frustrated and they may find themselves u~~ 

wanted there. It is not only the village but also the eity ~c.l 
e.,ntains push factors, and even the ! .. atives of e city may 

be forced to migrate. 

In the third chapter is a discussion regarding the litera

ture on spatial mobility in Kerala. The phenomenon of 
Kerala-born persons flecking to different states in India 
bas been sufficiently advertised due to the development 

of local consciousness and resentment against these •out
siders•. However, the considerable amountof internal 

migration in Kerala is given seenty attention. 

th.d:. 
It is in this context\ in the fourth ch~ter we ,Sat tempt 
a pilot study regarding the movcmcrt of pea.snnts fro:n 
Central Tranvancore to the High Ranges and tc t·1alabar .. 

The movement to these regions started during the depression 
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years and continues unabated even today.. It was the move
ment of land-hungry peasants in search of fertile land. 
Religion-wise, the Syrian Christians were the most nume~us 
among the migrants. A eamprehensive analysis of the eausal 
and motivational factors and the consequences of this 
migration is expected to be a contribution to the meagre 
literature on internal migration in India. The ECAFE 
seminar on internal migration has pointed out the necessity 
for 'biographic• studies of migrDticn. Within the con
straints of an M.Phil dissertation we have attempted a 
very preliminary pilot study and not a systematic analysis 
of all the factors. Seeondery material on the subject is 
extremely scarce apart f~ a f~t articles in periodicals. 
Census reports do not contain material on these migration 
streams as they classify interd!strict migrants without 
specifying particular districts of origin and destinati.on, 
and the groups of people who miqrated. Hence it was fount! 
necessrry to collect primary information from a few of the 
earliest migrants in different parts of Malabar. on the 
whole the study remains rather impressionis~ie and our. 
object is to throw up hypothesis fc: a more systematic 
study. 



\ 
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CHAP'J•ER II ........ _ ... ____ _ 

THE SPATIAL MOBILITY CF INDIA •s POPULATION 

The purpose of this chapter is to survey studies on migra

tion in India and to identify the major theoretical and 
empirical gaps in the existing literature, The focus is 
mainly on t.wo points, The first theme concerns the various 

-
demographic variables such as the size of population move-
ment, the age, sex and eccupational composition of the 
migrants, the predominance of certain migration •tresms 

etc. The second theme ce:t.res around the causal factcra 
and the coneequer!ces of migration. 

There is a considerable body of dgmograpbie research re

garding internal migration in India mainly due i~o its 

possible connection with urbanization. The undue emphasis 
on urba.'"lization has led -to the assumption that all inter

nal migration is the urban-ward flow of rural population. 

This hao been proved incorrect Dy careful observers. 
sociological analysis are very few indeed barring a fe-R 

studies on adjustment of migrants in cities. This leaves 

a yawning 9ap ! n kno!\rl edge. 

r-1ost observers are agreed that like in mar1y other develop

'ing countries the population of India is relatively static 
spatially. (l) This argument is based on the fact the 

proportion of migra.'lts to total population is staggeringly 

low in Indis. For example in 1931 only 3.6% of the total 

population lived in provinces or states other than their 

states of birth. This has been the t~Qnsistent pattern 

through all the census decl!des including 1961 as can be 
seen from Table I. ( 2 ) The liational sample survey 18th Round 

(1) Suprunovitch, B.P.J 'Migration and Changes in the 
Geography of rural popu.l atiorJ and Aqrtcul ture 
in India• in Census of India, 1971, Census 
Centenary Monograph No. ?1 Economic and socio 
CUltural Dimensions .. of Reg1on3lizat.iol'!• P ~79 

( 2) Cf P. ~5 of this Chapter 
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(1963) showed that out of a sample of 9,10,988 persons, 

only 8,033 persons migrated. (J) According to the 1961 

census more then 294 million (250.6 in J.Ural areas end 

43.6 in urban areas) of India'$ 439 million (350 million 
in rural and 79 million in 1;1rban areas) remain stationary 

in their places of birth. <•~ 

Howevar, human behavior loses much of its meaning when 

viewed in teDms of percentages rnd proportions alone. 
The absolute numbers of people in internal migration is 

considerable. In 1931, for example, about 1,20,000 T)eople 
vere enmerated outside tl"a province or otate of birth. (S) 

The economic and socio-cultural consequences of such vast 
numbers of people moving their community of residence 
makes the study of internal migration a "'--orthwlhile project. 

Besides, if we change the irarr.e of reference from long
distance migration (interstate) to medium an~ short ~is
tances (intrastate~ interdistx·ict and intradistrict), 

the JDI)J)~ proportion of m5 qn-.nts as~umes ~. hi ghc-r magni

tude. And the preva.lence of short-distance migration is 

one peculiar foatuee of !ndin which may have something to 

do with the low level of ·economic and social development 

of our country. As Bose(6 ) says, internal migration in 

India as a proportion of the total population gives a 

static picture which is very different from reality. 

The principal sources of data for the study of irt'. ernal 

migration in India aro the decennial census reports of 
(7' the pt!tpUletion and the National Sample Sur.reys. 1 All 

the cenaunes till 1961 includ~d qucsti~ns of 'pleco of 

( 3) N ationa.l ~ ampl ~ Stl rvey, 1St h Round, 1 96 3 

(4) r~itr.a, Asholq 'Internal Migration and urbonization 
in India • (mimeographad) • 25'i~~t..'l C.o'tlfeve ne.e.. 

1 
f· 4· 

(5) Zachach1a, x.c. 1-. 1-:istorieal study of Intemal ~t.igra-
tion in the Indian Subeontint!nt, 1901-193L Domhay 1964. 

(6) 9ose, Ashish: Studies in India's Urbanization, 1901-1971 
(Institute of Economic Growth, 1973). 

(7) National Sample survey t-!os' 
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bi.rt.h •. However, there was no rural-urban break down of 

the place of birth, nor the place of enumeration. NCI'1r was 
there any question on duration of· residence. This limited 
the amount of information regarding migration. The 1961 
consun wao a defenite inprovcmer.t on the previous censuses 
in that it contained information regarding inter-state, 

inter-district and intra-district movements, by cross 

classification of the place of er.~~eration (village, town, 
city) with the pl~ce of birth (village, city, town) as also 
the duration of residence (1 to 5 years, 6 to 10 years, 

11 to 15 years, 16 and ov~r). Four types of m:tgration 

streames were it:lenti fied, 11amely, rural to rural, rurall to 
urban, urban tc uroan and '.trban to rural. nat·:!. w~ro colle

cted about migrant workers and non-migrant workers .for all 
states in India 1 mi9rants to cit:l.es classified by sc:>t, 

broad- age ... groups, educational levels e.rrl so on. One of 

the limitai:iOi'S ~-.~.,~.; that t.hare w,3s an absence of data for 

districts :ln interstate miqration. This has been overcome 

by the 1971 census. (S) Unfortunately t~'.e 1971 data could 

not be used in this essay since the migration tables were 

not yet publ is he~ at the tj me of the st.udy. 

INTE:R..t.1ATIONJ\I, lUGRATION a 

s. Chandrasekhar(9) estimated that tht9 total number of 

Indians settled overs~~s as permanent immigra~ts amounts 
to four and a half million, wh~reas the annual increase 

of population in the subcontinent was about five million. 
s.N. Aggarwal{lO) pointed out thnt between 1891 and 1931, 

cumulative irrmigration since birth varied between o.l5 and 

0.23 p(!}rcent of th<:' t-::tal pc:;.·ulati.on of Indie.. Kingsly 

Davis(ll) in 1951 observed that there was little trend in 
imrr,igt-ation, the flow noitt.er tending to increase no 

d~rease noticeably, Ashok Mitra ~~.2 } conten6s tl']aJ:.. in 

{8) Chatterjee i\trenyi and Bose Ash ish: "Danographic date. on 
internal migrcst:1.or: nnd urbnnizz::t.ior. from C~?nsuses and N. s. S 1 
A critical Appraisnl". · 

(9) Chandra.sekhar, s. ''l'he Population of India and ihiX Paldotan • 
Engenic Review (July l9'1J) <;iteci in Bun:en, Roy,. •social 
Demography in India in !C!"i!.;R :leviell. 

(10) Aggarwal, s.r.!.... t\.1:!- ~ 1'tAMAcur.- ~ ~ c_ •ct,,_) 
(lll ~v.·s. k.-4.s~ 1 •I..JL P~ 6~ I~ ~-Pe...iu..~ CIQSI) f!· ~~- q 6 
-~~:~ ·~+......- ~. )~~ ~'l'~~a..-t~~-"''"' 9~ CAqf>V 
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India international migration is negligible compared to 

the size of the natural popu!Jation. P.K. wattJ1lbaued 
that since India contains one fifth of the World's in
habitants it should be eXpected to show a proportionately 

low figure of migration. 

'!'he main flow of Indians overseas has been to countries 
like Ceylon, Singapore, Malaysia, to the gulf countries, 
to East Africa, and to commonwealth countries 1 ike Britain, 

Canada and Australia. (l4 ) In Malaysia people of Indian 

origin constitute the third largest popu)ation group. 

Migrants in south East Asia are mainly platation labourers, 

clerks, businessmen and so on. In the African countries 

the In4ians controlled a major part of the national economy 

and this gave rise to anti-Indian feelings and consequent 

ouste.r- of Indians fmm Uganda. Manyof these did not possess 

Indian citizenship and were legally the citizens of Britain. 

Britain however put restrictions on the entry of coloured 
people end hence many persons of Indian origin today ~re 

homeless. This has created tension between the governmats 

of Indi.a, Sritetri and Uganda. The problem of the Tanilians 

in Ceylon ere well knowa. It would seem that in places where 
the Indians have not consolidated their political leverage 

and identified thenselves with the local population, they 

would face ouster sooner or later. The best example of 
this identification and political dominance is Mauritius 

where Indians are considered part and parcel of national 
~ 

life of that cou,t:ry. 

Immigration into India started ma1nly with the colonization 

of the c~untry by Western powers, especially the British. 

Coming as conquerors, the English owned by far the greatest 

number of plantations in many parts of the count.ry before 

Independence and even after that date. Recently hordes of 
displaced persons from Pakistan, Tibet and Bangladesh have 
T~~;a into our country•(lS) 

(14) 
(15) 
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lNTERSTATEMtGAATION WITKU7 It'D!At 

The following table shows that in ell census decades. the 

pt:Oportion of interstate migrants to the total population 

has been consistently low. 

TABLE - I 1 INTERNAT. MIGRATION IN INDIA 

Census Percentage of Per-
Year sons enumerated 

1891 3.8 
1901 3.3 
1911 3.6 
1921 3.7 
1931 3.7 
1951 3.0 

1961 3.3 
soureea Bose A I 0 .cit , • p • p 142 

Davis' (1951) study (l:) based on place of birth statistics 

f~ the 1931 census and Zachariah's study of internal mi-

9ration from 1901-1931 support this conclusion. 

HOwever, sengupta(l&) shwwa that the movement of population 

across state boundary for permanent settlements and in search 

of employment goes beyond the 20th Century and that tho per

centage share of ell migrants to total popul at.ion in all the -census years has remained uniform. Chandrashekhar also has ,.. 
drawn attention to a continuous pattern of inter-provincial 
migration. ( 17 ) 

The princip.tJl areas which gained population through migration 

during 1903-31 were the States of Assam and Bengal in the 

East, and Bombay, Mysore and Travancom-Cochin in the south. 

West. There were • important shifts in the predominant 
patterns of interstate migration during the 1940. but in 

the 50s, the weftafDd East zones again registered the 
rinci al ains. Accordin to the 1961 census the losin 
16 Sengu.S)ta P. and Sdasyuk, Galina, in Ashok Mitra ed Economic 

Regionalization in India, Problems and Approaches, Census b of 
India, 1961, Vol.I, Monograph No. 8, 1968. 

( 17) Chandrashekher s., op.cit. P 
( 18) United· Nation#s DeteJ:minants and j;nsqguences of Population 

Trends, Vol I (New Yoi'k, 1973), P §. 
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etat.es were Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Kerala, Orissa, Punjab 

and Uttar Pradesh while the go~ning states were West nengal, 

Maharashtra, Madhya Pc-adesh, Myeore, Assam and the Union 
Territory of ~bi.C19). It is significant that Kerela which 

was previously a net gaining state lost population during 

1951-'61. 

Mitra(aG) has shown that even in the.case of interstate 

migration rural to rural migration predominated during 1951-
161, as shown by the following Table. Of the 10 million 
inter-state migrants who were born in rural areas, about 

TABLE II. Classification of Persons born in States 
in India beyond the State of Enumeration 1961 

country/State -!'!!~-!!!~!d-~E..~~!!!-£:_~!2..!!!!.-
[Where born. Persons ·Rural Urban 

States beyond I rural 10,218,319 5, 335,761 4,882,558 the state of 
enumeration !ut.ban 4,214,171 652,369 3,611,802 

5 million migrated to rural areas of other states and only 

4 million to urban areas. It is •triking that of the 

4 million umen-born migrants 653,369 migrated to rural 

areas. The pull of the eit.y is obviously much less than 
anticipated, even in the ease of interstate migration. · 

Historically also interstate migration was largely rural to 
rural as is revealed by B.H. Farmer's well-documented 
study.< 2l) There was a basic difference in the composition 

of interstate migrants during the 19th compared to the 20th 
Century. In the former peric.d migration developed es a 
way of recruiting labourers for plantations mostly owned 
by EUropeans. Import of labourers from outsJlde was found 
cheaper and less troublesome than local labour which was 

(20) Mitra, Ashoka op.cit. P 3 
(21) Farmer, B.H.t Agricultural Colonization in India 

Since Independence, Oxford University Press 
(London, Delhi, 1974, Chapter II) 
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found to be either lazy or t1'0 demanding. (22) This was the 

case in As"3am and in the Southem parts of India. The • 
labourers often came on a spcified period of contract and 
after the expiry of the period they acquired their own 

plots for cultivation instead of going back to their netive 
places. 

In the 20th Century on the other hand. we see the spectre 

of land-hungry peasants fran the plains ltlOVinJ- to the 

hills in search of fertile and cheap land. They reclaimed 
the wasteland and raised a variety of new cJ:Ops. The most 

int~&a·~ groups among these landcolonizing peasants are 
the Bengali settlers in Assam and the Travancore settlers 

in the High Ranges and the b Melber Region of Kerela. 

(The latter, of eourse, is not inter-state migration). 

This flow was largely aided by the "grow-more-food-campaign• 

launched during World War II by the Btitish-Indian Govern

ment which encouraged the reclamation of waste-land. Even 

after independence many states continued this policy. 

Besides these certain new settlements were created by 

conscious government planning in order to step up agri
cultural production. In preindependence days the chief of 

these were the PUnjab Canal Colonies, and the wynad ex~ 
servieernen•s colonization scheme. The canal colonies 

covered 2.2 million heetares of land. Punjab was trans
formed by the «Yeation of these colonies, The effect of 
eanal construction and associated colonization was a qreatt 
increase in production and population. Independent India 
also has sponsored various colonization schemes. The r1:- .:_ 

most important is the Da.ndakaranya scheme. 

Suprenovitch( 2l) also supports the thesis regarding the 

importance of the migration of plantation 1 abour and 1 and 
colonizing peasants. The latter, especially;, bad 
(22) The tendency to recruit outside labour ia found also 

in industry. Industries in Chetanagpur receive 
t:heir labour from other places. ef. Bur:man, B.K.Roy 

•tndustrializ~tion and occupational structure in India". 
contributed to the Seminar on industrialization and 
Social Change, Max Mtller Bhavan, (Calcutta, 1971) 

(23) suprunovitch, op.eit. PP 285 - 294. 
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considerable effect on rural geography. Sparsely populated 
regions were filltJ with in..migrants. In certain areas the 
pressure of overpopulation was relieved.. The opening up 

of new farming areas aroused new product! ve forces in agri
culture. The rural migrants contributed to the introduc
tion of new crops. and more advanced methods of far:mino 
in backward areas. Migration within the same language 
area led to the intensiEieation of the process of ethnic 
conaolidet1on. Migration between different language areas 
led to multi-ethnic interaction. In both instances there 
arose problems which mainly centred around questions of 
landownership, exploitation of·the indigenous pOpulation 
by moneylenders especially in the tribal areas. In any 
case, migration has helped to break the age-old, stagn~t 
social structure. 

INTRA-STATE MIGRATION 

If internal migration is defined in terms of movement 

within the s~e state - either between different districts 
or between different villages within the seme district -

in other words, all persons enumerated outside the places 
in which they were born, the lttU• volume of migration 
looks much bigger. The percentage of migrants to totel 
population in 1961 would read 30.7" and not 3.3%. About 
1/3 of the population was enumerated outside place of birth. 
Sengupta and Zachariah also testify to the pr~onderance 
of short-distance migration. The following table shows 
that as the distance increased the volume of migration 
decreases. 

Tables 3 - Percentage of Total Migrants 
by migrant tYpe 

• Migrant Type Total Male Female 

Short distance 67.8 54.4 74.8 (1ntradistr1ct) 

Mec!lium distance 21.4 26.8 19.0 (interdistrict) 

Long Distance 1o.s 18.8 1.2 (interstate) 
(source 1 Bose, 4 a op.cit. p 143) 
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A significant point is that among short distance migrants 

females predominate. Associated with the fact that female 

migrant workers form only an insignificant part of the 

total female migrants in cities, this qoes to show that 

the predominant type of female migration is "marriage 

migration .. due to .village exogamy, and "aasoeiational 

migration~" due to the custom of wives accompanying husbands.< 2•> 
Census figures show that of a total of 65.9 million 

migrants, S7.2 million or 87~ were intrastate migrants. 

72.8% of the intrastate migrants moved from rural areas 

to rural areas. The percentage of rural to urbar. migrants 

was subst6tltiel for interstate migration. (32.2") 

RURAL TO URBAN MI ORATION 

Migration. is an important: element in the growth of the 

cities. Hence there has been a tendency to associate 

internal migration with ur-banization, with the result that 

all internal migration is belteved to be urbanwaru flow 

from rural areas due to the •putt• of t~e city and th\! 

•push' of the village. The 1961 census, by breaking down 

migration into rural to rural, , rural to urban, urban to 

urban and urban to rural,. has dispelled this myth. It 

clearly portrays the predominance of rural to rural 

female migration. Even in tho ce.se of males rural to 

rural flow accounts for well over half of the total 

migrants. This is clear from T~ 4. 

Table 4. Percentage of Total Migrants 
by Migrant txpe 

Migration Stream Total Male 

:Rural to Rural 73.7 S6.7 
Rural to Urban 14.6 25.7 

Urban to Urban 9.1 13.0 

Ruban ti Rural 3.6 4.6 

TO'l'AL 100.00 1oo.oo 
source a Bose, Aa op.cit. P 144 

•• 
(24) Bose, Aa op.cit. P 142 

Mitra,~A: op.cit. P 4 

Female 

81.3 
9.7 
s.s 
3.2 

100.00 
'··-
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By cross-cl ass!fttng tiistance and rural,..urban flow, Bose 
obtained 12 types of migration streams in India which is 
shown in Table 5. It shows that even in the case of 

males rural to rural migration accounts for the largest 
number of migrants in regard to short and medium distance 

. oni•J 
migration and that).in the case of long-distance migration 
does rural to urban migration acquires significance. The 
rural to rural flow is not insignificant even for inter

state migration as already pointea out (Ef Table 2). FOr 
females, regardless of distance, rural to rural migration 

. (25) 
is the predominant fo~. Kumar's study of interstate 
migration streams during 1951-'61 revealed that the,rural 

to-ufban£oomponentlwas, in most cases only 30.35% of the 
total migrants. Thus all theee conclusive evidences point 
to the predominance of the rural to rural flow in India. 
Rura.l to urban migration still remains a fraction. 

Table s. Life-Time Migration streamm 
in India 

Type of Migra- POpulation in thousand Percentage Distr1• 
tion Stream bution 

Total Male Female Total Male Fenale 
I,. short-distance 

(within the disctrict) 
A. R-R 77,521 16,637 60,884 57.67 40.15 65.49 
a. R.-u 8,221 3,740 4,481 6.12 9.02 4.82 
c. u- u 2,763 1,229 1,534 2.06 2.97 1.65 

D. U- R 2,652 953 1,699 1.97 2.30 1.82 
~----~--------.................... ~ ..................... _. ........... ... ................ ~------· ~------

Sub Total I 91,157 22,559 68,598 67.82 

~. Contd •• 

(25) Kumar .. The Pattem of Intemal Migration" 
¢ 1967) 

54.44 73.78 
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Table Sa Life-Time Migration Streams in India (Contd.) 

Population in thousand Per cent Distrl-
.Types of Migra- but ion 
tion Stream Total Male Female Total Male Fenele 

II. Medium Distance 
(within the State) 

'E. R-R 16,243 4,676 11,567 . 12.09 11,28 12.45 

F. R- U 6,577 3,647 2,930 4.99 s.ao 3.15 

G. u-u 4,444 2,162 2,282 3,31 5.22 2.45 
H, U- R 1,511 615 896 1.12 1.48 0.96 

~~~~---~~~-~~~~- -~--........ ._ ............. ._, 
~--------- .._ ....... -... ~---- ~------

Sub-total II 28,775 11,100 17,675 21.41 26.78 19.01 

III, Long Distance 
(between States) 

I. R- R s, 3,36 2,200 3,136 3.9? 5,31 3.38 
. J. R-U 4,882 3,246 1,636 3,63 7.84 1.76 

K. u- u 3,612 2,018 1,594 2,69 4,87 . 1.71 

L. U- R 652 317 335 0.48 0.76 o.36 -- ......... ......., ......... ------- !"----· ~ ............. ·--- ~-----· 
Sub-total III 14,482 7,781 6,701 10.77 18.78 7.21 

GRAND TOTAL 134,414 41,440 92,974 100.00 100.00 100.00 

sourc~ c Bose Az op.cit. P 144. 

A new dimension to the analysis of rural-urban migration is 

ad~ed by Zachariah Who points to the possibility of struc

tural changes in the character of migration in the sense 
that utban to ut'ban and rural to rural movement might have 

become more important recently than before. <26 ) Making a 
J:'OUgh estimate of to~~ of 20,000 or more population,· he 

considers Davis's assertion that rural to ur.ban migration 

forms about 45%. of the total movement in India to be an 

overestimation. Still it is true that urban areas gained 
by migration except for the decade 1901-11. While Bengal, 

Bombay and Punjab showed higher rates of rural-urban migra
tion during 1911-31, Assam, Burma and Central India had 
only an insignificant urban flow. For the country as a 
whole, rural-utban migration accelerated, reacaing the 

(26) Zachariah, K.C.t op.cit. P 
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rate of 9% of the initial utban population during 1921·'31. 
The National Sample survey, 18th Round showed that the effect 
of population redistribution was a net loss of 0.1~ in the 
rural population with the consequential gain of o.el percent 

in the urban population. 

ANNUAL MIGAATION 

The nuinber of people who migrate each year cah be measured · 
if we take into account migrants with duration •1ess than 
one year-. Thus in 1960.61 these were 13.3 million migrants. 

Tablet 6 - Annual f1960.'61) Migration 
stream n India 

Type of POpulation in ser cent 
thousands Distribution Migration Stream 

Total Male Female Total Male Female 
I. 
A. RUral to Rural 5,734 2,216 3,518 43.18 34.49 51.32 
B. c.urel to Urban 945 536 409 7.12 8.34 5.97 
c. Ur:ban to Urban 380 200 180 2.86 3.11 . 2.63 

n. Ul'ban 'tORul'al 374 183 191 2.82 2.85 2.79 . ______ , 
..................... _ _. .............. ....... _ .... ___ ..._. .............. -------Sub-total I 7,433 3,135 4,298 55.98 48.79 62.71 

·:------· ----... -.-... .-. ..... ...... _... ......... 
___ _.. _____ ....... _. .. ~ 

II. 
E. RUral. to Rural 2,058 978 4,080 lS.SO 15.22 15.7ts 

P. RUral to Urban 841 513 328 6.33 7.98 4.79 
a. Ud>an to Uz:ban 598 320 278 4.50 4.98 4.06 

H. Utban to Rural 274 146 123 2.06 2.27 1.87 .. ..,... ___ _.. ...... 1------------ .. ------------... _. .......... _ 
Sub-total II 3,771 1,957 1,814 28.39 30.45 26.48 

... 
~ ---· 1------------- ~--... .-.--- !-----........... ............ --.. 

III. 
:r.. RUral to Rural 819 519 300 6.16 s.oa 4.38 
J. Rural to Ureba 657 458 199 4.95 7.13 2.90 

K. U.r:ban to uman 459 272 187 3.46 4.23 . 2.73 
La Urban to Rural 141 84 S7 1.06 1.32 o.ao .. !--..... _. __ _. 

~'-................. _____ _. .... ------- ~--....... -.... ---------Sub-total XII 241076 1,333 743 15.63 20.76 10.81 

GRAl..'!D TOTAL 13,280 6,425 6,855 r.OO.OO ~oo.oo ~oo.oo 
• • 
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The comparison of this table with Table 5 shows interesting 

differences in the pattern of yearly migration and life 
time migration. Tlltis 1.~ the case of male migrants, even 

for long-distance migration, rural to rural flow is more 

important than the ~ral to urban. Thus there are no 

differentials in regard to sex in the pattern of yearly 

migracton ln respect of numerical supremacy of the rural 

to rural atream,. 

Table 7 shows the· annual migration rate based on duration 

of residence data. 

Table 7 1 Annual (1960.*6li: only) 
Higratlon Rate 

Migration Total Male stream 
Per thousand of total rural J)Op_ul at ion 

:-!Ural to RUral 23.9 20.3 

Rural to Urban 6.8 8.2 

Per 100 of total Urban 'PODul etion 
uman to uman 18.2 18.5 
Urban to .Rural 10.0 9.7 

Female 

27.7 

5.3 

11.8 
10.4 

This table shows that urban to rural outmigration rates are 
h!gher than the rural to urban rates, though, in absolute 

term~, the rural to urban migrants outnumber the urban to 
rural migrants. 

J'J:Om the discrepancy between the annual migration tables and 

the life-time migration tables. A. Bose concludes that there 
is a large "turnover" migration in India, that iu to say, 

... 

: 

many people move from one area to another without being dR 

able to settle down. For, t~ 6 shows that rural-utban migra
tion during 196Q-'61 was 2.44 million. If it is assumed that 
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this rate holds good for the 1951·'61 period, one would get 

an estimate of 24.4 million RUral to uz:t,lm migrants. But in 

fact the total increase in India •s urban population during 

•sl-•61 was leas than 20 million. Zachariah ard Ambannavar(2?) 
have estimated that RUral to Urban migration during this 
decade vas only 5.2 million. Thus the conclusion regarding 
turnover migration is inevitable. . 

Bose says this turnover need not necessarily be voluntary. 

'It is possible that persons from rural areas are •pushed• 
to the urban areas but what is more aigni fie ant is that, 

pmbabl y, many of them are pushed back from the urban areas 

or pushed out to other uman areas • • Thus •push • is not 
confined to rural areas only, 1 t operates everywhere. Besides, 

the attraction of rural areas must have increased due to the 

FiVe-Year Plans, irrigation facilities and so on. Bose 
offers the hypothesis th at.t 

increasing mObility and turnover miwration are 
manifestations of alow economic development in 
the face of rapid population g rovth. 

Mitra alao assigns considerable importance to the ul:ban to 
rural reverse flow. (2S) For him this flow o:>nsists of two 
types. First is the refugee flow of the rural migrants. 
The second is the flow of skilled manpower, especially ad

ministrative, scientific, technical or managerial p•rsonnel 

from the big c!ty to the small town or the village. This 

two ... fold flow is important due to the likely changes it 

brings about on the pattem of behavior and value orientation. 

of the rural eocial structure. The interest of investigators 

have not yet turned to this important subject. 

(27) Zachariah K.c. and Ambannavar J.P.s 'Population Re
distrib'bbion in India, Interstate and Rural
Urban• in A. Bose(ed), Patterns of Population 
Chanoe in India, 1951-'61. 

(28) Mitra, Ashoka 'Possible Demographic Changes consequent 
on rising pressure in India of population on 1 and • 
General conference, 1969. International Union for 
the scientific study of population, 3-11 September, 
London. 
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FACTORS INv'"OLVED IN MIGRATION 

AS the report of 1;he ECAFE(29) working group on interna\io 
migration and urbanization says, ·it is not easy "to separate 

realistically the •pure• demographic factos that might ope

rate as either causes or consequences of internal migration 

and urbanization from the sQcio-economic content with which 

these factors are inextrica!>ly bound• • Por, migration ic. a 
way of life and is a means by which a number of people are 

redistributed in ternus of resources, 1 abour force partici
pation, industrial attachment, job opportunities, housing 

3f"D"'P 
facilities and so on. The reports of the workingAidentify 
the principal demographic, economic and social factors in

volved. Thoupthe reports cover the· ECAFE region as a whole 

we concentrate on points having specific reference to India. 

A. Demographic PactOt§t 

There is a widespread belief that physical population pre

ssure, high rates of natural increase o,l- differentials in 
, mig:so.t\0\'l 

tha-. _:~ rates of Jl'JibD.k;, contrasts in fertility, mortality Ol' 

morbidity 1 evels or population imbalances phy a major role ... 
in producing migration movements. The reports of the work-

ing group for each nation in the ECAFE region did not give 

evidence to this belief though the discussions emphasized 

the demographic factos. , 
However. demographic dif~"erentials in education, marital 

status, family structure, age, sex and premigration occu
pational differentials, wenfound to play an important part •. 

Thus the propensity to migrate increase!. with length of 
formal education, especially in terms of migration from 

rural to urban areas. Surveys in calcutta have_ shown that 
persons in the rural hinterland of that city are more likely 
to move into the city if they have acquired occupational 

(29) United Nations Economic Commission for Asia and the Par 
East, 'Report of the Expert working Group on problems 
of internal migration and urbanization and selected 
papers, held at Bangkok, 24 May - 5 June, 1967 • 
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specialization. This implies that the very poor may not be 

the most likely to move to the cities. sovani reported more 
migration from families in the higher income brackets than 

from those in the landless worker groups. Moreover, unemploy

ment is higher among residents compared to migrants in cities. (lO) 
Thus the push-pull hypothesis is further weakenec!. 

It has already been shown that village· exogamy, the custan 

of mothers to be at their parental. home at childbirth and 

associational migration are important factors in female 

migration in India. 

The femilt structure also is important in migration. The 
Calcutt~ survey found a higher inc~denee of family migration 

. . 

among r~fugees moving into the city. Besides "chain" migra

tion,or the tendency of persons with relatives, freinds or 

fellow villagers in some other pl aee to go there, is also 

prevalent in India. 

The 'universal* finding on age differential was found to be 

applicable in India also. People in the 20-24 age group were 

found to be more mobile to the cities. However elder people 

predominated among urban to ,rural reverse migrants. 

As regards the sex factor, male migrants predominated in 

interstate urban miqration. In cities female migration is 

relatively small, but not to all cities. Tha cultural pattern 
in some states of South India seem~ to be mere favourable to 

movements than in the case further ~orth. Female migration 

is more important with time. This sugge~ts that it is of 

very little importance in seasonal migration but is very im

portant in urban-rural movements where there is possibly a 

significant number of returning widows. In longer distance 

movements husbands go alone first, giving rise to twice as 

many one-person households in urban areas as in rural areas. 

(30) Sovani, N.V.: Urbanization and U.tben India 
Asia Pub. Houee,(Bombay 1966) 
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As regard premigrat1on occupational differences, wage-earness 
predominate in the migrant streams in India. In Calcutta 
skilled workers were more likely to migrate. Apart frv~ these 
nothing is knoWn regarding premigration.occupation~l difference. 

According to the National Sample survey, 18th Round, the 
percentage of employed migrants to the total number of in

migrant;s was 41% in rural areas and 37% in u~an areas. The 
percentage of all employedpersons to the total population 
was almost equal (40) in rural areas but was much lower in 
urban (31) areas.. The following table shows considerable 
differences in the occupational structure of employed migrants 
compared to all employed persons. 

1. 
2. 

3. 

•• 
s. 
6. 

'· . s. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

Table 8. Percentage distribution of emeloY!9 
Migrants an~ of all employed persons 
by occupational Groues · 

Percentage of Percentage of41 
employed employed persons 

OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS miarants 
RURAL URBAN RURAL URBAN 

Teachers s.as 3.94' o.59 2.32 
Professional, technical and .. 
related workers except 
teachers 2.70 6.09 0,29 2.92 
&dmin.,executive, clerical 

WI and related 4.87 15.42 11.65 
sales worker l.sa s.te 2.39 14.85 
AgricUltural labourers 25.41 3.02 22.59 5.72 
Others in agriculture 28.67 2.94 61.60 12.50 
Craftsmen, production 15.52 28.81 7.79 32.30 
Service, sports, recreation 
workers 6.51 23.65 2.13 10.41 
Rest 6,.89 7.95 2.54 1.81 

P....---... ... ·------ ~ ............ -- ... _.-........ _ _....._ 
All occupations 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

~ ............ __ ............ ....-............. ...................... .-. 
Number of Sample persons 3,121 4,048 321,912 137,501 
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Tables 9.1 and 9.2 compare the present occupational structure 
of the migrants with their previous occupations. 

Present activity 
Aet1vitt £!!or to Migra~!on worHn9 '~O£wo~FJo -av- 'Not 'TO~ar-l!a:c;r-

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

king but ail able rec:or- . migpnt! 
seeking for ded 

All J)_ersons work work 

working 81.47 2.26 10.75 s.s2 100 
Not working but 
seeking work 19.69 39.53 27.15 13.63 100 
Not avail ebl e 
for work 3,.25 0.42. 86.89 9.44 100 

Not recorded o.4e --. -- 99.52 100 

ALL 35.64 1.5'7 52.53 10.26 100 

Table 9.2 .I Percentage distribution of Migrants 
Classiflfe by present activitf .. !2!
each act vity prior to migrat on 

in the 
s~le 

3,119 

83 

4.375 
186 

7,763 

. ACTIVITY PRIOR TO MIGAATION -... ....... .,._., , _ _. __ .__ .. __ ,,......,._..,..a~J"1 , ..... ~~· .......... -...-. 

PRESENT ACTIVITY Not Not Not 
. working working avail- recorded able 

Woddng 94.37 59.70 8.45 22.21 
Not working but seek-
ing work o.s& 25.63 o.sa 1.35 

Mot available for work s.o3 14.6'7 91.03 50.63 

Not recordecl o.o4 - - 25.81 
Ali 100.00. 100.00 100.00 100.00 

No .of migrants in 2,727 122 4,194 720 the samole 

Of·3,119 persons who are enumerated as Working presently, 
81~47% were working previously. Of the 2, 727 persons who 

were working previously 94.3'7% were workir.g presently • 
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ECONOMIC PJ\CTORS 

Reports regarding the countries in the ECAPE region showed 
that mig~ants·seek jobs rather than the glare of city li••· 

POpulation was concentrating in 1 arge ei ties or restricted 
areas mainly because of the concentration of job opport~ 
ties in these plaees. The survey of Poona ~rlcers showed 

.::- that nearly all of them desired. to live there because that 

was where they could obtain employment; only '" felt a spe
cific commitment to the town as sueh.(ll) 

In India outmigration fall in States where farming techni-
ques had markedly improved or chanqed, such as the exta.-

/ ' 

sion of irrigation, new farming practices and diversifica-
tion of crops. 

Rural-urban migrat~on ia often seen as merf?lY a specific 

case of a broader phenomenon, i.e. a movement from the 

least modern,and most traditional sectors of the eeonomy 

and society to the modern sectors. In this sense migra

tion implies a qualitative transition. This transition. 
very often. is neither voluntary nor smooth, since the 
modem sectors cannot absorb all the rural migrants. 

SOCIAL FACTORS 

'1'he most ignored factor in migration is the social .. ~... , . 
(!;;.:~ .t.':I'-Cc.ft \r'" ~ ~- .s.,ou.r-•IJio\1\ 

Sociol"gists have not ventured into.>. " adjustment. We 
do not as yet know anything about the correlation of spatial 
mobility with social-mobility, no~ about family dioorgani
zat!on, delinquency rates etc. 1he role.of caste, language, 
arid regional groups in migration is not much knOWl'l. 

The push;_pull dichotomy is often known as the 'city-light • 
thesis. It holds that the prime motive in migration is the 
desire for exciting town life compared with the dreariness 
and boredom of ~~tt}life. However, studies in India do not 

(31) Lambert, Richard IJ 1 Workers. Factories nnd Social 
Changes in India (A studyof Pactorles in 
Poena) (1963). 
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give eny evidence to this thesis. It is found that both 

.rural and urban areas have push factors, it is not the mono
poly of the former alone, 

Though economic motives are important, often it is not the 

act•al differentials in economic opportunity but the belief 

that such differentials exe~t which is the motive for 

migration. The Calcutta survey enphesized that one should 

speak of "differentials in job ~ectationa• rather than 

jobs, Very often one of the reasons for rural-urban migra
tion is the desire to appear to improve one•s status which 

may not in practice necessarily involve an improvement in 

economic status. It is widely believed, especially by 

migrants, that people who decide tc try their luck elsewhere 
have more courage and initiative than those unwilling to 

make the attempt. It is possible that migrants are self 

selecting because they possess greater "dash and dynamism•. 

N.S.S. "REASONS FOR MIGRATION" 

The census reports do not include data reg. rding •reasons 

for migration • given by migrants thenselves. ln this con

text the National Sample surveys conatitute e valuable 

mine of infor:mation. Here is an analysis of the various 

reasons given in N.s.s. 18th Round. It was found that for 
ell educational standards the highest percentage of people 

(29,48%) migrated to join earning member or chief miqrant. 
The distribution for each educational standard for each 

reason is given in the following table. It is notable that 
amoft9' graduates in engineeJ:<ing, technology and medicine 

there was no dependant migrant. As educational standard 

increased, dependancy decreased. The other reasons, in the 

order of importance area •for studies" (10.65"), "in search 
of employment not for first time" (9{26%Hhigh concentratiQ...P 

till the primary level), n1n search of employment for·the 

first time"(7,23%) and •under transfer or service contract• 
(7.22%). Other reasons are "to take up job"(5.4S%), graduates 
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Table 10 1 Percentage Distribution of Migrants by Reasons for 
Migration for each Educational Standards 

• Hal f-samol es 1 & 2 combined. All persona 
EdUcational standards 

Reasons for 1111- Lite- Pri- Midd- seeo- Graduates above in 

Migration ter- rate mary le ndary Ag.ri- Eng!- Tech- Medi-
ate but cul- neer- nolo- cine 

below ture ing gy 
pr1-
marv 

1. In search of employment 
..X for first time 5.21 9.12 11.03 ·10.18 6.19 2.04 -- 58.32 --2. In search of employment 
.not for first t.ime 12.10 10.19 9.61 3.10 2.47 -- 1.32 - --3. To take up job 3.99 5 •. 14 6.82 9.24 9.61 16.24 30.56 41.68 --•• To start own enter-
prise, proffession 1 .. 94 5.52 3.68 3.30 1.95 7.80 - -- S1.S6 

5. For alternative 
employment 2.1? 2.88 2.42 0.94 0.99 ·- 8.74 -- 11.,8 

6. Under transfer 41r 
service contract 2.21 4.67 8.09 10.38 21.74 16.31 41.43 - 28.17 

1. Por studies 1.10 4.80 14.00 29.14 36.84 48.36 - - ·-
a. For health reasons 0.98 0.93 o.e1 1.00 0.56 - - - -
9. Because of better 

social amenities 2.66 4.06 2.58 1.83 0.66 - 4.31 -- -
10. Marriage(effective) 5.78 4.22 5.96 4.00 2.35 - - -- -11. TO join eatbing member 

or chief migrant 3'7 .92 34.14 23.53 17.42 9.21 4.40 - -- -12. Retirement or discaharg•~- 0.11 0.23 - 0.41 - - -- -13. Political exigencies o.06 0.55 0.12 0.21 0.30 - - -- -14. Spli tt.ing of fam11 ies 1.46 o.a2 0.,87 0.24 0.14 -- -- _.,. -15. Other reasons 4.99 2 .. 49 3.23 2.26 2.96 - 7.64 - -16. Not recorded 17.44 10.36 -!.:.2! 6.16 3.63 4.71 - -- --..... -.... --.......... ,., ....................... --,_. --- --- -- --- ... --..---.. ...... _,..~ -
---~!.1!!::!2!:!._ .. _____ 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 ..... _. ........ ~--- ....... -- ~'--~ - ~--
No.of migrants in sample 3.471 1,.089 943 789 901 14 16 3 5 

source • N.s.s. 18th Round. 

All India 

Oth- Not 
er reco-
subj- rded Tot~ 

ects 

8.84 -- 7.23 

1.31 - 9.26 
12.41 - 5.95 

2.36 - 2.,90 • -
4 •. 31. - 2 .• 09 

38.82 - 7.22 .. 
I 

11.56 - 10.65 

1.93 - 0.94 

0.96 - 2*50 
1.01. - 4.88 

9.57 100 29.48 
0.47 - o.1o -- - 0.18 -- - 0.98 
3.21 - 3.94 
3.24 -- 11.83 - -100 100 100 -~-- ---151 1 7,.382 
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pree!om:l.nating this category, and 11marriage" (4.98%). on the 

whole, barring associational migration and dependent migra
tion, economic reasons seems to predominate in the sample. 

The~e are some studies regarding adjustment of rural in
migrants in metropolitan cities. M.S.Go~e•s study( 33) shows 

that movement of the rural persons to the city itself implies 
many things more than a change of physical space. "As they 
leave their small family and community centred village with 

its agricultural base to qo to the town or city with its 
large, relatively impersonal aggregate of people who are 

primarily engaged in administrative, cormnereial and indus
trial activity, the migrants are moving from one form of 
social organization of society to another-. Besides, the 

adjustment of the in-migrant is made more complex if he is 

moving to a different language area. Language groups today 

have become in important factor in uJ:ban interaction. study

ing a sample of in-migrants belonging to three language 

groups, namely, Marathi, Hindi and Tamil, Gore surprisingly 
found that the Marathi group was the 1 east adjusted in 

Bombay, while the Tamil was the moat adjusted. An interest
ing study by PUnekar( 34) showed that while relations among 

regional groups are generally freindly in eities, What is 
termed as •manifest neighbourliness• ia generally restri
cted to one•s own regional or linguistic group. 

tn the initial stage of urbanization a large proportion of 
the urban residents are likely to be rural migrants who 
still maintain their connection with their home communities. 

, 
How do thesuLpeople cope with their home communities as 

(33) Gere~ M.S.s 'Language in MetJ:Opolitan Life•, Economic 
and Political Weekly, 1969, 4(28,29.30)P 1225-1234. 

GOre, M.s. a Jmm,igrants & Neighbourhoods, Tate. Institute 
of Social Science series No.21, Bombay, 1970 

( 34) PUnekar, V1j e.ya B. a 'Neighbourhood Relations Among Regio
nal Groups in India •, Abstract, Soc1olo5JX and social 
Research, 1969, 54, (I), 42-ss. 
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well as with the urban communities? This was the sUbject 

of Michael Ames• study of Jamahedpur! 35) He found that the 
rural mi9rants who belong both to the modernized world of 

industry and to the traditional world of thetr rural com

munities, maintain a pluralistic or relati~istic ethical 

system a "class for the city and cute for the village". 

Zachariah has put forward a promisir,g .uggestion,· namely 
the estt$blishme· t of a trr.dition of migration is a casual 

factor for further ntgration. This hypothesis may help 

~lain the selectivity of certain religious, caste, 

regional or language groups in migration. 

There are some studies regarding adjustment of migrants 
in cities. Woodruff•s study(l6) discusses the 1mplica

tionsof immigration i.n family units for urban adjustment. 

T.R. Gupta< 37> has analyzed the significance of rural 

family status for migration. 

From this discussion on :1ntemal migration in India, we 

can draw the following conelusionaa 

1, The volume of long-distance migration is staggeringly 

low in India. However migrants constitute a signifi

cant proportion of the total population if we include 
short-distance migration also. 

2. Internal migration is predominantly inter-rural in 

India and the proportion of rural to urban migration 

is very insignificant. However, from the point of 

view of the cities in-migration is a significant fae

tol:' in u.man growth. The turnover migration fl'Om 

uz:ban to rural areas has not been given enough ettenUon. 

(35) Amea, Michael, M.a 'Modernization and Social Structure 
of Pamily, Caste, Class in J"arnshedpur•, 'E.P.w.•, 
July 1969, Special Number 1217-1224. 

( 36) WOOdruff, Gertrude No., •ramily Migration into Bangelore ', 
Economic Weeklz, January, 1960, 12, 163-172. 

(37) Gupta, T.R., 'Rural Pamily Status and Migration, A Study 
of e PUnjab Village, Eeonom!c weekly, oct. 14, 1961 
13(41) 1597-1603. 
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Similiarly work remains to be done regarding inter
rural migration, especially land-colonizing migration • . 

3. The casual and llotivational factors in migration has 
to be studiesl in more depth. DEmographic differentials 
like education, marital status, family structure, age, 
sex and premigration occupational differences are found 

to be relevant factors in migration. The overwhelming 
economic reason seems to be the perception of economic 
differentials by the migrant and his desire to get a 

better job. In the social sphere. there remains a 

darkJarea regarding tho tole of caste, language, kin 
and religious groupings. Research remains to be done 

on •chain' migration and the existence of •traditions • 
of migration as a causal factor. 

4. Though' some important studies regarding urban adjust
ment have appeared on the scene, all the consequences 
of migration on the 'host• and •guest' structures have 
not been analyzed. There has been no attempt to link 
spatial mobility with social mobility. 

~e need for studies in different regions of India on all 
topics outlined h~re is very much felt today. 



CHAPTER Ill 

SPATIAL MOBILITY IN KERALA 

POPULATIOf~ DISTRIBUTIOt~ AND REDISTRIBUTION IN l<ERALA 

The problem of overpopulation is nowhere more acute than 
in Kerala. occupying only 1.2" of the total area of the 
nation Kerala is inhabited by 3.~ of the total popula
tion. The density of population in Kerala is 1,127 per

sons per sq.mile, Which is the highest for any State in 
In~.(1 ) ~ 

Kerala's population has other unique characteristics. 

The sex ratio of it's population - 979 males per 1,000 

females - is one of the lowest in the nation as a wholel 
Orissa is the only other State which has more fEfl,'lales than 

males. No other State has equalled the educational attan
ment of Keralet in 1961 among persons aged five years or 

over, more than 64% of the males and 45" of the females 
were literate. The labour force was comprised of a high 

proportion of service personnel and a lower percentage of 

cultivators. compared to the all-India figure of Sl" of 
male workers being cul t.ivatora, t<erala had only 23% in that 

category. The proportion of male workers in non-household 

manufacturing in Kerale was double that of all-India male 

workers. xn services also Kerala workers had about 1S" 
points more than the all-India workers.< 2) 

A special feature -of Kerala is it •s settlement pattern and 

the distribution of it's population. Kerala it is divided 
(*) into three qeographiaal. regions. The lowlands or coastal 

areas have the highest density of population and a majority 
of the towns in Kerala lie along this long coast line. The 

area has an equitable climate, good transport, availability 

(1) Zachariah, K.C. (Migration and Population Growth in 
Kerala) In R.s. KUrup and K.A. George, Population 
Growth in Kerala{Govt. Press, Trivandlrum, 1965) P. 92 

(2) Ibid, P. 92. 
~) C!l-· t'\6.-f I., p. ,5'-A. 
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of cheap food and the possibility of employment in indus

tries. These could be the factors which cause the high con

centration of population in this reoion. According to the 

1951 ce.nsus, with little less than one fifth of the total 

area of the State it contained 44" of the population of 

Kerela. The midlands, with 37" of the total area of the 

State has half it's population. The area is covered by 

undulating plains 'and small hillocks. Rice is marginally 

cultivated and tapiocca is the supplementary diet. Most of 

the cultivated lends are garden lands of coconut, arecanut, 

pepper etc. The high lands, covering 4.5% of the state's 

total area has only 6.5" of the population. The westem 
Ghats, runs six hundred miles parallel to the midlands f~ 

the extreme south to the extreme North of Kerala. Most of 

the areas were covered with forests until recently and the 
population was sparse.< 3> 

The settlement pattern of Keral.a has another interesting 

feature. While about 95% of the villeges in India have 

2,000 persons per village, only 5" of the villageJof Kerala 
fall within that size range. In J<erala there is one town 

for every 163 sq. miles, but in India as a whole the density 
of town is only one in 455 sq. miles. <•> 

Zachariah states that the uniqueness of the nature of the 
distribution of the population of Kerala may be expected 
to have impact on the nature of the redistribution of the 

population also • Census figures prove that the di r:ection 
of intemal migration in KeraJ.a has been from lowlands to 
the midlands and recently to the high lands. 

IMMIGRATION TO AND EMIGRATION FROM KERALA 

Zachariah explodes the popular myth that "malayalees• have 

all through the ages moved outside their own State and that 
no outsider used to come to Kerala as migrant. By analysing 

(3) cf. M~ on Page a 
(4) Zacharia# op.cit. P 93 
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the census materials from 1901 to 1961 he demonstrates that. 

Kerala was a net iQIDigrating state till very recently, that 

the outioool'nigration of malayalees is a recent phenomenon, and 

that migran~s from Kerala are highly selective with res.peet 

to their demographic, social and economic characteristics. 

These points will be highlighted in the following analysis. 

Population growth ia a given area is composed of natural in
crease and net migration. In the beginning of the century, 

the population of kerala was only about 6.4 million. DUr

ing the last 60 years - from 1901 to 1961 - the population 

increased at an average rate of 16% per decade. What is 

the imoact of immigration on this increase? ... 

In all the decades till 1931 the net migration to Kerala 

reinforced the natural increase in the State and as a· result 

the total growth was more than tte natural increase. In the 

decades, following 1931, the gains due to natural increase 

was partly eliminated by out-migration. The ~tal gains 

during the first three decades was only 97,000 and was slightly 

more amopg females than among males. The total loss during 

1931-'61 anounted to several times the gain in the previous 

decades. Kerala lost more males than females during 1931-'61. 

zachariah concludes from this that in general the impact of 

migration on the growth of the total population of the state 

in any of the decades was not very important. '1'he maximum 

impact was ~ring 1951- '61 t but for the outmigration of 

2,85,000 persons. the rate of population growth would have 

been more by about 1.9%. The observed gr:owth rate among 

males was 22.3% in this decadet it would have been nearly 

25% if the State had not lost about 2,00,000 males through 
mig~:ation. (5 ) 

Another important observation is that rural-uxban migration 

did not have a significant effect on the frOWth of popula
tion in towns. The urban centres did not attract a con-

(5) Zachariaha op •. eit. P 15. 
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aiderable numberaf rural migrants and quite a few towns 
actually lost population through migration.<6> Mitra baa 

pointed out that Kerala is one of the States facing en urban 

bac'kwa-'1. 

SPATIAL ORIGIN OF IN-MIGRMTS '1'0 KERALA 

According to .the 1961 census Kerala received 2, 33,000 persons 
born outside the state, and lost 6, 18,000 persons to other 

States. of the 1,23,000 males inmigrants, 1,01,000 persons 
or 92% were born in the neighboring state of Maaras (now 

Tamilnadu) 10,000 or 8% in Mysore state and 3% in Maharashtra. 

Thus nearly 95" life time male inmigrants were bom in the 

four neiqhboring- states. The corresponding figures for fanales 
inmigrants is Mac!ras 83%, Mysore 11% and Maharashtra 2"• 

DESTINATION OF OUTMIGAANTS FRCJ.1 KERALA 

Practically every state in India received migrants from Kerela 
in 1961. Here again, the neighboring states received the 

highesta Madras received "'"'' Mysore(now Karnataka) 23%, Maha

rashtra 1'"', Andhra Pradesh 4% and Madhya Pradesh 4"· Among 
tv 

fenales, Madras received 53%, Mysore 21%, Maharashtra 12% end .. 
Andbra Pradesh 3%. 

Table 11 (see page 57A) shows that in the earlier decades the 

range of migration was ltmited to nearby states and both in

and out-migrants were fewer in number. Hence over the 60 year 
period, both the 1.-nigrants end outmi grants increased con
siderably, but the rate of the increase of the number of out
migrants was much g~eter than that c1 in-migranta. 

CHARACTERISTICS OP IN AND OUT-MIGRANTS 

Zaeharah •a analysis shows that the outmigrants from Kerala 
are hig~ selective in terms of the following demographic, 
social and economic characteristics. 

(6) Ibid. 
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Table 11 a Life-Time in and out-migration of Travancore

, Cochin 't!f sex - 1901 - 1951 

STATES SEX 1901 1911 1921 1931 1941 

I. IN-MIGRANTS 

Madras - Males . 37,699 40,293 41,293 . 78,082 80,314 

Females 36,006 39,849 43,372 80,883 87,618 

My sore Males 200 244 228 201 257 

Fen ales 114 147 165 316 206 

Bombay Males 3,465 818 507 976 824 

Females 1,503 458 471 563 384 

Others Male 1,532 392 402 475 534 

Females 518 159 156 126 440 

TOTAL Males 42,895 41,613 42,490 79,734 81,929 

Females 38,141 40,613 44,164 81,884 88,648 

------~~~~~---~-~ 
___ .. ......., ............ 

-----~- t---------
____ .. ___ 

~--------- -------
II. OUT-MIGRANTS 

MQdrae Males 8,425 10,974 10,667 18,594 --
Pernales 7,619 9,115 7,750 12,982 --

My sore Males 88 271 500 751 1,409 

l'emales 38 152 271 309 777 

Bombay Males -· 352 459 1,188 --
Pemale.s -- 174 168 2,503 --

Others Males 2 192 789 1,931 --
Females -- 77 269 2,782 --

TOTAL MALES e, s1s 11 .. 789 12,415 22,464 1,409 

P'EMALES 7,657 9,518 8,458 18,576 777 

source • Zachariah K.c. a op.cit. P 99. 

1951 

88,513 

100,003 

876 

473 

1,087 

831 

1,907 
416 

92,383 
101,723 

i'-...... .__.. __ 

93,546 
76,578 

8,277 
3,514 

11,531 
3,741 

7,133 
2,632 

120,482 
96,465 
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a} sex Retioa- The in-migrants in Kerala had a more balanced 

sex-ratio than the out-migrants. The outmigrents had 
a. high proportion of males. The ratio of inmigra.nts 
fran other states was 941 for rural and 792 for ul'ben. 
The sex ratio of outmigranta to other states was 509 
for rural end 593 for urban. The outmigrants to adj a

cent states. (Andhro Pradesh, Mysore end Madras) had 

a ..x a sex ratio of 589 ard 672 for rural and urban 

respectively, other states had 329 and 453 only. Thus 
as distance increased the proportion of males also 
increased. 

b) A9e Composition•- Net out-migration was heaviest around 
20-24 years. At ages above 40 there were no losses 
at all. In fact the state gained through migration 

in each of the higher age groups as well as in the 
age groups 1o-19 years. This may be due to return 

mioration of earlier outmigrants and their children. 

c) occuRational gompositio~a- There is marked differences 
between migrants and non-migrants as regards their 
distribution into industrial categories. Migrants 

are engaged predominantly in Non-agricultural occu

pations sueh as "production other than cultivation• 

and "services" whereas the non-migrants are mainly 

owner-cultivators, cultivating labourers, and engaged 
in production other than eultivation. ·. t-!early helf of 

the inmigrants are engaged in production other than 

cultivation (especially plantation labour) and about 

one i•cxkkxsi fift, in services. out~igrants, on the 
othexpan<i, were prelominantly engaged in services (one 
third of the mal.es ~nd one fourth of the fem~es), and 

very few in "production other than cultivation". 

d) Educational attainmenta- The outmigrant workers from Kerela 
bad high educational attainment compar~d to other.migra
tion streams in the country and as a result they had 
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very high representation in clerical and other related 

occupations. The women were over-represented in "pro
fessionsl. f technical and rel.ate~ occupations" such as 
nuraing. teaching etc. 

The overall effect of the redistrib1ltion is that, on the one 
ov.t."'iV~r te *' C.C,v%,W...u.\<.-k1 hand, Keral a has J.probl ems of unemployment of the educated 

young men and women. The skills of these people could not be 
absorbed in their native places due to the lack of enough in

dustrial establishments. On the other hand, immigration has 

provided Kerala with skilled but uneducated plan•ation labou
rers from Madras. Though till 1951, most inmigrants from 

Madras were employed in services, the plantation labourers 

outnumbered them after 1951. Thus from the national point of 

view there has been a more efficient utilization of human re

sources. due to inmigration and outmigration. However, there 

are considerable losses for the state that it loses the edu

cated end ener9etic young men who could aid the economic deve

lopment of the state. The educational expenses on these young 

people do not benefit the state. 

INTERNAL MIGRATION IN l<EAAI1A 

out of the population of 16,90,400 ~ 1951-'61f 6,18,000 per

sons migrated to other states in India (3.67%). 2,23,000 per

sons (1. 35% of the total pupuletion) were inmigra.nta from 

other states. 27.7% of the total pupulation, ·though born with

in the state itself, moved to different areas of the state. 

As in the country as a ~hole, the ruralward flow predominated. 

24.01% of the total papulation migrated to rural areas of 

the state, s.SS% to urban areas and 0.38~ were unclassified. 

Considering the ,_. proportionate contribution of inter-district 
migrants to ruran and urban areas it is f.ound that rural 'areas . . 
registered the prineipllilb~fgaim;of the total migrants 78% went 
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to rural, areas and only 22% to u~en areas• ~ly Trivandrum 

(69.92~) and Ernakulam (39•66%) h~d markedly higher rates.(?) 
Trivandcum is the capital and Emakulam is a growing indus

trial centre. 

Sl. 
No. 

A. 
1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 

s. 
6. 

1. 
a. 
9. 

Table 12 : Percentage Distribution of Inmigrant& 
from other districts by Rural to Udllm 

state/District Total RUral ~man~~ 
.. 

Keral.a ·1oo.oo . 78.00 22,00 

Cannanore 1oo.oo 89.06 10,94 

Kozhikode ' . 100.00 . 83.65 16.3S 
" 

Pal ghat loo.oo 76.72 23.28 

Trichur 100.00 80.93 19.07 

Ernakulam 100.00 60.34 3,9.66 
J<otta.yem 100.00 84.88 15.22 
Alleppy 100.00 71.14 28.26 
OU1lon 100.00 87.03 12,97 
Trivandrum 100.00 37.08 62.92 

Table 13 illustrates the predominenee of the tendency fbr rural 

JIDa born migrants to move to rural areas. RUral to urban 
migration. is greater than rural to rural only in Trivandrum 
District.· 
Table 13 t Percentage distribution of Inter-district Inmigrsnts 

to Rural/urban areas in the State llaving birth 
place as rut:el areas 1 

NAME OF PERSONS MALES 
DtSTRICT Total RUral U:r:ban Totti! Rural UJ:ban Total 

Cannanore 100 93.14 6.86 100 92.12 7.89 100 
Kozhikode 100 88.67 11.33 100 87.86 12.14 100 
Palqhat 100 85.74 16.26 100 ao.62 19.38 100 
Trichur. 100 84.98 15.02 100 83.69 16.31 100 
Ernakulam 100 69.15 30.85 100 63.38 36.62 100 
Kottayam 100 97.37 12.63 100 87.03 12.97 100 
Alleppy 100 78.52 21.48 100 71.56 28.44 100 
Quilon 100 90.81 9.19 100 89.62 10.38 100 
Trivandrum 100 42.73 57.27 100 38.76 61.24 100 

KEAALA STATE 100 83.72 16.28 100 81.81 18.19 100 
source; v subrahlrianiam swamy, op.e!t. P 139 

(7) Subrahmania swamy, •some Aspects of Migration in Kerala • 
in Kurup and George, loc.citt P 123. 

Fa-tALES 
RUral Ud>an 

94.36 5.64 
89.56 10.44 
85.87 14.13 
86.08 13.92 
74.27 25.'73 
87.70 12.30 
81.97 118.03 
91.92 a.oa 
48.12 Sl.BS 
85.52 14.48 
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It i~nalso significant that a significant percentage of 
urban born migrants move to rural areas of the districts,. 
(48.31%) as revealed by the following table. Utbanwaed 

migration is keenly felt only in Tr1vandrum and Ernfllaulam 
districts, mainly because of the possibility of employment 
in non-agricultural persuits. Emakulam is a fort-city and 
Trivandrum is the capital city._ 

Table 14 t Percentage Distribution of Inter
District Inmigre.nts to Rural/Urban 
areas in Kerala having birth 
2J:aee as Vrben areas . 

M 

NAME OF · PERSONS MALES PEMALES 
DISTRICTS 

... __... ... _, ................ ,:-..... ---- .-.-~ .... r--.-.-,_,7 ........... ~ .. -- , ........... , .. .._. ... __ 
.TCDT J\.L RURAL URBAN TO'l'AL RURAL URBAN TOTAL RURAL URBAN 

Cannenore . 100 45.88 51.42 100 47.34 52.66 100 50.21 49.79 

Kozhikode . 100 45.34 54.66 100 46.31 53.69 100 44,.21 55.79 
Pal ghat 100 51.27 48.73 100 48.87 51.13 100 53.86 46.14 

Tricnur 100 59.60 40.40 100 59.99 40.01 100 59.23 40.77 
Ernakulam 100 28.98 71.02 100 26.84 73.16 100 31.24 68.76 
kottayam 100 67,.59 32.41 100 69.40 30.60 100 65.74 34.26 
Alleppy 100 47;'35 52.65 100 43.82 56.18 100 49.76 50.24 
OUilon 100 68.66 31.34 100 68.62 31.18 100 68.49 31.51 
T.r1vandrum 100 23.98 76.02 100 23.10 76.96 100 25.07 74.93 

KEAALA STATE 100 48.31 51.69 100 47.39 52.61 100 49.27 50.73 

souree a v. Subrahmani a. swamy a op. cit. P 139 

When we consider the $ha~e of each district of the total 

inter-district migrants, we find that the maximum percentage 
of males move ·into rural ·areas in ~zhikode (22.24%) followed 
by Cannenore (18.69%) and Kottayam (17.81%). In the urban 
Parts the highest preportion of male in-migrants centres round 
the district of Emakulam ( 23. 49%)' ef $'A a W:maA i~ ~£gs:a~ 

and Trivandrum (16.31%). 
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Table 15 1 District-wise Percentage Distribution of 

Interdiotriet Inmigrants within Kerala 
by· Rural/Urban 

NAME OF PERSQNS MALES FEMALES 
DISTRICT TOTAL RURAL URBAN TOTAL RURAL URBAN TOTAL RURAL 

cannanore 14.39 16.43 7.15 16.17 18.69 8.19 12.68 14.37 

Kozhi~e 17.31 18.57 12.81 18.55 20.24 13.20 16.13 17.04 

Pal ghat 5.33 5.24 5.64 4.69 4.46 5.41 5.94 5.95 

Trichur 8.04 8.34 6.97 7.60 7.97 6.44 8.46 9.68 

Emakulam 12.71 9.84 22.98 12.46 8.98 23.49 12.96 10,61 . 
Kottayem 15.79 17.18 1o.as 15.98 17.81 10.16 15.60 16.60 

Alleppy 12.08 13,48 7.12 12.04 13.60 7,09 12.12 13.37 
OUilon s.11 2,43 14.62 5,94 2.61 16.31 4.32 2.21 

Trivandrum 9.24 s.29 11,86 12.57 5.48 9.72 11.79 11.17 --... ---· -------.-. !-"-.......... ..... ..--.. _, _____ 
~--..;..-... r------- ~--------._ 

TOTAL 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

sourcea v. Subrahmania swamys op,cit. P 137 

URBAN 

5.98 

12.49 

5.90 

7.59 

22.27 

11.63 

7.15 
12.69 

14.31 
~ ............. 
100 

The T~uk-wise analysis of oatn also reveals the same pattern. 

The 1961 census divides the.tal\tks into three categories: 

(a) those with percentage of inmigrants to total rural popula

tion in the taluk below 25% of the State, (b) those with per

centage within 25% of the statt~ and (c) these above 25~' of the 

state- Many ·TaJ.uks within Cannanore, Kozhikide and I<ottayam 

have a high percentage of inmigrants to rural population. 

In the third category Tellicherry has 31.92%, 
Taliparamba 4l.G2%, North t1ynad 50.90%, South 

Wynad 52. 97%~ Devikol am 56. 50%, Peerumedu 56. 57", 
Udumbanehola 84.09%, end Kanjirappally 42,78%. {S) 

All these teluks are highland taluks or have a sizeable por

tion of highlands ·within then, and hence the direction of 

migration ia on expected lines i .. e., from tho low lands and 

midlands to highland. Since the 1'-.ighlands have a spame popu-

1 ation heavy inmigretion is to be expected towards these area 
from lowlande and midlands. It is also to be noted that 

all these taluks fall within the three-inmigrant centres we 

have identified. Tellicherry, Taliparamba and N. Wynad are 
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wJ. thin the CannMtore district, South Wynad is in Kozhikode, 

and Devikolam, Peerumedu, Udumbanchola and Kanjirappally in 
J<Cttayam. 

The following is the reason given by Census authorities for 

the flow of population into these rural areas: 

The new settlements in North and south Wynad 
Taluks and the increased attention paid to the 

development of plantations in the recent past 

in Kottayarn district are, perhaps, significant 

contributory factors.< 9 > 

Subr*tlania Swamy also offers a similiar explana:tions 

The pl entation areas of Kottayam and the agrt
cul tur~lly prosperous (cash crops) districts of 

Kozh!kode and Cannanore have a.ttrectcidx male 

inmigrants to rural areas of these districts.(lO) 

With reqar.d to the duration of residence of the migrants, it 

can be seen from data that between 10-20% of tnale interdistriet 

migrants from rural to rural areas reside in the respective 

districts for less than one year. Male migrants are concen

trated in tt)le duration group 1-5 years and more than 10 yaare. 

Thus it was during 1951-61 that the flow of population to 
rural areas was strongest. 

A majority of both mille and female inmigrant workers from 

rural to rural arP. engaged in 8griculture and allied 

activities including livestock, forestry, fishing, planta

tion and in sexviees. The conisribution of the industrial 
seetor is low as is revealed by the following table. 

(9) Ibid 
(10) swamy, Subrahmania, loc.cot. P 127 
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Table 16 s Pez:centage Distribution of inmigrant workers 
from rural to rural areas within the distri
ct ,by sectors and by sex. 

sl. MALES FEMALES 
DISTRIC'l' Prima- Seeon- Tert- Pri- secon- Tert-No. rv darv 1aJ:Y mary~ derv iarv 

1 Cannanore 71.47 4.39 24.14 78.27 4.70 11.03 
2 Srn"'-Ulam 46.68 14.48 38.94 46,33 20.53 33.14 

3 Trichur 49.66 10.38 39.96 55.70 17.06 27.24 

4 Kottayam . 52.01 11.32 36.77 60.91 14.92 24.17 
5 Alleppy 47.04 12,92 40,04 40.67 37.57 21.86 
6 Quilorl 59.52 11,33 29,15 51.69 14,55 33.76 

7 'l'riv andrum 54,50 o.oo 37.50 36.50 18.52 •14.98 

8 Kozhikode 66.72 6.21 27 .o7 70.55 4.97 24.58 
9 Pal ghat 39.82 10,11 51.07 53.25 12.13 34,62 

Both Male t=tnd female inmigrantn from rural to urban areas have 
· services as their means of livelihood in all the distriets, 

To summad.ze, we find that I<erala wes a net in-miqrating State 

till 1951, Only after J.951 did the number of out-migrants 

exceeded the in-miuranto, roqistering a loss of 2. 3%. The 

rate of both in and out miqration has accelerated in rocent 

years. 

Both in·mld out-migration sorround the adjacent states. ~e 
more distant the states are, the more male migrants predo
minate. ~he majority of outmigrants are concentrated in the 

20-24 age group, are educated and are employed in the services. 

Inter-district migration is Kerala was mainly tott~ards the 

rul"al. areas, especially towards tha highland regions which 

were sparsely populated. cannanore and KQzhikode JIX in the 

North and kottayam in the South were the main in-m.igration 

centres. These districts have fertile forest areas in them 
and plantation crops have been growing, The migrants were 

mainly the agricultural classes# and •ervice personnel • 
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There was a signifieant urban to rural turnover. The lac:k 

of industrial opportunities in the towns and the opportuni

ties offered by colonization of new areas for agricultural 
purposes may be the reasons for this urban backwash. 

The reasons for the predominance rural migration needs 
further enalysis. Hardly any work has been done on this 

subject. A small attempt is made in the next chapter t.o 
understand one segment of this rural flow~ namely the flow 

of farmers from central Travencore districts to the Malabar 

area, namely Cannnnora and Ynzhikode. 

*********** ** ** ***** 
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The most. important stregns of :l.nter:nal migration in Kerala 

were tho mova~ent of peasants from villages in central 
'!'ravencore to Malabar and to the High Ranges. Land-hungry 

pee.sants flocked to the e jungles in these areas, acquired 

land at thtoW-way prices from private landowners in Maleber 

or government forest officials and introduced many new et'Ops. 

It resulted in the creation of nurnerous new vlll e.qes prcdue
inq valuable export crops like pepper, eanhew, coconut, 
a.reea.•n.tt ete. Once the abode of predators these az·eas are 
now filled with sehoold, hospitals, churches, tenples and 

above all, people. With the passa9e of time, land became 

costlier and, e.s a resul~, the •frontier• was extended into 
the neighboring states. 'today there are eizeable Malayalee 

settlenents in Gadellur Taluk of Tamil Na&u State, and in 
the Hassan,Mandya and south Canare. distriets of Myaore state. 
The following questions regarding the process of miqration 
of peasants from centl'el Travenoore· aeem to b8 interestino 

from t.he point of the soelolcgtlr of migration 1 

1. \thich were the groups of- persons who mi9rated in t he 

beginning sta;es - Rich peasants or poor peasants? 
wruch religious category? Which caste groups? 

2. W"nat were the factors which either forced or induced 
the migrants to leave their native places? 

3. What were tbe reasor•s for the selectivity -of c::ertain 

groups, if eny? 

4. What ttere :the .phye1eal and fineneial means of t~e 
migrants? Was there any re11q1ous or political patronage? 

s. What. was the pattern of adjustment of t.he migrants with 
the changed physical enviJ:Onment and with the local po. 

pulation? How d:l.d migration affect. the behaviour and 

attitude of both the '!lost • and the 'guest. • gt'Oups? 

./. 
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An attempt shall be made in this <:hspter to analyee theae 

question$ in the light of available secondary materials as 
well as a few migrant cases studied in the field. only the 

~a.t. 
migntir:n to Malabar will be dealt with., .and;. to High Ranges 
Will be mentioned only as far it has same bearing on the 
fomer,. 

The few ava11ehle secondary sources consist of the documents 

of the catholic Diocese of Tellichcrry, and articles in neus

papers and periodicals. Unfortunately no official statistics 
regarding the nurr.ber of the migrants, let alone their spatial 

origin, relig1o1JS w~d caste distribution etc.~ are available 
a~ we have to rely on the catholic based statistics however 
biased and inecC<.!rate they are. The inaccuracies lie in the 

feet that the statistical dat.a provided by the Diocese ere 
supplied to the diocesan authorities by persh priests in 
numerous villages and are not the result of eny s~rstematical 

method of data collection. The analysts may contt.sin some 

amount of bias due to the 1 eclc: of statistics regarding the 

number of non-catholie and non-christ1811 migrants from 

Travancore. 

In tbe field we interviewed 40 rrJ.grant.s from different parts 

cf Malabar: to qai.n a first hand insight regarding the experi

ences cf the migrants. only the very earliest migrants were 

selected in each loeelity. The respondents wore allowed t.o 

relate their experiences in their own words. It was hoped 
that t..'lese inteNiews would help us identify thA problem to 

be studied at a further stage. In our sempl e of •o, 22 were 

Catholies follow.ing the sym-Malehe.r rite, 1 was a Catholic 
1b1:l~~±t;g-syte.:~lh ~feat: a'": r'i i~; -s \.r~re• ·j~fC):bjJ;:~s~· tstri~il-~tt1~:! 
&~ ~biii:-6£> ,',ci :i;eiong~cr-to' th~-c'hhrch ~of· botitHfxndia, 3 were 
local Muel!Jns and S local Hindus. A1 though the thrt!e Muslims 

were bom Ua- t.:f;e pl.acc 1t.se1 ~ .. their pa!"e'l"l+:,r. hod .:..:1~::"~~- ~d from 

e. difte:rent distriet., (Carmanore - front tt-:te towns of Telli
eherry and Maha), All the Hindus had mior~ted to their 
present place of residence from far sway villages in the same 
district (Callcut). Two of them were given land !n the ex

servicemen • a colony, Sultan • • Battery. 
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The migrants• situation can better be understood 1 f the 

migrants are differentiated according to the duration of 
residence. differentiating between those who migratedt 
(a) before 1951, (b) dU:I:xi:SIIi fJ:aD 1951 to 1961. and 

' 
(c) after 1961. Xn the different stages the motivational 
structure as well as the experiences and pz:oblems of the 
migrada could :te different. 

XN-MIORANT POPULATION IN MALABAR 

Unfortunately we cannot ascertain the religion-wise dia

trtbution of the in-migrant population. The only atatieties 
available is regarding the Catholics which has been provided 
by the cUrectortea of the diocese of Tellicherry ( 1) which is 

published annually. In 1954 there were just 74,217-Syrian 

Christians in the diocese which covers the entire Malabar area. (s.wl'lop!J) 
In 1973 the population increased to 3,11,219 - an increase of 

two and a half lakha. 'there we~:e 166 parish churches, and 
71 filial chuz:chea. Allowing for the natural ine~:ease by 

birth among the early migrants, one ean expect that migra-
tion pl aye! a major part in the increase. The following 

ehart illustrate• the increase. 

2.,10,988 
. 1,94 .. 615 
1,49,262 . 

1,47 .. 262 
1.,08,392 

74 21? 

3,2 ,219 
3,06. 372 

2,85,694 

19 4 1957 1960 1961 1963 1966 1971 1972 1973 

Chart 1 'J.'he Year-wise Increase of the Catholic Popul aticbn 
of Tellicberry Diocese. 

sourcea o.t.rectoq, of the Diocese of Tt!jll.t.cherq. 

(1) Directory of the Diocese of Tellicherry, (1954, '57, 
•6o, 161, '63, •&6. '71, '72 and '73). 
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Setween 1954 and 1960 the population almost doubled (+74,045). 

Between 1960 and 1966 there was an increase of 63,726. Bet
ween 1966 and '72 there was an increase of 95,384, 

Under the Mal ebar: Bhadrasanam (Malabar nioeese) of Jaeobit •{ 
Ch:ist1ans there are 102 parish churChes.( 2) If we count a 

minimum averageof 200 famtJies per parish and 5 members per 

family, we oet e population of about one lakh of Jacobite 
Christiane. However we do not know the exact number of Jaco
bite mlorants in this diocese, we only can QUess that there 

is a eizeeble number of Jacobite migrants in Malabar. 

There is no way of knowing the number of Hindus, t-tuslima and 

Christians of other denomin&tions who are inmigrants. 

db•ervations in the field suggests that most of these in

migrants came from eent..ral Travencora .• espeoielly frc.n high

land taluks of Kcttayam district ar.d parts of Alloppey and 
Eranekulem districts. It is notable that those who aame 
from low-lying paddy cultivating areas had a preference for 

settling down in areas having plenty of pad4y fields. 

Census reports suggest that tl'B districts of Cal.icut and 
Cennanore in the Malabar area had the highest number of in

migrants. Field obse&Vation shows that a good number of 

these lnmignnts consisted of peasants from central Travan
core who settled down mostly in the highland areas of these 
districts. Moreover- a significant number of theae were 
Chd.etiana. 

PATTERNS OF EARL:t:BST JN-MIGRATlON 
r 

.The_in-migrants from Central Travancore are scattered over 
the three districts of Malabar. namely, Palghat, Cannanore 
and Malabar. Here an attenpt is made to reconstruct the 

early hist-ory oft.he migration centres f.rqm scattered accounts 
of the earlY settlements~ 3) 
(~) Directory oi!" Malabar Bhadraaanam(eallcut, 1973) 

( 3) The Souvenir of the sacerdotal iubilee of the Bishop of 
' · 'l'ellicherq contiln ahort accounts of the early in

migration in the various •colonies: or settlements. 
These accpunts were written mostly>~eaohers o* priests 
who had record of long-standing •ervice in the con
cerned settl anents. 
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The year 1928 is believed to be the time When the earliest 
in-migrant set foot on Malabar. He settled down in a. plaee 

called Paravoor in Cannanore diatrict.'JbKuttiady .(Calicut 

district) came a g.r:oup of inmigrant• in the .next year. Gra-. 
dually people cane to places like Iritty. Alakkcde, Chemperi, 

1'hcmapuram(all in Cannanore district), wynad (spread out in 
cannanore and Calicut districts), Thiruvanpady(Cal:l.cut Diet.) 
end Msn1mooly (Pal ghat Distrtct}. Today itt is eustomuy 
among the in~igrants to call these early settlements 
•colonies;. The earliest migrants got 1 and at throwaway 
pr1ces(Rs.5/.- or 10/ .. ) cleared the jungle end cultivated paddy, 

tapioca and other crops. As time went on these new settle

ments, in the midst of jungle pestered with v114 animals, 
attracted mor:e migrants from Travaneore and new villages 
began to sprout 4roundthe early centres. As more villages 

came up ths early settle!nents becam3 eentres of the 2\etivi ... 
ties of· the in-migrants, havinq acquired some basic ameni
ties like markets, schools, churches etc. Today some of 
them have become small towns. Most of their churches beve 
been r~sed to the level of l'orane churches, under which 
there are a number of ~ar:ish churches. <4> 

Withe the passage of time, most jungle areas were cleared, 

and the later migrants had to settle<· down in more difficul. t 
I 

terrain, high on the western ghats. The pr1ees of land also 
went up considerably. Witb the nationalization of private 
forests in 1971, no more jungle is available for purchase 
and· the chances of 'further in-migration has been reduced 

4rast1cally. some peasants have moved outside the state of 
Kerala to forests in Mysore and Tamil Nadu states, 

Bet.ween 1928 and 1950 in-migration was very slow. The 
earliest migrants eagerly waited f~ more people to come 
fran their native places, and oave all help to the n£1>1 
arrivals. However, the threat of wild 4nifl'!als .. epidemics 
like malaria, the lack of religious institutions and schools ._, ________________________________________________________________________ __ 
(4) A catholic diocese is divided into a number of FOrane 

Churches for administrative purposes. Each ~rane 
Churche is eorrpoaed of more that) a dozen of Parish Churches. 

·'· 
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kept the number of in-migrants low. Travancore-Coehin and 

Mal-.bar were distinct political units. the first being en 

indtpendent state and the latter being part of British India. 

Passage between the two regions was di ffieul t. There were 

a number of eheclcpoints ld at the botders and unscrupulous 

officials extorted a gOOd .aunt of .oney from the peasants. 
TranS;POrt facilities bed not developed and travel often took 

more than two days. 

But after the independence the rate of migration increased.. 

When a new Syrian Catholic diocese at Tellicherry vas esta
blished in 1954, more people were V'illingryto go to Malabar. 

By now contact between the. in-migrants end their native 

places became easier and the success of some of the early 

migrants induced -.ny people to make the move. A tradition 
of migration developed and it acquired the character of 

what Peterson calla •migration craze•. In the popular ima

gination, Malabar now becane the 'land flowing with milk and 
honey• (a. biblical aim111). Today there are many people in 

'lravancore who regret having not gone to Malabar earlier. 

However, everything was not a bed of roses for the early 

miqranta. The •success stories • were only one side of the 

coin. Entire families., in the early phase of migration hac! 

been wiped out in the face of adVerse elements - malaria, 
wild animals and so on. Roa~s and communication with the 
outside torld had to be built from scratch. The migrants 
had to fall back on their own resources for building these 
basic amenities. They charted out the routes themael ves, 
made pathways through thick jungles, impJ:Oviaed ingenuous 
ways for making bridges and so on. Then they requested the 

Bishop of Celieut to send them priests for saying Masa. 

These priests visited the villagers at least once a month, 
and said Mass in the villagers • huts. These priests were . 
the only contact with the outside world. They gave the 
villagers medicines against malaria and gave then moral 
support. If the settlements had at least a dozen families 

./. 
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they were granted parish churches. '1'he earliest churchea 

were make-shift sheds. Gradually there developed a complex 
of institutions like post offices, schools, cooperative 

societies, hospitals etc. 

Moat of the migraata cane on individual imit1ative. Family, 

Jd.nebif» and neighbourhood ties, of course, played a major 

put. Priends, and relatives often came together. Moat 

people brought with them tbeir families; some brought there

after en year or two. 

In some places, move organized fonus of miqraticm could be 

noticed. For example, in the Rajapuram village of the 
'Thomapuram COlony•, the Bishop of Kottayam biought 2,000 

acres of land in the thirties and dietrtbuted them to 78 
families belonging to his diocese, In 1970 the diocese 
of Kottayam made another purchase of 750 acres. In the sane 

area, the Nair service society bought 5, 000 acres and settled 
some Nail:' families from Travancore. In the eady years of 
migration the diocese of Calicut also bought land, and thr:ough 

advertisementa in newspapers invited christiana from Travan
core to settle in the Thiruvampaay region. 

The foregoing account of the early history of imnigntlon of 
peasants ·fran '.t'ravancore has already alerted ua to important 
sociological p~esses. We know that early inmigration vaa 
highly selective in terms of the point of origin -mainly 

certain highland Talu'ke in central Travanc:ore - •• also in 
tems of religioua and occupational ccmposJ.tion of the gxoupa 
involved. The volume of migration vaa slight during the ini• 

t1al years but becerne very intense after the Independence. 
Let us now go further and t r:y to examine some of the impor
tant quenions we had raised in the beginning of this chapter. 

PLANTATION ECON9MX AND MlGRATtON 

' 
In Chapter II, Farmer;.. vas-: ~quoted to the effect that the 
rural-ward migration in India wu closely us:>ciated with the 

development of the pl entation indu•t&Y.. tn most pl ec:ea 

.;. 
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plantation owners felt it advantaqeous to import migJ:Snt 

labourers fran distant places. Thus in the 19th Centuxy 
migration was associated mainly with tea, the predominant 

plantation crc>p of the time. In the 20th Century, however, 
land hungry peasants came and occupied wasteland for culti
vation and this was the predominant mode of inmigration. 

Pa.rmer found this to be ta:ue eapecially in the hilly areas 

of south India - what he calls 'Greater Malnac! • -C.~ rising 
of the Nilgiri distr~ct; the wynaed taluk of the fo~er 
Malabar district, the High Ranges of Travancore-Coehin, and 
eastern parts of Mysore State especially Coo,z:v. Coffee, 

cardamom, tea and later rubber were the predominant planta
tion crops in these areas. 

Innes States that upto 1932 most of the 1 abourers in Wynaa4 

plantations were 'l'amilians. It is also possible that some 
labourers came from other parts of Malabar. The inmigrants 
fE"Om 'l'r·avancore 1 !re not pl entation 1 abourers, but peasants 
who came for ind ,endent agrieul. ture. In the High Ranqes 
also the Kannan Devan Compeny depended solely on Tamilian 
labourers for plantation purposes. 

Periodically, it is possible that many European plantation 

owners sold. their estates to the Indians espeeiall y during 
the depre&sion yean of the • 3os. The best example is the 
desertion of tbe Coimbatore estate by the E. & s. Company 

" 
due to the fall in the price of lUbber. Many of the pur-
chasers were rich Christian 1 andlords from Travancore, 

One plantation crop which was mostly connected with the 
inmiqration of Travancore peasants wu rubber1 for, moat 
migrants own at. least two acres of rubber estate. Hence 
statistics regarding the cultivation of rubber can th~ 
some light on migration. 

CU1 tivation of rubber on commercial basis started in Kerala 
at the beginning of the 20th Cent.wry. By 1910 the area under 
rubber was 29, SOO acres end the pmduce SO tonnes. The area 

./. 
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in 1925 increased to 76,295 acres yielding 6,300 tonneas. 
The second World war gave a powerful impetus to the rubber 
:lnc!ustry due to the abnonnal demand for rubber. All restric

tions on planting and replanting of rubber were renoved in 

1942 and rubber g.cowera were encouraged to maximize produc
tion. 1943- '46 recorded the increase in planted area (+7 .3%) • 
After independence also there was steady gJ:Cwth. (5 ) 

one important featu~e of the rubber industry in Kerala J1D11 

ld is the predominance of small holdings. In the beginning 
big estates predominate<! and it was only after. 1951 tha~ small 
holdings began to outpace estates. In 1961- '62, fl" of the 
area cultivated was under. small holdings. By 197o-•71, the 

acea increased to 18,7762 hectares. out of the total increase 
of 54,922 hectares 86" Was«Pntributed by small holdings. IN 

1970.'71 there were 11 08,332 small holdings covering 1 1 31,949 
hectares, besides ses estates.(6 ) 

Kottayam, Kozhikide and cannanore are the predominant. rubber 
producing areas. of the big estates KOttayem district hed 
104, Melappunm (till neently part of Kcshikide) 107, 

Kozhikkode 59 llf¥1 Palgbat 29. Most of the rubw estate owners 
vera 1ndigenoua and •JJ ure the labourers. lt ia possible 
that some of the labourers u also estate owners came fzan 
central Travancore. • 

our interest in rubber conaista in the fact that rubber ia 
c.:u1 tivate<l predominently in the areas to which q migration 
from Travancore took place. 'l'he decade 1951- •61 vitne8sed 
the mollt intense migration as alao ... ~, the growth of small 
holdings of rubber. Was there any connection bat.ween the 
two? we expect a connection for the following reasons s Most. 
migrants were medium peasants. They soldjall their belongings 
in the native place and bought 5 or 20 aea:-es of land in the 
new place. They converted perhaps Sk half of the area into 
rubber cultivation. They could not afford to buy more due to 

the 1 ack of capt tal. Thus at 1 east part of the inorease ln 

smell hold!~ vaa eontdbuted bf the mJ.~ranta, 
(s) Indlanber statistics, vo • 12, 111. 
(6) Ibid. 

-
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BIG fV.S.ANTS AND SMALL pEASANTS 

It is hopedthat the discussion on plantation industr,y has 
solved at leaat part of the question ngacdinq who came 

fi#st - rich peasants or poor peasants? Many rich peasants 
in the 19308 bought estates from the IUJ:Opeans. 

Another type of rich peasant who came to Malabar was the 
ep8(Nletor in lane! who bought land in bulle fZQI local land

lords and sold them in parcels to smaller peasants. Still 
another group invested their surplus capital to make new 
estates: in Malabaz. Both qmups can be confronted in almost 
evea::y village in the new aettlenents. 

An article in G1r14eepam. (?) a magazine of Catholic mig#ents 
in Malabar, qivea a good cUseript.1on of typical land dealings 

between local l andlorda and bio peasants from Travaneore in 
the earlier yean. Land was extremely cheap in those days 
and many r~l'B ( '1 end merehant.a •) fzom central 'fravancore 
amassed huge p~fits by transacting business in land,(cf. 
AppendiX l) Double dealings were the or:der of the dey. The 

landloms and the rich in-migrants cheated each other. The 
lantU.ord would assign disputed land to the inmigrant which 

would land the latter in numexous cases against rival claimants. 
However, some of the inmiorants were powerful enough to car:ve 
out more land than was assigned to lhim, If the rich aout.bemer 
vas able to outsmart the landlord this way, he would become a 
millionaire just by selling the timber on the 1 and, after which 
he would sell the land in small parcels to small farmers from 
Travancore. 

However. not all the peasants were powerful enough to withstand 

the cunningness of the landlords. A maj01:'it.y of them wu a 

victim of either the landlord himself or the rich aouthemer 
who · sublaaaed the 1 and. 

THE CAJJSN, AND MOTIVATIOJ-!AL FACTORS 1-

Instead of giving any defenitive statement Which would be 
,;ssib,le only after a thorough invest1iation, we shall offer 

) J.M. c 1'1'he Distance and Nearness of Malabar'. Girideepam, 
(1963 July) Vol. 3, No. 1. 

I 
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the following hypotheses regarding the structural and motiva

tional factors in migration - or the factors which influenced 

the migrant • s decision to 1 eave his native place and go to 
Malabar. 

a) f!!e econanie faet:ora- The economic structure of central 

Travancore was in a precarioua condition <!uring the 'great 

depression • of the early thttties. OVerpopulation ?reatly 

decreased the size of individual faxms. The fertility of the 

land was diminishing and intensive methods of agriculture 

were unknown. The farmers could not produce enough food with 

this limited and infertile land. Production of cash crops 
like pepper, coconut, and arecanut also diminished consider

ably due to diseases end old aqe of the plants. This forced 

the farmers to seek eheap and fertile land elsewhere. 

As ex~mples we shell cite the cases of some of the early 

migrants we had interv.t.ewed, 

Respondent 19a Cef. Appendix II) His was the moat prestigious 

family in hie native village and his father took the initiative 
to build the parich church. The constnaction of the church 

was opposed by the local Nair l and.lord. There followed a 

pi:'Olonqed test of strength between respondent • s father en:! 

the 1 andlord. 40 acres of his 1 and was lost in the ensuing 

legal battle. At the death of the father the remaining pJ:t>
perty was div.f.t'led among the nine sons and each of them got two 
end a half acres each. This was not enough to support their 

families. Renee they decided to sell all their belongings 
and go to Malabar. 

Respondent 30t He was the superintendent of tdt a Rubber Estate 
in his native place. one of the shareholders of the estate 

owned another rubber estate at Iritty in Malabar. Respondent 
applied for a transfer to this estate in 1942. Respondent 

owne4 some land in his native place but it was bogged down in 
legal disputes (the nature of the dispute was not revealed 
by the Respondent). He found it difficult to meet his ends 

.;. 
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by the salary he got fl'OJD the est.atel)'tia native place and 

th~t was why he epplied for a transfer to Malabar. f,at.er 
the estate of vhieh he was an employee was acquired by the 
respondent and he is one of the richest persona in the 

region. 

Respondent 31 who is preparing a book on the histoey of 
inmigration of Christiana to Malabar gave a detailed des
cription of how earliest migration to the Maruthomkara vil

lage of Kuttiady took place. TwO of the earliest migrants 
in :Kuttiady, while visiting Calieut, became captivated by 

the healthy eoeonut trees gEOwn tb! re. In their own native 
place (Vazhoor, Kottayarn) coconut trees were attached by a 
certain virus disease. When they retumed home they d1a
eussed the visit with friends and decided to go to Kuttiady. 

Respondent 14 was o ehild when her family came to Sultan•a 
Battery in wYflad. Her father owned extensive paddy fields 

in the native place but had only one acre of dry land. Their 
house was sorrounded by a Reserved Forest, and numerous cases 

were filed against her father even for cutting a twig from 

the forest. She had five brothers and each one had to be 

given site for the construction of their own houses. Besides 

in those days it was rumoured that paddy fiel~s were avail· 

able free of cost in Wynard. Hence in 1946, her father sold 

his possessions for 12,000 rupees end settled down at Sultan •e 

Battery# where he bought eo acres of land containing paddy 

fields as well as cdfee and pepper plantations. 

tn all t.he four cases we have cited the prime consideration 

in the decision t.o move vas economic. In the first. caee the 

ma:l.n reason for migration was the economic and social diffi.

cul ties, created by dispute with the 1 andlord. ln the second 

case also there was legal disputes regarding land and he was 

in considerable economic hardship. In the third case the 
-

main reson was the disease of coconut trees in Travancore. 
In the fourth ease the~onomic status of the family was not 

./. 
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at all bad# but they el.ao were faced with the problem of not 

having enough dry-lands. The J:WnOur .r:e'.}arding availability 

of land free of cost in Malabar increased the attractiveness 

of the region. 

Here B!l0the1.· possibility is worth conaideringa were the 

migrants harassed by the landlords in their places of oriqin? 

and .if so, what was the nature of the harassment? 

b~ Social and psuchological factoraa- But, why did the 
economic reasons na ke the Syrian Christians more migratory 

than the others? one reason may be that they did not possess 
the same attachment to the joint family as did the Hindus. 
ln prineiple Nair household property is impartible. But among 

the SyJ:'ian Christians the rule generally is that the fathEt_.r 
dirv:J.des his land equally among his sons. This system has two 

important consequences. on the one hand it makes the sone 

independent of his parents and he is free to go his own way. 
secondly the prOcess of division and subdivision deereasel 
the size of holdings especially when there are too many chil

dren for a person. It is also a fact that overpopulation was 

higher among Christians than at:nOng the Hindus. Both these 
factors have made the Christiana more migratory than the Naira. 

The prevalence of the dowry system impowerished many middle 

class femiliea. 'this could be one reason why Christian girls 

from Kerala monopolize the nursing profession in many Indian 
cities. As for the Ezhavaa, a majority of than were too 
poort having no landed property they eould not acquire enough 

money to go to Malabar. The Muslims. they were a predominantly 
business community unlike the Christians Who were mainly 

facners. 

Another possibility is that Christians had a tra1ition of 
migration. Some of the interviewe•s told me that the resi
dents in Kanjirappally taluk (a predominantly Christian area) 

were migrants from some other placet about 200 years ago there 
were no residents in J<anjirappally. One folktal":' says that 
the Christians of Kanj irappally cane from Nil aclcal Where 

./. 
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st.. Thomas had set up one II of his churches. This place had 

to be deserted due to certain natural calami ties. After tra

velling a long distance, people asaembled under a Kanjiram 

tne, put a statue of our Lady under it and started venerating 

it and from that day on the place was called Kanjirappally 

(Pa111 • Church). 

Whatever the txuth of this story, we can presume that When

ever cultivable land vas divided into uneconomic holdings and 
beeame infertile, Christians used to push back the jungle 

gradually and extend the frontier from the plains to the hills. 

Migration to High Ranges can be conaidered to be ;lf'llrt of this 

extension. For instance ThodUpuzha tlfOn from where the High 

Ranges begin was a jungle area about 150 years ago. When they 

became aware of opportunities in Malebar, they were only too 

eager to av-ail of then. 

With regard to th~ recent migrations, early pioneers went to 

Mal&bar and. opened pathways for the late arrivals. The early 

history of every •settlement • shows that every where the early 

migrants encouraged their relatives and neighbors to join them. 

Thus as tim~ent on kinship played a dominant part in migration 

and this led to 'chain migration'. 

c) Political Faet.orsa- During sri c.P. Ranaswamy Iyyer•s admi

nistration of Kerala the Christiana had to suffer many disabi
lities. He was instrumental in wreehing the National ouil~n 

Bank owned by the Jacobites Christians. He also tried to 

nationalize education institutions wh~ch antagonized the 

Christians. CP was angry because prominent Christians were 

leading the State Congress movement in Kerala. It was very 

difficult for the Christiane and the Izbavas to get employment 
in the administrative services. The Izhavae however were 

strongly organ~zed either under the s.N.D. P. movenent or under 
the eommunist movement and their protest could be expresseJ in 
a more organised fozm. Being neither politically or communally 
organised the only possibility for the Christians was, perhaps 

to migrate to a different place. This should be seen in the 
light of an interesting theory by 'l'oynbee which states that 
different societies react differently to societal challenges • . /. 
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The Egyptian civilization opposed auch challenges and were 
successful in creating a rich civilization in their native 
place itself. The same set of challenges forced the creators 
of the Mediterranian civilization to migrate while certain 

other groups could not juet survive in the face of the chal

lenges. Migration to Malabar may be looked upon u a rea
ction to some adverse social and political conditions in 
the native place. 

It wouldf howeverf seem that only rieher sections of Chris-· 

tiens were affected by c.P. •s policy. But Respondent 31 
feels that even poor peasants were affected by en oppressive 
tax system, a high levy on rice and above all corruption by 

government officials. In Tiruvalla enraged farmers even 
burnt alive e Tehs.:l.ldar and fearing the consequences many of 

then fled to Malaber. 

"SPIRIT OF CAPITAt.ISM"? 

It is possible that Christiana of Kerala were endowed with a 

spirit of capitalism more than other communities• Th:l.s spirit 

d is characterized by a high degree of •achievement motiva
tion•, a willingness to save and invest, a readiness to take 

risk and so on. A project like nigration requires all these 

qualities. It may be caused by the inferior status one 

experiences in the native place, associated with a desire to 

better one's condition, es also a religious or secular ideology. 
we suspect that these qualities were possessed by the Syrian 

Christians of Central Travancore who decided to migrate to 
Malabar and to the High Ranges. 

Besides it can be shown that it w~s with the emergence of 

e~italism as a way of life thet migration gained significance. 

'!'he development of the plantation industry, the large scale 

business in land in Malabar - all these are signs of capitali
stic development in agric:ul ture. And many 1 eadera of this 
development were Christians - e,g., OU1lon National Bank., 
Manorama group of papers and so on. 

./. 
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ROLE OF GOVERNMEWr Ml> POLITICAL PAR'l'I FS 

B.H. Fermer•s study testifies that the •grow-more-food' campaign 

during )I both t:he Sr.itieh and post-ind~pendence eras has en

ooUX'aged voluntary Colonization of wasteland for agrleult:ural 

purposes, especially in ASsam and Kerala. Governmer.t patronage 
of occupation of forestland in the High Rangr:a of Keral.a is 

well documentel by sri K.J. Jacob(s). aut this policy was never 

consist~t)the patronage being extended only to suit the ruling 
party's political exigencies. At other times government found 

the peasants e:q>endable and expelled them from the forests 

which they had converted into thriving farms. A positive proof 
(\ 

of government patronage is the Vadanmedu Reclamation Scheme 
) 

(High Ranges Udumbanchola taluk) for the reclamation of 32,000 

acres of governa.ent reserved forests. J'ive acres of land was 

to be given to any persons willing to do pe~anent cultivation 

Later, hrlwever, government went back on their word and evicted 
many peasants from the region in 1952, When the movement for 

unified Kerela gained momentum govern~ent positively encouraged 

the colonization of Hiqh Ranges in order to obviate Madras • 

claim to the Devieolam-Peerumedu Taluk (at that time Tam111an 

plantation ·18bourers constituted a sizeable section of the 

population). Peaatllta flocked to the High Ranges and won the 

tal uk for Kerel a. But after that government started behaving 

in a step-motherly fashion* evicting people in the name of 
various hydro-electric pcrojects. Sri Jacob also states that 

political parties encouraged their sympathisers to colonize the 
High Ranges in order to build pockets of support in that region. 

A colonization scheme in Malaher which government directly 

sponsored was the Ex-servicemen's colony in Sbuth wynaad. 
The scheme was conceived by the British Government for the 
Ex-Servicenen. But it remains:! for Independent India to im

plement the schene. Every ex-serviceman who was willing to 

settle down in the colony was to be given b.S,OOO/- end 10 
acres of land, The colony received the first batch of ita 
settlers in 1949. Among them there were many people from 
central Travancore and their numbers steadily increased in 

1 ater rears' 
·(B) Jacob K.J.t 1Tbe a60ry of eviction from forestland' 

TJ1oZhilalf1 (July 12, 1961) 
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PHYSICAL AND FlUANClAL MEANS 

How <Sid the migrants get hold the initial expenttiture for 
making the passage to the area of destination and for buyl~g 
the land? 'l'he small farmers sold ell their belongings at 

their native place before making the trip. The big peasants 

had enough .Urplus capit.& to invest. 

AWARENESS OF MIGRATION OPPORTUNITIES 

. The rich farmers poasibly were always on the lookout for the 

avatlebil!ty of cheep land elsewhere. smaller peasants must 

have got the news from rich peasants, since the former were 

possible buyers of land newly bought by tho latter. Gradually, 

kinship nnd neighborhood relations played a significa~t role. 
During 1951-•61 Malabar beca.'lle the dreamland for all those who 

wanted to get rich quiokly. ln fact one author describes 

Kuttie.dy, an immigration centre in Kozhikkode district as the 
land cf I<ansn (a biblical name) flowing with milk and honey. 
This generalized belief surely played a significant part in 

subsequent migration. However, this belief must have taken 
• 

a long time to spread since, at an earlier date Malabar was 

believed to be 'the rebellious land of the Muslims •(the Moplah 

rebellion). 'the llbode of mal aria • and so on. Respondent 35 
testifies that in the fourties folksongs used to be composed 

regarding the perils of going to Malabar and street singev 
used to elaborate on them in market places. 

The following ease illustrates the influence of kinship. 

Respondent 32 came to Cel.icut town doing odd jobs. \ihen he 
returned bome, hts father toldhim that some of his neiqhbours 
had migrated to Kuttiady, near calicut, and asked him to go 

and enqui.re about then. Respondent 19 was a relative of 
Respondent 32 and the latter reached the former•s house. He 
met some other neighbours who had settled do\tm in the region 
After this he returned home arid gave the d._9tails to his father. 
After consulting each other, father and son decided to go to 
Malabar. 

./. 
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MOBILIZATION - THE ROLE OF LEADERS 

Many of the early migrants were indivi.dual families who came 

on their own, However we also find instances of patronage by 

religious agencies. Thus in Thomepuran many migr~nts eeme 
Ll'\ 

under the auspices of the Bishop of Kotteyan, and,>.Thiruvempady 

under the auspices of the cUpcese of Calieut. The Nair Service 
SOciety also b~t in many Nair migrants. In AI. akkode the 
Rajah of POonjar, who made a Wholesnle purchase of private 
forest in that area, bought with him many Hindu families wbo 

were his dependents. 

To sum up the discussion on causal factors there were many 

negative factors in the point of origin1 many positive factors· 

in the point of destination, the belief in the possibility of 
rnigration as a project, the influence of the ties of kinship 

and neighborhood relations,. as well aa mobilization by or

ganized agencies all of which acted in union to prodUce a huge 

flow of population ,!tothe jungle areas of Malabar, and the 

movement acquired characteristics of a collective movement. 

t4hother objectively M.elabar was the •promised land' it wu 
supposed to be or not~ the general belief in its riches was 

enough to overcome the ear11€!r fears regarding Malabar. 

ADJUS~ENT AND ASSIMILATION!~ 

The important. points to be discussed under this heading are 

the following: 

a) the in-migrant's adjustment with the new physical envi~n-

ment. 

b) rel &tiona with the l andlorda 

e) relations with the local population 

d) consequences of the interaction on both the host and 
guest systems. 

a) AdJustment With the ChanSLefi Physical Environmj!n~=- The 
earliest migrants settled in th:f.ck. jungles with hardly any 
human habitation. The local population lived ~t ,distances 
ranging from lO to 20 miles or more, mostly in tt.e plains. 

The inmigrants had to commute all this distance on foot for 
buying rice or kerosene or to see a doctor, wa~ng through 
dense forests. The local people used to come to the jungles 

- j_ 
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only occassionally fo~ cutting bamboos or for colleetinq other 

forest produce. Thus the inmigrents were eut way from a1_1 
civilization • In sane instances there was only one in-migrant 

staying in the jungle. It is but natural that the inmigrant 

waited eagerly for the arrival of more of their friends from 

Travancore. The following discription of his experience by 
Respondent 19 testifies the situation in the early years. 

tihEm ! reached the new place there was just one 

person in the vhol!e locality. He was a migrant 

from Travanc:ore living alone in a tent in the 

jungle. The members of my family numbering 64 
spent the niqht at his house. t~e stayed on there 

till buyir.g some lclnd at.1d constructing a hut. 

After aix months elephants destroyed our hut and 

we had to teke shelter agflin in the house of our 

friend. 

The most extreme danger was from wild animals. Tigers and 

elephants were a constant menace killing human beings and 
destroying crops and houses. a:rually frustating was the 

menac::e of malaria and other epidemics.. ~1hole f;'lmilies have 
been eradicated by these diseases. A number of people lost 

hope and returned to their native places brok~heartad. 

Basic amenities like roads, transport, schools, and churches 

post offices etc. had to be built from scra.tch by the coope

rative effort of the inmigrant&, as already pointed out. 

Desirous of 'i:atpazwawftXIIX imparting education to their children 

they had to appoint their own teachers andply the salary from 

their own pocket.-. It vas only after great effort that • 
sChools were granted recognition. Schools were started either 
under the management of the parish church of of a copTrnittee 

elected by the villegere. The land reauired for the church 

and the school was donated by the better-offmiqrants or by 

some large-hearted local janmis. 

In the same way roads were built by the villagers on self

help basis, They charted cut thn routes themselves and 

built bri.dgos with banbooe susper.ded on brunches of trees 
~ /-
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on both banks of the river. · Many a time local janmis assisted 

in c:onstructing roads since they wanted to transport timber 

to trading centres. Torrential rains used to wash away the 

roads built with such hard l ebour and the roads had to be 

renewed after every monsoon season. EVen today roads in many 

plac::es are unattended to by government agencies, Though 

certain Panchayats do admirable work, the majority of them 
are disabled due to the inadequacy of funds or due to misappro

priation of funds by panchayet memebers. There are no adequate 

t.ransport facilities in most places.. The faxm produce has to 

be carried ·by het.1dload to marketing centres for sale or hatf to 

be sold at a cheaper rate to petty traders who come from the 

plains. Today the residents cf the Halabar hills are vocal in 

their demand for the construction of a "t'ill-highway" connec
ting the important !nmigration centres. 

Neglect by government agencieo was a constant problem. Govern

ment even did not know that large nu.'Tibers of people had settled 

down in these jungles• this state of affairs continued probably 

till the 1961 census. The glaring evidence of this fact is that 

since the inmigrants were not included in the census in the 

early years they were not issued ration cards. Respondent 24 

who wanted to start a ration shop in his village waa successful 
/ 

in his ~ttempt only after prolongad attempts. The ,largeheart~-

ness of the local tehsildar and the Revenye inspector came in 

handy. He wee granted the right J'1B an exceptional ease. The 

Respondent had greet diffuclty 1n removing the prejudice o f 

one officiaL.; whoee opinion was that 'theae people• possibly 

were criminals and refugees from their native place and that 

"they eat everything in the world except cotton among things 

that fly and co1r among things that crawl•. 

Respondent 30 from the same village told me that when some o.f 

the inmigrants took out a census of the families in the 

village., certain political leaders refused to forward it to 

the authorities a.nd instead threw it into ths river • 

. /. 
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The 1 aek of cap! tal for investment we.s one of the greatest 

han.dicaps the poor inmigrant peasants faced. once they 

exhaused whatever little money they md brought with them 

they had to approach moneylenders for loans. The latter 
were happy to provide the loans on the basis of, an interest
ing system locally known as •murik'kal prestanan•. If the 

fa~er wants ~.500/- during the rainy seasons, he hes to 

sell in advance, say, the crop in an ac:re of pepper which 

would be grown in the next season. The raoneylender collects 

the produce in the a rea in the cropping season. 'Qy which 

time its renl value v.rould be Rs.l,SOO/-. 'l11e former is 
obviously the loser. 

These d1.fficult1es many a time left the inmigrant completely 

frustrated. An article in !!_~ras D,1,a_a (9 ) of July 1, 1951 

was the earliest article that could be traced regarding the 

condition of the 1nrn1grants (cf- Appendix III). The author 

says that in 1951 many migrants were flowing into Malabar. 
While !ami was cheaper in the older days, by 1951, the 

prices had gone upto t!s. 500/- to tt<;.l,OOO/ .... per acre. 

EVeryone comes to f.talabar in the hope of bettering 
his conditons and of a more confortahle life than 

was possible at Travancora. But tho opinion nece

ssarily undergoes a change once a person arrivos 

here,. There Sill are few people 1-1ho are not forcf!d 

to cry out in exasperations 'I wish I could only 
get out of this hell: It was at my Senidasa (evil 

moment) that I decided to come here '. 

The main di.fficul ties the author points out e.re disputes with 
the landlords and consequent threat of eviction, the at.taela 
of malaria, the urnfholcsome weather, the lack of capital 
fer .investing in agr.1.cUl ture and $0 on. 

The ~her conel udee the erticl e exhc:.lting the inmigreata 
to organize thsnselvea ond assert their demands under the 
banner of t tr 'Malabar Syrian Christian • Association • .. we 
must bring to the notice o~ the gpvernment the fact that 
(g) Varky Maruthanamkuzhy, "Malabar Settlements" in Malabar 

Diary, July 1, 1951, Vol. I, No. 4. cf. Appenilx Ilt 

./. 
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the hills of Malabar contain a sizeable numbercf human live~~". 
However, no such organization was formeci to fight for the poli

tical rights of the migrants. on the other hand, they tuned 

to religious authorities for some of their dananda. Till now 

they were govemed by the Latin diocese of Cslicrut. whose mis

sionaries had done admirable service for them. Even then they 
wanted to have their own mode of re!iqious worship and religious 

leaders and they begen to press for the creation of a a~arate 

Syrian Catholic diocese in Malabar. They were finally success

ful when the Dioceae of Tellicherr:y was created in 1954. 

THE LAND OWNERSHIP SYSTEM OF MALABAR .N-11) THE: MIGRANT 

The land ownership system of Malabar is very complex. It par
takes of the features of the Ryotvari ayataD. However it dif

fers from the ordinary Ryotvari settlements of the Madras Pre

sidency "in that the existence of the landlord between the 

State and the actual CUltivator has been recognized in the 

theoretJ.cal distribution of the produce on which the rates of 

assessment are b$sed. As elsewhere, the State claims a share 

of every crop, and that share eommuted to money and eallec! assess

ment, if' a first charge on the land, ana is recoverable by the 

usual proceesee, 1nclucUng in the last resort the attachment. 
end the sale of the land itself. But in fixing the share of 

the State, aeeount has been tal~en of the landlord as well as 
the cultivator."(lO) 

The main tYPes of landownership systems in Malabar are the 
following.,. 

a) Jenmenu- Jenmam is the full propreitary right in the soil 
subject only to the payment of Government revenue. 
b) Kanem ia a tenure partaking of the nature of both a mort
gage and a lease, the tenant pays a lumpsum (k.anam) to the 

Jenmi (the owner of jenmam right) 1 an annual rent (pattaml is 
fixed aeeot:ding to the Ca)le.city of the land. and from it the 
tenant is entitled to deduct thG interest due to him on the 

eural?J?arit the kanamdar is entitied to twelve years of enjoyment 

(10) Innes, Madras District Gazetteer, p 304 

.;. 
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unless another te~ is defenitely fixed, and on ite expiry to 

the value of improvements effected by him, if the tenancy is 

not renewed. If at the expiry of the 12 years the parties 

desire renewal, the tenant must pay a renewal fee, which is 

fixed by the jenmi. The kane.mClar is at liberty to transfer his 
interest during til his tenancy or to submortgage it. In such 

instances the kanamdar becomes the intexmedi e.ry between the j enmi 

and the Verympattakkax:. Denial of the jenmi'a title and wilful 
waste by the kanemdar entitle the jeni to compene:ation before 

the expiry of the us1la1 term. The ,renewal deed at the <!xpiry 

of twelve years is called Polichezhuthu. 

c) :J:he vepnpattem is a "simple lease fran year to year, the rent 

is often the whole of the net produce after deducting the bare 

COBt of the seed and cultivation, in which case the tenant is 

practically a labourer on subsistence wages1 but the older cus
tom is for one third of the net produce, after deducting the 
cost of seed and cultivation to be reserved for the tenant, add 

the l"eme.ining two-thirds to be paid to the jenmi. The lease may 

continue forfyears and tile tenant ie entitled to compensation for 
proper improvement effected with the express or implied consent 
of the jenmi". (ll) 

M1chavaa:om: This is a type of rent payable to the landlord by 

the tenant. Travancore Act v of 1896 defines it as followinga 

The residual rent which is payable or diliverable 
annually under a kanaeattam by the ~udiayan (tenant) 

to the jenmi 11flether in money or kind and includes 
services due in lieu of rent. 

Madras Aet XIV of 1930 defines MichavaJ:Qm thus: 
'!'he amount agreed to by the Kenamdrar in a kanam deed 
to be paid periodically in money or in kind or in 

both to or on behalf of the j enmi. 

Most of the land in the Malabar arec was private property of 
rajahs and chieftains, or ·w~as temple property. There v.1ere 

numerous claim ants to the same plot of 1 and. 

(11) Innes. op. cit. P 305 
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In the early years of migration lend was extremely cheap in 

Malabar.. When the land was sold to the migrants in moet cases 

no written document was given. They enjoyed the title to the 

la.'ld "by word of mouth" (Vakkal-charthu) of the landlord, 

Since many of in-migrants were illiterate they did not insist 

on obtaining 1 egal doeuments. Many 1 en<Uords vent back on 
their word and evicted the inm.tgrants. further the rival 

claimants often demanded separate payment from the farmer. 

Evic:tion and disputes were the main problems of the migrants. 

Though the eviction on government lands in High Ranqes does not 

come under our perview, a small note is added h~re since it 

provides the background of the evictions in Malabar, The 

development in one area has closely affected developments in 

the other and has shaped the ~action of people in both. the 

areas. 

In the Government lands in the High ranges of Kottayam, many 

tamers had settled doWn. The peasants in most cases obtained 

land with the coneur1:enc:e of forest officials. But later 

qoverr..ment evicted the peasants in the n.ame of various irriga

tion and hydrc-electric prOjects. The first eviction vas in 

1952. In 1956 the inmig~ts of AYYappancovil and Pembavalley 

were evicted. The moat serious of all was the eviet:l.on in 
Udumbanchola in 1960 under the coalition government lead by 

Sri Pattom Tanu Pilla!. This incit.ient raised a stoxm of pro

i:est thoughout Keral.a. Sri A.K .. Gopalan anbarked an n hunger 

strike and roused public consciousness in favour of the poor 
peasants. When Fr, Vadelckan, the revolutionary priest eame back 
fran Gbl West Germany, he Embraced Sri C-opalan·t communist end 
anticommunist joint forces to secure justice to the peesants.(l2 ) 

These evictions in the High Ranges had serious repercussions 
on popular opinion in Halabar also, since the latter also could 
be threatened with eviction any day. 

The nature of eviction in Malabar was of a sfightly different 
neture since most 1 end W·as private pJ:Operty a Government g~e 
indirect SUJ)port t.o the eviction by lancUords. In many places 
inmigrants had to suffer from t~e high-handedness of the land
lords. 
(12) Fr. Vadakkan, My Life and Gas,s. (in Malayalam) 

(N.B.s. Y~ttayam, chapter 5,24 & 26) 
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Respondent 24 told me that the peasants of tho Kulathuvayil 

village in _the J<uttiady colcny who had bJ:Ought lend fran the 

Kizhakkedathu Kovilakem had to suffer numerous injustices. abe 

I<acyastba.ns (managers) of the landlord sold the same plot of 

land to m~ny people causing quarrel• t!IMOng the inmigrartts them

selves. some of these aisputes survive even to this day. 

Another area which experienced e\·iction was the Kuppayathodu 

village of Thiruvampady •colony•. 'l'bey hat!! got the tenancy 

right to the land from the local Muslim landlord after paying 

amounts ranging from Ps.lOOl/- to Ps.l501/-. A new landlord 
. ~ 

acquired the rights to the land in this area and demana fresh 

payment from the tenants a 

He had the full backing ofthe government. ~he 

antipeasant activities he engaged in with the 

concurrence of the police cannot be described in 

words. He destroyed. tho crops, took away the 

implements used·for tho p~~aration of lemon grass 

oil. ~:o newspaper reported these rnisdeeds of the 
landlord. (lS) 

Inmigrant farmers in Nilamboor in Palghat district also faced 

eviction by landlords. 

But the most ser!-ous of all evictions, with reg:ara • to dts 

political repercussions was the eviction at ~ttiyoor which 

was attempted by the Nair Service society in 1969 with thecon

eurrence of Sri Pattam Tanu Pillei who was Chief Minister. 
Coming immediately after the eviction at Udumbanchola in the 

High Ranges the faz:mers felt this os an organized threat against 

their existenee. The state-wide revolt against this movement 

rocked the political life of Kerala. Fr. Vadakkan who was the 

architect of the coalition ministry undet" Sri Pattom turned 

completely against the government and formed his own political 
party, (Karshaka Tczh1la11 Party) 

The land at Kottiyoor originally belonged to the Kottiyoor tem
ple. 'I'he peasants had bought land fGOm the trustees of the 

(13) Geerc;e PAnakkat, Girideepcm_ Vol •- No. 9~ March 1965 • . /. 
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temple on "Vekkal charthu". In 1961 the Pr:eaident of the Nair 

service Society auperleased the same land& fran the Dewaswan 

Board, a special department of the government of Kerala. He 

ordered the peasants to buy the land di::ectly from him after 

making the neeeasaey payments or face eviction. (14) 

It was with the attempted eviction at Rettiyoor that the in
migrants of Malabar became • roused to full political conne:l.ous

ness. They organized. themselves under tre leadership Fr.Vadakken 

and the COmmunist Party of India. Vadakkan formed a new pessant 

uniol1 called Malnad Karshaka union which drew its membership from 

all political parties. The representatives of the peassants took 

out a historic •walking demonstration • to the capital of Kerala 

about 450 miles aways they were joined by another procession 

from High Ranges. In every important town they passed through 

the demonstrators received garlands end addressed huge public 
meetings. The reception was ste.rtl.ing in Christian centre like 

Triehur, Palai and so on. Thousands of congressmen disobeyed the 

directive of the Kerala Pradesh congress Committee and took 

active part in supporting the demonstrators. 

The main 'argument of the peasants was that the action of the 

govez:nment in allowing the N.s.s. to z:;eeure the lands which 

were already under the possession of the peasants would create 

an unnecessary 1ntemed1ary betwean the peasant and the land-
lord. Since the peasants had a1 ready paid the values e f the 

lend to the landlords directly, it was unjust to demand a fresh 

payment fran them. Sri I<art1keyan, a C.P.I. M.L.i\., in a speEicD 

at Calicut said that a the Kottiycor eviction was a resurrection 

of the ghost of '' superl ease" (Melcharth'p) against which the 

Mt:.lsims of Malabar had rebelled in 1921. 'l'he feet that Kottiyoor 
was full of schools, post offices and other government offices 

which were built only after the settlers had come was brought. 

fort~ to prove that government was fully aware of and..taeitly 

gave consent to COlonize forest land. Sri P.R. RDrup# an H.!i.A. 

of the Praje. socialist Part~ t.o which the Chief :..11n1ster belonged, 
add res sed a public meeting in Kottiyoor and challenged the autho
rities to prove that the in-migrants are •enerochers•.(cf Appendix) 

{14) cf Appendix No. IV 
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The opposite side argued that the inmigrant a were illegal occu .. 
piers of Hindu temple land, that the irrmigrants were obstructiog 

temple worship and son on. Sri Mannath Padmenabhan accused tJaat 

Fr. Vadakkan and A.I<. Gopal.an were whipping up communal st!nt1menta 
and warned that if the campaign went on Hindus would be forced 

to take up arms against it. These statements were decried by 

all sections of political opinion. Sri R. Senkar, the duputy 
Chief minister declared that the anti-eviction demonstration 
would in no way create communal tension. Fr. Vadakkan said that 

·the problem t-1as purely a humanitarian and agrarian problem •. The 
committee set up by the Congress party to examine the charge of 
obstruction of temp!¢! worship did not find any evidence for i.t. 

aut for some rea-son, the pert:y -..rit:.hhald the report of the 

committee and supported Sri Pattc:m •s poli.cy. 

In the next midterm elections to the parliament the Malnadu 

Karzhaka Union ~flicted telling blows on many candidates of 
the' ruling coalition. Fr. Vadakkan soon realized that more 

direct tactics woro necessary to ensure justice for the peasants 

and formed the Karsh&ka Tozhilal1 Party(K.T.P.). Ultimately 
government were forced to climb down from the decision to allow 
the Dewaewom Bo.a -d to sell the l<ottiyoor temple lands to the 

N.s.s. 

tn PUlpally also (south Wynaad) the u.s .. s. tried to leose land 

frcln oewam1om Board but had to bow to public pressure. A 

oewaswan committee was in charqe of looking after the lend!. 
the chairman of the committee invariably had to ba a msr.bar of 
the ~ppathodu family who had donate~ the land to the Oewaswom. 
In 1952 permission to dispose oft 2000 acres was Qrantsd by the 
C:Olloc:tor of Calicut. Only 1300 acres \'tere actually le.ased out 
within the time period stipulated. An article in Girideepam 
accuses that even after the expicy of the perioci the managed~ 
continued selling the land to iDnigrants fran Travancore in 
the outdated documents, and even without actual legal documents. 
In the beginning it was difficult to get clients to buy l~d. 
Renee the landlord appointed egents at Calicut and Ernakui;iiQl, 
in order to induce the peasants to Pulpally. \'!hen the peasants 

.;, 
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reached Culicut the agents lured them with all E.orts of primises 

into buying his masters • land. The article concl udas by soying: 

The issue at J?ulpally does not concern only the peasants 

there •. It conceos the lakhs of setlers in the Malabar 

hills. It is the duty of the government to grant to the 

peasants the right to the land he is toiling on. 

In ~alavaxa.l, in south Wynaad govemment tried to evict the 

irunigrants tliull'li for the creation of a Harijan colony. EVen 

this attempt had to be given up. 

The settlers of Sultan Batteey had to suffer by the C.JX"ation 

of the Exservicemenfl' colony. All land in the area was acquired 

by the government; r.-nd the peasants who had settled there, were 

given five eores of 1::\nc! each elsm-rhere. Those who ha~ culti

vated land exceeding this number were deprived of it. 

RELA'l'IOl-~5 WITH THE LOCAL POPULATION 

Besides Hindu and t~uulill' la.'"ldlords, the local population was 

eornposed of Tecya tenants, VUltivators in the plains, Muslims 

traders who came to buy the agricultural products of the in

miqr3nts and- the labourers who came to work on t'.he faxms of 

the in-migrants. The labou.rerB came maiflly from the untouch

able easte of the •PUJ.ayas •, besides, there were a good number 

of Teeyas end P90rar Ntdrs. 1\t the top of the hierarcry W'!re 

landowning Brahmis and Nair Chiflftains. A majority of t.he 

population consisted of tenant farmers (Verumpattakkor) who 

had to pay rent annually. There were also a number. of pow-er

ful Muslim 1 andowner~;, though a majority of the Muslims were 

small traders. 1\."lother significmt section of the popul atlon 

west he tribal.s uho were bonued sleves of the lendlords. 

The initial interaction between the in-migrants and the local 

population was a contact between two lbqcx ways of life. To 

the natives, the in-migrants were an odd group, having the 

daring to live in dense jungle areas face-to-face with wild 
animals and apidemicst they dressed differently, had a queer 

set of religious practices and ate the carcass of animals which 
we.s an abominal act in the eyes of the natives. no wonder· 
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~hey thOught the newcomers ware ba.Ebar.tens and cannibals, 

refugees from their native place and so on. A typ:l.eal 
remark passed by tha natives regarding the in~igrants waes 
"These people aat_anything except cotton among things that 

fly and coir ai'IlQng things that. crawl. • When one of tho ns
pondents enquired about th_, date and month of the y~ar, the 
labourers were surpri$ed1 they munnored among themselvest 

•so th6se people lmow about dates and months.'" 1\nof!he:r 
respondent had eonsiderabl e difficulty in persuading the 

pulaya laborers to work on his farm. When they were finally 

prevail e4 upon the eeeQmpany him on reaeting the fe= they 

fled seeing the fire ~und'the bouse thinking that it was 

meant to fry them alive. This incidence clearly shows the 
fear and suspicion wi.t:h whieh the in-migrants were looked 

UpOn at least in the early years. 

'l'heae fears arose mainly from the fact that eontact between 
the groups was very fleeting. The local population, except 

the ta:ibale, lived in the plains. oce~sionelly a few teeya 

peasants would cc:ne to tlle jungles for 'puncha' cul tivatlon,. 

that is to say 1 el earing a 11mt ted amount of forest and 
sowing- paddy fetr a couple of years and then leaving the 

field to be recaptured by jungle. The other sections which 
came into contact: with ~he in...migrent.s were the laborers, 
and Muslim traders an:! moneylencier•• 

In the beginning laborers would not accept food or W3tel!" 

from the in-migrants- for fear of pollution. some of the 

orthodox Muslims went a step further and would not even 
step into a river if an in-migrant had entered 1 t. 13Ut 

gnduelly these attitudes changed and there developed a 
more heel thy intermixture. Laborers began accepting food 
anct it beeeme the r·ule that tho employer should give at 
least two meals. This custan esae into existence in many 

par:ta only aft.er the arrivlll of !migrants. S1m1liarly. 
the cust.an of payinq the laborers in cash also came into force 
c!ue to inmigration. some of the respondents cldmed that 
they used to pay hiQher waqes than local employers. Presum-
ably the inmigrant• had a bigger need for laborers, for the ele11:n~ 

.!. 
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of the woods and other agricultural operations. wagc-l~orers 

are hard to find among the irnnigrants since it is considered 

degrading to work for others. There has developed anllther 

CU3tom by which two ot: more families would work together on 

each other•s fann (Matta! p~i or exeham e labour). The 

general feeling amo11g the inmigrunts is that local laborers 

are loyal and hardworking. 

A complain raised by some of the local people in t'hat in the 

early years t;he • inmigranta used to steal t:hei.r cattle. 
Howe\~er, one of the local respondents says there is no tru:th 

in this accusation. The lo<:al people had big herds of cattle 

vb.i.ch used to destroy tho crops of. the inmigra.nts. Gccassio

nally an e~aqed migrant must have killed a .f.: !!'a animals. 

A possible cause for rivalry a11ong the inmigrants and the 

local people i.s todey's e.ceut.a cumpei:.il;ion fo~: land. The 

price of land has gone considerably high due to migration. 

t-10St of the 1 ant'! W~!l OCCUpied by the inmigrants anu t.he lOCal 

pec.pl e realized the importance of possessing land only too 

late. They 'l'.tJere used to a situation in which owning land 

or.l.y increas·~.:d the burden of rant, anyone desirous of culti

vating enough food ... grains had to only appro eel-} t.h~ J.andJ.ords 

and_ he would be allowed to e;r.bark on 'punam' cul tivs·::.ion at 

a tt>-k~n rent., The situat.i.on l'as radically changed a.'"ld those 

who WMt mcrrr.ft' land ha~e to buy it et a huge~ price .. and 

thnt too h1ghar ~nd higher on the hills. Rgcently a nuvber 

of local people beve acquired lend on the h111~1~e. 

'l'ht native pooi'ID address the Christians by the term •cbetten • 
(elder broth..ar). This form of address must: hav~ evolved. c~ut 

of the i.!.."mligranta • custcm of P."d~ssing each other by prefix

ing •ch·rten • to thair names {e.g. i-1ethaich~~t "Jn, Thnmnet ... etten 
ete.) 11 Today, however, it z • refers to a. <.x:•r:w11.tni ty aone-

tim~s itt a derogatory and sorn.otl"!!e~ in a rPspectful fashion. 

/is · 
It is interestinQ to note that the~eLinterrrtarriage not ~vsn 
between the Hindu inm1qrants from 'Travo::-ncore and the local 

people, though they belong to the s&'lle car;tc and religion • 

. . /. 
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CONSEOUENCEs OP MIGRATION 

The greatest acbievanent of the innigration to Malabar waa the 

great increase in agricultural production. 'ltle cultivation of 

Tapioca, on a large scale virtually avoided the country from 

disaster. l'otmerly, tapioc:a was an unknown crop in Malabar, but 

today it has becane a stable diet of moat people, . S1mi11arly 

migration played a gnat 1'01 e in increasing the production of 

coconut, arecanut., pepper, ginger, lemon-grasa oil, rubber, 

cadanom and other valuable cash crops. Though pepper wae 
gzown previously, the inmigrents introduced new varieties which 

the local people nickname u 'chettan pepperfit fetches a 
higher market value). The growth of the trading centres like 

Telipparamba, Payyannore,- Menantody, Tellicherry, Kuttiady, 

Perambra etc. owed a great deal to this increaae, in agrieul• 
tural pmduction. 

Migration was, to a certUn extent, beneficial to both the pc>inte 

of origin and destination. In the former, it relieved the 

pressure of population, and gave anployment to scores of people. 

In the latter local laborers, traders, bus owners etc, regis
tered considerable gains. some of the migrants who came with 

hardly any caeh becane rich, While sc:rne of those who eerne with 

a good emount cf wealth perished. Hardwork and good luck were 
major factors in the success stories. 

In the point of origin one of the consequences was the consoli
dation of landed pmperty by a few rich individuals who were 
able to employ modem methods of aqricul ture. Poz:merly crowded 
areas acquired a deaerte4 look though as years went by popula-
tion growth again asserted itself. 

In Malabr, the 1ntexm1xture of people with different cultural 
backg.a:ounc!a set at motion processesof social change. Pecu
liarities of spoken language of both gJ:OUps diminished, and 
habits of food anet dressing underwent changes (local women 
began to cover the upper parts of their body) • with the in
crease in the number of schools in the wake of inm:lgrat1on, 

./. 
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literacy rate among the local people also went higher. The 

attitudes of the inmigrant a underwent changes 1 they beeame 

more tolerant of other religions. They had come from areas 

which were tradition bound Christian strongholds, with only 
fleeting ·contact with peoples of other religions. 

one of the evils in the inmigrant centres is elchoholism. 

llli~it distillat~on is regular occupation of many people. 
This evil must have developed since the migrants had faced 
with many odds and anxieties. It was perhaps a readtion tD 
the anxiety producing situations,. like the threat of wild 

animals, epidemics, C:iestruction of CJ.'Ops etc. 

The general situation in the migrant centres todD' is not 
very bright. · Transport ~ has not developed sufficiently, 
there are no avenues to obtaining credit at reasonable rates, 
many crops are affected by diseases etc. Moat peasants 
still remain poor. They are not able to effectively safe-. . k 
guard aqainst soil erosion and thia...x~inishecl the fertility 
of land. Prices of agricultural produce are steadily falling 

" . end the cost of fanning ia going higher. Government. has not. 

shown sufficient eagerness to develop these backward areas 
of Malabar end people are becomi~g iner:easingly aware of 
t.his negleet.. The movement for the ereationof a separate . 
district. of Wyn·aad can be seen as a symptom of this. (See 
Appendix VII). They are also demanding the construction of 
a 'Hill Highway • II linking all the m1orat.1on centers. 

-··-



CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this study vas to find out the gaps in the 

knowledge regarding the soeial factors involved in migration 
end to specify areas for further research in the Indian 
context. t.rbe general stategy was to proceed from the general 
to the paxticul ar. The first three chapters contained 
reviews of literature in general, on lndia and on Keral in 

particular. The fourth chapter was pre11m1nar:y account 
of the movement of people from Central Travancore to Malabar 

in Kerala. 

The general studies of migration could be divided into three 
categories, -nanely. descriptive studies, works based on 
typologies and theoretical or explanatory exe~ses. Des• 
cd.ptive studies lack explanatory power since they merely 
describe the way of life of particular. immigrant groups. 
woz:ks baaed on typologies, using ideal type constructs, try 

to compress the various migration situations into the mould 
of a few categories, though aiding eoneeptuel clarification, 
these attempts miss the rich variability of different migra
tion situations. Theoretical exercises are very few in the 
field, and there is not a single model which ad~ately 
explains all the variables and ps:ocess of migration. Demo
gJ:"ephers, who ao far have monopolizec! the field, interest 

thansel ves on the effeet of migration on the. structure~ 
population, their attempt ia tO! fozmul.ate 'laws • regarding 
the aize and direction of population in a given region and 

about differendal migration. Tt"e absence of elegant socio

logical models lack of interchanges between the various social 
science and the dieciplines has added to the confusion re
garding the causal factors in migration, the process of 
cdjustment and assimilation of immigrants and the consequen
ces of migration. 

~he sole re!iance on a unindirectional push.pull hypothesis 
aa a causal explanation of migration is now-a-days recognised 
as unsatisfactory. However, it remains a useful model if 

it is linked to the •structural• aspects of both •sending• 
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end •receiving• groups, and also to the level of historical 

development of a given social syeten. The motivational fac

tor has also to be taken into account, since~ in its absence, 
the structural factors might remain inoperative. We tried 

to formul\ate certain hypotbesta in the Indim'l context firstly 

on the structural plain (demoqraphic, economic and social 

spheres), aecondly on the developmental aspect of society, 

and thirdly on the motivational structure of the 1nd1 vidual 
migrant; 

The reviews of literature on· migration in India (Chapter 2) 

. showed that the most important stream of internal migration 
in India was inter-rural even in the case of loag-dietance 

(interstate) migration. Rural-Udan migration was not as 
sionificant as expected though ftom the poi~t of view of the 

ul'ban ereas, they recei vee! more persona than could be absor
bed by them. This resulted in the development of alums and 

shanty towns, the need for the in-migrant to be floating bet
ween different uJ:ben centres before finally settling down 
and so on, There vas also a significant return migration 

of rural-bom urban migrants. as also the flow of uzban-bom 

persons to rural areas. 'lbe effect of these movements on 

ul'ban areas bave not been studied in any detail. Similarly, 

there ia hardly any sociological analysis of the causal 

factors ~n migration. A few studies have examined the ad
justment problans of rural migrants in cities, The impor
tance of kinship# caste, regional ar1d language gr:oupa both 

for adjustment and for mobilization for migration have been 
noted. 

Thus the review gives the impression that a lot of areas 
ranain untouched by sociologists. India being a 1 and of 
continental size, through e single study one cannot hope to 
encompass all migration streans in India. What we need to

day is careful case studies (what the Report of the ECAFE • 
Working group calls •biographidatudies) in different regions 
in India. As a small contribution towards this in the 
third and fourth chapters we concentrated on the Kerala 
situation. Kerala was found to follow the national pattern 

.I 
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especially with rega.rd to the predominance of rural-to-hlfu 
migration. However, due to certain 1mique factors in ita 

demogrephic structure (lilce the high density of population, 
higher rate of education, the extreme paucity of 1ndustriel 

job opportunities). Kerala was found to send out more per
sons to places outside Kerala than it received fxom other 
places. 'The high educational attainment of· outmig.rants ·ftom 

Kerela landec! then in clerical or professional joba in the 

major metrc>polen centres in India and this made then con
spicuous to the local population. With the development of 

the •sons-of the soil • policy, these •outsiders • have become 
unwelcome in many pl aees, Pnd there bas developed a belief 

that Kerala bom perso~s are more prone to migrate and grab 
opportunities than people of many other state. 

The attention that. the outmigrants have received has led to 

the ignoring of a significant intemal movement of the popu
lation of Kerala. our attempt in the fourth chapter is to 
study one significant st:ream of rural-to-rural migration in 
Kerale, namely the movement of people from Central 'l'ravancore 
to Malabar and to the High Ranges. (We consider the migration 
to High Ranges only 1-8 as far as it has some bearing on the 

one to Malabar). we consider this movenent significant be.; 
cause i-ts WM the majority of the migrants were menbers. of 
one religious ga:oup, namely Syrian Christians to an area 
where there was previously no one of that gtoup. Besides it 
was a pioneering landcolonizlng migration end it. resulted in 
the social mobility of scores of people. As far as possible 
we trted to rely on secondary data, though we also have made 
use of interview data with some of the earliest. migrants. 
our aim was to formulate a set of hypothesis which would 
later be developed into a full empirical study. Tentatively 
the following hypotheises were arrived at. 

(i) Movement of people from one region to another is selective 
of cettain persons or groups of persona auc:h as aoe, sex, caste 
or religious oroups. In the case of those who migrates to 
Melebar, the members of the Chriatim community were the most 
numerous, though there were also some people of other religions • . /• 
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Since people moved in family units, aex and age selectivity 

was not present. The poor and the illeterate peasants pre

dominated, though a fev rich people alec were among the mi

grants. In tez:ms of origin, Kottayam district and part of 

Alleppy and Bm•ulam districts sent out population. 

(ii) s~e people are attracted by the pull factors in the 

point of destination even if they do not face any negative 
factors' in the point of ortgitl. These people are impelled 

by prof11:-meld.ng motives. In Kerala t£ few rich Christian 

as well as Hindu peasants realized the availability of cheap 

land in Malabar and they grabbed the opportunity. Pzobably 

they were the f! rst to mflgrate to Malabar. 

(iii) However, negative sti!'Uctural factors in the point of 

origin force some people to move out even in the absence of 

pull factors. These negative faetors eould be ethnieity, 

economic factors and soeial rank. If this holds truo, those 
who migrate ar-e people having low ethnic status, economic 

position end inferior soeial rank in thet'r native plaee. 
Those who migrated to Malabar, were poor and medium peasants 

who were low in the social hierarchy of Christians themselves. 
l)isputes with lm:tdlords, and fellow-villagers, the •g.r:eat • 

depression of the 1930s which redueed the prices of the cash 

crops pl'O&lced by the fatmers and a rise in the cost of pro
duction, the infertility of land, fragmentation of holt!ings 

t!ue to overpopulation, etc. were someof the causes of migra

tion. The 'dowry • ayatem impoverished many femiliea. 

(iv) People who are endowed with risk-taking personality are 
more prone to migrate. This pP.rsonality had developet! among 
the Christian peasants due to the 1 ack of sttong joint family 

sentiments' the eons were able to take decisions independent 
of their parents. :tn any ease all the migrants were desirous 
of improving their economic and social status. 

(v) Migration is more likely to take place if a corrmunity 
possessed a tradition of migration prev*oualy. The Christian 
possessed a tradition of migration. 

·_/-
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(vi) Landcoliz!ng migrations are often of the pioneering type. 

A few adventurous persons make the move early and when they 

succeed,. more people fbllow their trail. 'Chain • migration 

develop~ since the early migrants are keen to bring friends 

and relatives, if only for company. As time QOeB on a 

• genC)!ral J.zed belief • develops that migration is the way out 

of all evils and then migration becomes similiar to a collec
tive movenent. In the Kerala situation the existence of 

pioneers, chain migration, and the development of a genera
lizec5 belief can be shown to have been eperative. 

(vii) 'Mol)ilization for action • is easier when there are either 

individual or political/religious leaders. In the Karel a case 
a very few !nntances of religious patronage can be noticed. 

However, by and large the movenent wae undertaken on indivi
dual initiative. Kinship and friendship have, of course, 

plaved a mobilizing role. Besides. it is possible that rich 
people who bought land in Malabar brought many dependents 
with them., 

(vii) Miqration of the rich people from Travancore to Malabar 
gave a new direction to agricultural and plantation economy 
in Kerel.a. They bought lend at very cheap rates and eold it 

to the poor and medium peasants at a higher· price. They in

vested this p~fit into other fields of the economy, especially 

in plantations and industries depending on plantations. The 
poor out-migrating people sold their 1 ands to the local rich 

people(some of them previously not rich, but gradually became 
rioh by buvtng the land of the outmigr:ants) who bought it at 
very che~ rates and then turndthese plots into plantation 

(mainly rubber) end other crop•• some of the poor migrants 
became rich after coming to Malabar due to hardwork and with 
lots of luck while some moderately rich people became impo
verished mainly due to spendthrlftness. In ma,."ly places in 
Malabar local. landlords were gradually phased out by the 
migrants. In both peint or origin and destination, thus, we 
can notice the emergence of an enterprising financial elite. 
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( ix) Since both rich and poor people from the same place 

migrated, it would be interesting to find out the diffe
rential pattem of adjustment of these groups, Initially 

the pattem of adjustment of the early migrants $1d the late 

migrants would have to be studiea in detaU. The extent of 

continu1!:Y (with traditions and customs ot the native place) 

and ~ange .( reaul ting from adjul5tment with the local people) 

should be analysed. 

we have·not examined the validity of these hypothest~ee. 
The testing of these hypothesis remains the central task of 

our Ph. D. work. For this we intend to select a typical 

village in Malabar# and study the pxocess of in-migration 
in detail. a Sultan • s Battery Panchaye.t in south wunaac! 
seems to be an ideal place for this since there are migrants 

of various religions denominations in this area (Syrian · 

Jaeobllt.es. Synan Catbolies, EZhavas), migrants from other 

parts of Malabar(Mualims, Teeyaa). 'J.'he local population 

consists of tribals like Paniyas, lalriehiyas et:c. The 

ex-servicemen•s colony has created a particularly interest

ing social system, since each of the colonists were ;iven 

equal amounts of land. The first task would be to take a 
census of the population in the Panchayat, breaking lt down 
in terms of spatial origin, religious denomination, time 

of migration etc. Then a random sample of migrants and 
non-migrent.s has to be taken and studied with the help of 
interviews. The social structure of the in-migrants • native 
places should ba studied. 
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APPDtDIX I 

J. N. , 'The Neamess and Diatance of Mal ebar •, 
Girid.eepem, 1963 JUly, Vol. 3, No. 1. 

••• In the hilly regions of Malabar, ebout 20 years ago, 
big landlords owned vast stretches of private foresta(which 
were acquired by inheritance, trade, law suits, terrorise
tion, cunningness, donation and so on). It was when big 
1 andlords and Devaswoms were owning these forests that dur
ing the second world war ~ an army of farmers knowing 
the smell of the soil, came to Malabar. curiouAly there 
were big landlords Who were unable to make their ends mett 
inspite~heir wide possessions. They considered the arrival 
of the peasants from Tre.vancore the appropriate time to 
earn some cash by disposing off the lend. In such dealings 
the j enmis have cheated the peasants and vice-versa. 

Finding a golden opportunity in Malabar, some rich people 
from Travancore came to Malabar and acquired exolbitant 
profits. The landlords of Malabar who had never seen a 
car or brandy or a hundred rupee note were easy prey to 
the viles of the southern rich man. Por irtstance, a 
millionaire from the south corr.es to the house of the land
lord in e. brand new cer1 he is invariably accompanie,. by a 
COUple of clever ones from the native place and a profee
sioJlal middleman from Malabar. The jenmi is surprised to 
see the well-dressed guest and rejoices at the thought of 
obtaining some cash. The southern rich man purchases 1 and 
ranC.ing from 1000 ac:rea to 2000 acres or more £or a petty 
sum of ts. 2000/-• some of the jemnis sell the same plot of 
land to many buyers and amass wealth. Many rich people 
have perished due to the prolonged law-suits arising out 
of such double dealings. 

The rich southerner's main source of income is timber. 
After clearing the timber, he sells the land in small 
plots to the small peasants. He maltes his own estate 
at the most convenient site. After this he goes on to 
acquire more hills and oevaswana. T'ne opportunity for 
making such easy money has deninished by now. The 1 etest. 
dealings seen to be 'the ones at· Y~ttiyoor and PUlpally • 
Becnuse of the outcry of the poor peasants these dealing ... 
have not beeomo so profitable. The NSS must )m;v.w JIIU be 
~ eaming a substantial profit from the timber 
of the Kottiyoor forest. sueh are the land dealings 
in Malllbar. · 



APPENDIX II 

J!lterviev with Respgndent No, 19 

('thia interview ia added here as an exemple of the reasons 
fol:' the early migrants • decision to mowe end the difficul
ties they faced in Malebar. The respondent was asked to 
relate his experiences in hie own words, the interviewer 
oecassionaly asking probing questions) 

web 
"I ~ bozn in .... village in i(Ottaysn d1etr1et. I was 
the member of an ancient and respectable family, My fether 
helped to build the village church. The local Nair jenmi 
did not like it and there followed a test of atren~h in 
whtch my father lost 40 acres of land,.. I had eight brothers 
and the remaining property waa equally divided at!lonq us. 
Eaeh of us owned only ~ acres, and this meagre plot was 
not enough fer our survival. Hence we decided to go to 
Malabar. 

We were informed of the availability of cheap land from Malabar 
by a neighbor who had previously bought lend there. My 
younger brother visited the place. The Devaswcm authorities 
infocned him that fertile land suitable for coconut and 
pepper was available at Kuttiady. My brother verifie~ this 
for himself and liked the place. 

When I reached the new place there was just one migrant 
in the whole locality. He was living alone in the jungle. 
The members of my far.nily, numbering 64 spent the night at 
his house which was but a temporary shed. we bought sor.'le 
land and built a shed and movcl, into 1 t •_.1 After six months 
elephents destroyed our house P.nd we ha~ to take refuqe 
again in the fr.iend's house. 

Eech of my eight brothers cleC!red as much jungle as he could. 
I cleared 5 acres end planted paddy in two acres, only to be 
eaten awey by "·1lld beasts. Soon fever overtook us. The 
nearest medical praeti tioner was five miles ENay and the 
distance had to be covered on foot through thick foxest... We 

\ were frustrated and femished: and the money t·.re brought was 
, spent. Yet :->ride did not ellow us to beg, we spent three 
\whole years like this. 

'A missionary priest from Calicut used to visit us now and 
t~en. He advised us not to lose hope. He requested the 

8
tloetor at Kuttiady to p:r:ovide us with adequate medical help. 
u~ the doctor did not have enough medicine. The priest 

"'ert't stntight to the District COllector at Calicut and ~ 
-med(cines worth Rs.600/- and gave it to the doctor. The 
C"Joc.tttr vas very happly and began to look after us very well. 

13'-'*: soon death walked into our heme. My eldest brother was 
the. .fit-st victim. He died dUe to 'bl ack-wa.ter fever •.. a 
~~~ said to be comraon only in Africat our doctors did 
~ kYic:Af of any remedy against this disease. A local 

•• P2 
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Brahmin insisted that the burial should take place only 
at the east bank of the river, a little distance away, 
but we did not budge. we also decided not to quit this 
place an.d return to our native place since our eldest brother 
was buried in this place. The local people advised us t.o 
leave tbe place sinco it was the abode of the goddess 
1Kali '• They also told us that the fever would not touch 
us if tt-10 bannanas and toddy were offered to the deity. 

In the fifth year of our stay I had a a severe attac)L of 
fever.. Everyone thought 1 would die. I went to Calieut 
for treatment and got eured and was never again attacl\ed 
by the disease. But five of my remaining brothers succumbed 
to the same d1sea8e. Only the youngest borther and ! sur
vived. The burden of protecting my aged mother, the young 
brother, the widows and th~ir children fell entirely on my 
shoulder. n1e missi~naries from Calicut rendered all 
possible assistance. They helped thr~e of my childr~n to 
get scholarships at calicut. The other ehildren were 
educated at my own expense. 

The local people Wl':lo used to come for •punam • cu1 tivation 
fram KUttiedy thought that we were barbarians and cannibals. 
~Vhen they heard me and my b.t"'Other discuEJsing the 'month' 
and the day of the week the natives were surprised and 
muxmured among themselvesa •so these people know about 
tha f.mcnth' and the •year • J 

In those days, r:Nery creature - flies and ants, elephantA 
and piga, 1 endlords and labourers - wee our eneny. 

AS years passed more migrants were coming from Travaneore 
e.nd evecyone waited for the arrival of more persons. They 
.x used to stay at my house and I uaed to hel.p them for 
buying 1 and and setting up their own houtJes • u 

***** 



APPENDIX III 

'The Malabar settlements • by Sri Varky M Marstbcuna'kuzhy. 
(Malabar Diary, Julylf 1951, Vol. I, No. 4) 

•'l'bere are no pl aeea in the hilly areas of Malabar where 
Christiane have not reached. Even new, people from Trave.ncore 
are pourin9 in. All those who csne to Malabar, aft.er fighting 
against malaria, wild animals end other hardahipe, are engaged 
in different sorts of faxminq activities. Though those who 
came in the beginning were consumEK1 by malaria, they lighted 
the path for later migrants. The new arrivale will have no 
difficulty in improving their prospects. However, the price 
of land has gone considerably higher. AbOut 8 to 10 ttears 
ego an ecre of forest coated only Ps,S/-. Today it is not 
available .even for 15.1000/-. Bvel'Yone ·sets out to Mel a-bar 
in the hope of a better economic status end comfortable living 
than was pose:;ible nt Travaneore. trot the opinion necessarily 
undergoes a change once a person arrives hGre. They are few 
who are· not forced to ery out in exasperation. "I wish I .-c>uld 
only get out of this hell: I t wns at my sanidasa (evil 
movement) that I decided to cooe here: .. 

\1'\ 
The janmam 1 ends of Malabar are disorder like a book which has 
lost its binding. R,--:nce land dlsputes abound. After a person 
has bought the 1 and, el eared the jungle and started agricultural 
ections. another person- arrives on the scene claiming the 
lend to be his. Numerous oth(!)or elaimanta rcay arrive. All 
these people might havo paid money to the landlord who dis
appea~ the scene as if he does not know anything. 'rhe rnis-

. ~eed.s the landlords • agents are moYe interestinq. Nq'o~,.,!'Suld 
like to feed t.he • janmis • with the money they acqu1red;.h1a ~all 
holdflnge J.n the native place. The c::l aim ants of the eame 1 nnd 
fig'ht among ths:nselves, cases .result. Meanwhile monsoon arrives 
and malaria strikes. When the time for planting new crops has 
arrived l.'hould the farmer quarrel 'lllith his opponents o•Jio 
in bed striken with fever'? In this situation !s not Malabar 
a real hell? 

~ •• Thus thousands of families become frustrated and a:e 
c:!estroyed, but they rise again fran the ashes. These fmnilies 
gradually became the nucleus of new colonies. Religio~ 
facilities gradually started trieling in. The transfo~ation 
to areas, which once were driving terror to the eye, could only 
be described as miraculous. '!be fearsome junoles infested 
with demon qods and goddesses have today become thickly 
populated villages. ••• It is a painful fact that the inmigranta 
have .. none of the maenities they were used to in their 
native place,. •• •" 
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APPENDIX IV 

I. "EVICTioN• Editorial, Girideepam, Vol. I, No. 1, 

••·• AnOther failure of the ~lition government is 1\mravati. 
(High Ranges). Though it. was a decision which was arrived at 
within tho framework of law and public good, govemment has 
mijerably failed tn the way it went a))ou~ implanenting it. 
Th(! party in authority has created the situati~ in which a 
strong anti-eorrmunist like 1'r. Vadakkan had to congratulate 
At.K. GOpalan. The government should have shown a bit of 
humanity, let alone. Justice., to the poor peasant. For 
acme ministers~ Amrevati was not even a problem# and the 
hunger strike forth~ was just a fast. It·was a test.of 
strength llletween the min1:steria1 bungalows of Trivandrum m"d 
the huts of ~.mravat1. In the end those who needed a lesson 

~ yes-forced to learn it. 

!n. the oevasom lands of J<ottiyoor(Malabar) there live more 
than 5000 families. These lands were SOiUired by peasants 
after paying •pat tan ' and •manushan • to the trustees of tha 
oewnswom. 1-1e have come to know that the Nair service society 
is trying to buy these lands wholesale end thus cause 
difficulties to the intlli<Jrante. The statement issued by 
the oevaswom minister who is the riqht hand of the NSS is 
unfortunate~. The in.m1grants must organize thanselves and 
stand as one man. 

II. "MfRFant faz:mers ta.nd the lands of Malabar• 
G rideepank October. 

Migration to Malabar started ebout 30 years ago. • • • A 
majorityof the peas.Mta in cannanore district are not owners 
of tho 1 and, th~.Me tenants. n.--w~swoms nnd Rovilakarns 
own millions of;'laria. In 01'le survey number alone, ee.eh 
j enmi, I<ovil a.kem end Dewaswom owns 50000 acres or nvre as 
katumpattayam. These Jddends hav~ no specified boun(.!aries or 
legal records. The supervisors of the jen!'Jis and kovilaksns 
ara •raansoars • and those of dewaswoms are 'trustees •. Most 
of thenhold these posts as hereditaey riqht. The faets 
about land ere known only to these supervisors. It wac from 
the supervisors that the tenenta bought land either on verbal 
assurance or on leqa1 records. 

The tenants enjoy the title on the 1 and on pattom by vakkal 
eharthu~ ••• There is no need of n document for registering 
a dealing that does not exceed a pattom of ~.200/- (the 
pattom ranges from~ an anna to b.2/- per acre). Even those 
who have no holding in fact will be given registration if 
thSl" produce a P.!.lOO/- or Rs.200/- documsnt in court. Whether 
he actually has the right to that holding is immaterial. 
Hence people who had come from Travaneol."o after selling their 
land fbr amounts .-a~A9 ranging from b.l75/- to ~.85000/
eonsidercd. it a farcA to undergo the legal proc:::eduro. 
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TheM! poor peasant who bad 1 eft behind his loved ones ana 
everything he possessed and esne to Malabar with a little 
cash, wife and children and the necessary household arti
cles, wae pre;aisec5 to be given land at very cheap rates by 
the agents of jamia, Devaswcms, and tcovilakams. The 
adh1ki.'\r1 or the Menavan {Village officers} were maie wit
nesseo to the actual dealings~ in order to assure the 
.peasants. The innocEDt peasant who in his native place 
vas used to give or t.eke loada of rs. 1000/• or more witbo,tt 
any l2gal document, fi!ld!! it shameful t.o demand vouchers · 
or cash t'eeeipts. He gives the required advance to the 
jenmi and straight.way embarks'on agricultural operations 
in the newly bought 1 and. After obtaining the remaining 
cash also the agent take8 the peas•.nt to the house of the 
jan:ni who orders him to be unfailing in offering gifts 
dZ during o.ru!ln, vislm and other anapicious oecassions. 

When tlle peasant, in cou!"se of time, demands the req1stra
t1on of the deal the 39ents send them back sayingt •the 
janmi has no time', ''the lord is not well 8 and so on. Years 
pass by this w;sy. The famer b~es benkrupt aft.er spend
ing the money on cu; tivation and wages tor the 1.:lbou:-ers, 
and dees not car~ to obtain the records. The ager1te con
tinue to be the qa.e~tR of peasant households. 

.... • Melehr-r which W:"'S part. of the f11atir<"s state has been 
acceded to the Kerala State. The 'liberation struggle' 
took place, the coalition ministry came to power •. ~Land 
relations bill beeam9 law. *Lmi to the tiller• r this 
slogP..l\ was t.he accepted official policy. The migrant wbo 
left behind his native plaee and bome and helped the 
eeono!'t'ic advance of the country by increasing the inecme 
of all sections of the population if!cludinq the tr<:iler, the 
bus....ot1ner, the lt)cal labourer e-nd beedi and tt.ill c:mners 
!n cities like Calieut and carm.anore ••• • : t.hc farmer vbo 
is 1n a sorry mess due to the eestruction of crops,.. lack 
of capital facilities e»'"ld is forced to vai t at the doors 
or Canara Bank with their llredding rings to obtain finances 
for the labourers,. the doetor ar.d. the l«Dtyer; this farmer 
is now ~r~dG:d ea~~--~~ enexcachcr, thief. ~nd erlminalJ 

__ ....... _ 
•••• 
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